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My focus for this research is best practices in secondary ELA for LGBT students of 
color.  Specifically, I examined diversity, differentiation, inclusive education, culturally 
responsive pedagogy; strategies, scaffolding, effective instruction, high leverage practices, 
evidence-based practices; and subject-specific, disciplinary issues related to my goals for 
teaching improvement. This focus aligned with several INTASC Standards for teacher 
professional development. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line with 
INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My 
purpose for this study was to determine how well my instruction utilized best practices in 
secondary ELA for LGBT students of color. I will monitor and test my own professional growth 
by comparing and contrasting my instruction and planning against my research questions. These 
standards tie into my research questions by having me focus on instructional development and 
professional development and critiquing my best practices. Ultimately, my research and study 
findings demonstrate a range of successes and failures, along with implications for further 
research and professional development.    
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I am where I am now because of a very long and circuitous journey. I did not think that I 
would be here. Seven years ago, I was working dead-end food service jobs and trying to figure 
out what to do with my life. I am the first person in my entire extended family to attend and 
graduate university. I did not major in education, and, while I have always been told I would 
make a good teacher, I did not seriously consider teaching until recently. Now, after doing weeks 
of classroom observations, extensive tutoring, and some “proper” teaching, I am incredulous that 
I waited so long to pursue this path. 
My own life informs how I approach teaching and how I approach thinking about 
teaching and education, generally. I grew up in poverty, in a very large religiously- and 
politically-conservative household. I grew up in a toxic and abusive home environment with 
undiagnosed autism. Eventually, I was violently kicked out at gunpoint for being gay and 
“unrepentant.” It took me years to dig myself out of my own personal hell and find meaning in 
my life. I have greatly struggled to get by and have been homeless. I have been food insecure, off 
and on, since childhood. I fought and struggled to earn my undergraduate degree. I made 
mistakes and failed, the first time I pursued a postgraduate degree. 
Now, here I am, completing a Master of Arts in Teaching. I did not see myself here and I 
would not have expected it: not seven years ago as a prep cook nor eleven years ago as a broke 
and starving undergrad. My own educational experiences were also non-traditional: I eventually 
attended a charter school which was a hybrid home-school and central campus-based school, 
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after spending my elementary years home-schooled ineffectively by my mother. I was never 
exposed to the culture, norms, or rhythms of public education. I come into teaching with a blank 
slate and few opinions but having some very concrete goals. 
My own idiosyncratic journey has made me sensitive to the unique journeys of others 
around me, and, in this context, the distinct journeys of students. I know that a great many good 
and bad things can be occurring in their lives. I know that they have unique personalities, 
individual needs, and particular ways that they learn. I want to be the most effective teacher I can 
be. It is part of the reason I am in this program and writing this action research project. I want to 
efficiently use the action research methodology to become the most effective teacher I can 
pragmatically be. 
What is a ‘Philosophy of Teaching?’ 
A philosophy of teaching could more accurately be called a praxeology of teaching as it 
is more about what one is doing than what one believes. Certainly, belief informs practice; 
however, your beliefs can lead you to perform actions which do not result in your desired 
outcome. Further, your beliefs may be misguided and harmful, leading to actions which are 
similarly misguided and harmful, or they may lead to good outcomes despite themselves. You 
may also have good intentions which are not necessarily tied to grand philosophical beliefs, or 
you may teach despite beliefs you have about education and learning. Succinctly, actions are 
louder than words (read: beliefs).  
With regards to philosophical considerations, there are several fields we could 
contemplate. These include the epistemic, metaphysical, phenomenological, and ethical. There 
does not seem to be a deep connection between, say, behaviorism, social constructionism, and 
cognitivism with epistemology, metaphysics, phenomenology, and ethics. The former are 
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descriptive and normative while the latter are a mix of descriptive, prescriptive, imaginative, 
wondering, formative, normative, and noumenal. Broadly, philosophy is about thinking, 
metacogitation, and living while educational theory is about how people learn, remember, and 
are motivated to learn. There are certainly intersections, however slight.  
Of these sundry philosophical genres, perhaps the most salient are epistemology and 
ethics. They still do not closely dovetail with learning theories about instruction, memory, or 
motivation. Professional ethics tend to be prescriptive rules of convenience and self-protection 
rather than explorations of ethical concepts and limits. Similarly, when it comes to my practice, I 
am not very concerned with what the nature of knowledge is or what counts as knowledge per se; 
nor am I concerned with how consciousnesses interact with each other or constructing tedious 
trolley problems regarding my classroom or instruction. In short, ‘philosophies’ of teaching are 
more about educational theory than about philosophy. Further, all such philosophies will change 
both as a function of time and of experience. Any such philosophies have an extremely limited 
shelf life.  
When it comes to my philosophy or praxeology of teaching, I find myself to be 
exceedingly practical. I think that there are many major causes of teacher burnout including 
overly-large class sizes, poor administration, large workloads, little administrative and 
communal support, and low pay. However, I am primarily concerned with whether students are 
learning or not. I want students to learn well and to leave my class at the end of the year in a 
better position, regarding my discipline area, than they came in with. That is all. My practices 
and aims are all directed towards this singular goal. If students leave with other net positives, 





To teach means to create conditions where someone can learn. One who teaches acts and 
creates contexts which allows others to remember justified and true beliefs. The more contexts 
something is remembered in or triggered by, the stronger the memory and association, and the 
more salient to a person’s life and world. What I teach should never just be presented as part of a 
curriculum with no bearing outside of class or school. If I am left with no other choice, I should 
evaluate the curriculum and improvise; or, perhaps, what I am teaching is actually not of much 
importance.  
There are many contexts and environments in which teaching happens, essentially every 
environment and context. Given that ‘reality’ is constantly teaching and people are constantly 
learning, it is impossible to create a truly controlled environment where I have exact and precise 
control over what is taught. I need to consider how what I teach may affect students. I need to 
consider the intersecting identities of my students and be sensitive to diverse needs. Being 
‘sensitive to diversity’ is basically to not be solipsistic or egocentric, as much as one can muster. 
Phenomenology implies that everyone has a different perceived reality in addition to a different 
lived reality. If, given the aforementioned, people are always learning and other people and 
environments are always teaching, then people’s perceived and lived realities are constantly 
being reinforced.  
Ironically, there is not a particularly good physicalist response to diversity in this regard 
because it is a question of consciousness, which is considered a “hard problem” for a reason. 
Merely describing “neurons firing” can never tell you about the quantitative or qualitative 
state(s) of someone’s consciousness, let alone their realities, perceived or lived. I remain 
unconvinced in this regard, i.e., a neurological explanation of perceived diversity. 
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Provided all that, given that a context is always teaching, and a person is always learning, 
it behooves me to consider what my classroom environment is teaching. It behooves me to 
consider what I am teaching. What is my classroom telling students? Who is welcome? Who fits 
in? What assumptions and biases are there? Who is inadvertently privileged? Who is 
inadvertently disadvantaged? When I am assessing what has been learned, how am I doing that? 
What are my assumptions? How am I making sure that there is understanding being encouraged 
along with knowledge? What are my assumptions about what constitutes knowledge? What is 
warranted? What is true? Who or what decides?  
What this all means is that teaching is both an active and intentional process and a 
passive and unintentional process. We are always learning, constantly, people of all ages, 
including students. What I am teaching them goes far beyond a curriculum. It is more than a 
literary canon or a series of instructional texts and writing assignments. My classroom is one 
where students have the best opportunity to learn about communication generally. 
With state- and federally-mandated tests consuming ever more time and attention, 
instruction time becomes increasingly limited. Another factor limiting instruction time is class 
sizes, which are constantly increasing, leading to more time being spent on behavior issues, 
classroom management, and paperwork. These result in less time being spent on individual 
students in the form of instruction and individual attention. While students may superficially read 
novels and other texts in class, their level of actual engagement has never been lower. Research 
papers and essays are increasingly geared to be diagnostics for standardized writing samples 






Now, in Covid-19 era ELA classrooms, we study excerpts and write paragraphs. We 
work across an entire term or semester to fashion a single several-paragraph essay. This is very 
different from the educational experiences of my youth. Even in the “before times,” instruction 
quality has plummeted. Faced with this reality and various external demands, my goals and 
expectations for teaching must change, as well.  
My goals are to encourage various kinds of literacies and styles or registers of writing. I 
want my students to be able to navigate the texts they encounter in their daily lives. I want them 
to be able to parse meanings and articulate their thoughts in various modalities. I want to 
inculcate critical thinking skills so that they can be in control of what they read instead of being 
controlled by the various texts and media they consume. If, on top of this, they discover that they 
love to read a particular genre of text or write in a particular mode, then I will count that as the 
cherry on top, as it were. Sadly, against my will, students will not be particularly exposed to any 
of the literary canons (not just “old dead white men”) before they reach college, if they choose to 
attend. One day, I may try to rectify this situation, within my own sphere of influence; however, 
I wish to be proficient at teaching what I must before I attempt this. 
On Learning 
Learning is acquiring knowledge. To “acquire” in this context means to remember and/or 
associate and “knowledge” is “justified and true belief.” Memory is highly contextual and 
interdependent which means that our justified and true beliefs, along with all our unjustified and 
probably false beliefs, are stored all over our minds. Similarly, to how teaching occurs in every 
context, learning occurs in every memory and every experience. As an educator, along with 
considering carefully what I am actually teaching, I want to ensure that students can utilize 
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various contexts flexibly in order to effectively recall their interconnected and interrelated 
knowledge.  
On Theory 
I have always had a rather cavalier attitude towards theory. While I have always striven 
to understand theoretical concepts, theory is only useful to me as far as it is practical and 
effective. When I am trying to have real-world tangible effects, I am not much bothered by either 
theoretical consistency or ideological camps. I am happy to apply both behaviorist and social 
constructivist approaches, say, if they happen to be effective for me and my students. I espouse 
support for no particular theory or approach, and I judge every theory and tactic by how effective 
they are regarding student learning and effective classroom management. If that makes me a 
poor academic, then so be it; I will be an excellent teacher, instead. The two are not mutually 
inclusive. 
I think that students should come first over pet theories and hyped curricula. There is no 
place for educational cults in the classroom. Systemic curricula, more often than not, inhibits 
actual instruction and learning and transforms schools into regimented prisons. Our concern 
should lie with whether students are learning well at an adequate level and pace, not how flashy 
or trendy our instruction or curriculum is.  
State and Federal standards are also less helpful than may initially seem. While basic 
standards, along with scope and sequence, are important; mandated standards are a bureaucratic 
nightmare and only exist to justify the aforementioned bureaucrats’ and consultants’ jobs. 
Standards make instruction overly-regimented and disadvantage both struggling students and 
overtaxed teachers. Standards also privilege the biases of bureaucrats, consultants, majoritarian 
voters, teachers, and testing companies: favoring and privileging knowledge and content that is 
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more easily quantifiable and standardized over forms of knowledge which are highly contextual, 
qualitative, and individuated. These standards privilege what may be broadly construed as 
middle- and upper-class “White Anglo-Saxon Protestant” (also known as “WASP”) culture over 
other cultures that are just as valid and present in our country. Standards decimate teacher and 
student choice and autonomy. Teachers should be teaching what they, in their own best 
professional opinion, think their students need to know in order to successfully navigate the 
world they are going to inherit, with as much input from students as is practicable and salient. 
Even if standards kept supposedly “bad” teachers in check, the benefits of autonomous teachers 
and students would outweigh any negative externalities. Tests should only be formative or, at 
worst, assessing for practical reasons. The reason for our instruction should never just be 
“because it is on the test.”  
Conclusion 
I cannot be Superman and I refuse to become an educational martyr. I do not care to be 
the teacher fondly remembered for having a fun classroom, corny jokes, or making myself a 
clown for student entertainment: that is a level of emotional baggage and codependency that I do 
not need, nor do I think it is mentally or emotionally healthy. What I can do, which would be the 
greatest gift and of the most service to my students, is ensure that they learn, that they remember 
for as enduring a time as possible, how to navigate and respond to the content and modes of 
communication they encounter in their daily lives. If my students go on to be nigh-immune from 
propaganda, or can understand a loan application, or can write a letter to their supervisor or 
religious leader, or navigate the morass of social media, or appreciate a genre text, or reflect 
thoughtfully in their journal or in a poem, then my job is done, and I consider it a worthy and 
anonymous contribution to the continued survival of humanity. 
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With all these considerations in mind regarding the nature of educational philosophy, 
teaching, learning, and educational theory, I will explore several research questions about my 
own practice. The first is: how has my lesson planning differentiation for diversity changed the 
more I’ve taught? The second is: how does my teaching demonstrate high leverage practices? 
The third is: how do my lesson plans demonstrate best practices for engaging a diverse student 
body, specifically, if possible, LGBT students of color? These questions are designed to be 
concrete and practicable and to help me hone my own best practices in my classroom. I want to 
be an effective teacher who can help my students learn and navigate the hostile environment of 
education, to be “creatively compliant and selectively defiant” (Hoffman et al., 2001, p. 492). 
This desire to be pragmatically effective in a fraught environment is the closest conception I 


















Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review 
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers 
have looked at diversity, differentiation, inclusive education, and culturally responsive pedagogy 
as a whole; strategies, scaffolding, effective instruction, high leverage practices, and evidence-
based practices as a whole; and ELA disciplinary issues related to my goals for teaching 
improvement. I searched for research on these broad topics because I want my teaching to be as 
impactful on underserved students as possible.  Additionally, because I will be studying my own 
practice, and I wanted to narrow-down these broad topics, I looked for studies that indicated the 
kinds of instruction that are effective for LGBT students of color, and I wanted to see if there 
were any salient research on these students.  
 
Procedures for the Literature Review 
 
 For my research, I searched the EBSCO database for articles that met the keyword 
criteria listed above, along with conducting a search for texts in the databases of the Hamersly 
Library at Western Oregon University. I selected literature for this review based on several 
specific criteria. Research was initially selected if it contained the following descriptors: 
“LGBT,” “gay,” “queer,” “GSM,” “gender and sexual minorities,” “students,” “high school,” 
“class(es),” “school,” “Black,” “African-American,” “Latino,” “Asian,” “minority(ies),” 
“diverse,” “diversity,” “English,” “ELA,” “representation,” “best practices,” “high leverage,” 
“differentiation,” “pedagogy,” “engagement,” “students of color,” and “youths of color.”  
These searches yielded hundreds of potentially relevant articles. In order to narrow my 
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findings and make them more specific to this research project, I then focused my review efforts 
on texts that discussed these topics more directly and specifically. After amassing a small salient 
collection of academic texts, I looked for articles that directly supported the sub-themes that had 
emerged from reading and analyzing the major texts in my literature review. After finding these 
books and articles, I hand-searched their reference lists as sources to find any further salient or 
useful additional related articles or books. In the end, I acquired several dozen salient and 
specific academic texts on these themes, the majority of which were of sufficient quality to 
formally include in this review. 
Major Theme: Improving Pedagogy and Instruction for LGBT Students of Color 
 
When considering how teachers and researchers have looked at diversity, differentiation, 
inclusive education, and culturally responsive pedagogy holistically; strategies, scaffolding, 
effective instruction, high leverage practices, and evidence-based practices as a whole; and ELA 
disciplinary issues related to my goals for teaching improvement, I attempted to narrow these 
down to more helpful, pragmatic, and salient foci. My philosophy of teaching helped inform 
these strategic decisions because, above all, I want my teaching to be as effective and salient as 
possible.  
When I was researching how teachers and researchers have looked at diversity, 
differentiation, inclusive education, and culturally responsive pedagogy as a whole, I wanted to 
ensure that LGBT students of color were best served. This guided the development and 
substantiation of the major theme. I searched for texts within the general topic using this focus. 
By narrowing my focus, I was able to develop and research with the theme of diversity 
differentiation in lesson planning. 
As I researched strategies, scaffolding, effective instruction, high leverage practices, and 
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evidence-based practices holistically, I strove to guarantee that LGBT students of color were 
considered and included. This helped me narrow down my focus to the highly salient theme of 
demonstrating high leverage practices. This well help me to ensure that LGBT students of color 
receive the benefit of these high leverage practices. 
Researching the theme of ELA disciplinary issues related to my goals for teaching 
improvement, I wanted this topic to help improve my craft and pedagogy. By focusing on LGBT 
students of color, I was able to illuminate the theme of demonstrating best practices for engaging 
a diverse student body, especially LGBT students of color. This focus will help me create 
instruction that is especially relevant, engaging, and effective for these students. 
Research Studies 
 
 This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on 
the sub-themes. First, I discuss the diversity differentiation in lesson planning as this is 
something that I think is interesting and salient for my pedagogy. Second, I consider research on 
demonstrating high leverage practices because it is a critical feature of effective instruction. 
Finally, I look at research on lesson plans demonstrating best practices for engaging a diverse 
student body, especially LGBT students of color because this underrepresented demographic is 
long overdue for specific and direct interventions.   
 
A Review of Diversity Differentiation in Lesson Planning 
In Delpit’s (1988) The Silenced Dialogue: Power and Pedagogy in Educating Other 
People’s Children, there are tensions between research (data) and experience (anecdote). There 
is also tension between a scientific epistemology and critical race theoretic epistemology. She 
discusses ethnographic analysis as “giving voice to alternative views” (p. 283). She also 
discusses process-oriented versus skills-oriented writing processes. Then she touches on the 
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“culture of power:” that issues of power are enacted in classrooms, and there are codes or rules 
for participating in power; that is, there is a culture of power. The rules of the culture of power 
are a reflection of the rules of the culture of those who have power: if you are not already a 
participant in the culture of power, being explicitly told the rules of that culture makes acquiring 
power easier. Those with power are frequently least aware of — or least willing to acknowledge 
— its existence. Those with less power are often most aware of its existence.  
In Kozol’s (2005) Still separate, still unequal: America’s educational apartheid from 
Harper’s Magazine, he describes how segregated schools are still the norm. Counter-intuitively, 
there are schools which have 10% or less white enrollment, when white people make up 63% of 
the population. To me, it seems that something is not adding up, as these white students would 
have to go to charter and/or private schools and there are not that many wealthy white people 
who could afford that. So, where are they? Is this an effect of red lining and white flight, as 
opposed to outright school transfer? The only way I can see this happening is because white 
people are literally not in the geographic bounds of the school. If they were, then all the poor and 
most of the middle-class white students would be there. 
Kozol indicates that this segregation even occurs when the neighborhoods are mixed 
racially and economically. I do not think this could be the case. If students are poor, then it takes 
money to move them and transport them daily to schools outside the district. A racially-mixed 
poor neighborhood should have poor white students in near to the expected proportion. Another 
good point, one which has a certain sardonicism, is Kozol’s observation regarding how “diverse” 
is used to mean “segregated” (p. 44). 
Kozol describes how schools with poor funding and resources use Skinnerian theories in 
teaching, with an overall attitude and atmosphere of a behavioral modification program in a 
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penal colony. There is no social learning, no choice, no autonomy, and no problem solving: just 
rote learning, drills, and commands. Kozol’s interviewee describes it as an “absurdity” and that it 
“teaches acquiescence” (p. 51).  
In The trouble with black boys: The role and influence of environmental and cultural 
factors on the academic performance of African American males, Noguera (2003) describes the 
nexus of being Black and male as the most difficult place to be. Outcomes for Black males are 
worse than even Black females. Black boys are overrepresented in special education programs. 
Black boys, and boys in particular, are marginalized and stigmatized. They are not well-served 
by the school, which focuses more on girls and rewards behaviors and learning styles that are 
more often found in girls than boys.  
Black males are more likely to be labeled with behavior problems and as less intelligent 
even while they are still very young. Black males are also more likely to be punished with 
severity, even for minor offenses, for violating school rules and often without regard for their 
welfare. They are more likely to be excluded from rigorous classes and prevented from accessing 
educational opportunities that might otherwise support and encourage them. 
Schools that serve Black males fail to nurture, support, or protect them. Black males 
often adopt behaviors that make them complicit in their own failure. It is not just that they 
are more likely to be punished or placed in remedial classes, it is also that they are more likely to 
act out in the classroom and to avoid challenging themselves academically. 
There are several major social factors of academic marginalization such as, lack of access 
to health care, inadequate nutrition, poor housing, growing up poor and in a single-parent 




There are also several cultural factors of academic marginalization including the attitude 
that white supremacy will always hold Black people back, so why try? That sports and music are 
the most viable options for upward mobility, certainly not academics. That doing well in school 
is “acting white” or “selling out” (p. 439). 
Efforts to improve the academic performance of African-American males must begin by 
understanding the attitudes that influence how they perceive schooling and academic pursuits. 
Identity is formed through complex interactions of the structural environment, the social 
environment, and individual agency. Students can be unfairly victimized by the labeling and 
sorting processes that occur within school in addition to being harmed by the attitudes and 
behavior they adopt in reaction to these processes. Researchers on effective schools for low-
income African American students also cite the supportive relations that exist between teachers 
and students and the ethos of caring and accountability that pervade such schools as other 
essential ingredients of their success. Also, generational differences, especially when 
compounded by differences in race and class, often make it difficult for adults to communicate 
effectively with youth. 
In Banks et al.’s (2001) Diversity Within Unity: Essential Principles for Teaching and 
Learning in a Multicultural Society, there are twelve principles listed for effective multicultural 
teachings. These include principles regarding professional development, equal opportunities, 
curricula, and extracurricular activities. Some others are intergroup relations, biases, intercultural 
relations, and culturally responsive pedagogy. Lastly, there are the principles regarding 
intercultural schools, wide-based decision making, equal funding, using culturally sensitive 
teaching and social techniques. 
In Wheeler’s (2004) Codeswitching: Tools of Language and Culture Transform the 
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Dialectally Diverse Classroom, she discusses a summary of and an experimental intervention to 
boost African-American educational outcomes by explicitly connecting to and legitimizing 
AAVE (African-American Vernacular English). Wheeler discusses how English teachers equate 
standard academic English with “grammar” while ignoring that all other varieties of English 
have their own unique grammars, just like every other language. 
This article is primarily about using AAVE-affirming interventions in school, in order to 
boost Black students’ educational outcomes and sense of belonging. It purposes to teach students 
to think about their own variety of language as one of many choices, while explicitly instructing 
in Standard American English usage.  
Brockenbrough’s (2016) Becoming Queerly Responsive: Culturally Responsive 
Pedagogy for Black and Latino Urban Queer Youth, is an article about a study done on LGBT 
youth of color who participated in an HIV/AIDS program. It attempted to abstract out salient 
information for culturally responsive pedagogy for LGBT youth of color. Brockenbrough 
explains that, “culturally responsive pedagogues actively engage in modes of care that counter 
the neglect of traditionally marginalized students in schools, are culturally recognizable to those 
students, and may even extend into parental-like commitments to nurture and encourage those 
students (Dixson, 2003; Gay, 2010; Lynn, 2006; Milner, 2011; Monroe, 2009)” and that these 
students suffer from oppressions along the lines of many intersections including race, sexuality, 
sex, gender, class, and citizenship (pp. 173-174).  
Milner’s (2016) A Black Male Teacher’s Culturally Responsive Practices presents a 
study of one teacher’s use of culturally responsive practices. One section of this article was a 
brief review of the literature surrounding Black male teachers’ representation and culturally 
responsive practices. This article contains an extensive review of previous literature and 
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summarizes a great deal of it. The research includes studies by Smithey, Milner and Smithey, 
Kirkland, Noguera, Wheeler, and others and tracks studies about African-American male teacher 
development, retention, efficacy, placement, and self-reported job satisfaction, among other 
things.  
Aronson’s and Laughter’s (2020) article The theory and practice of culturally relevant 
education: expanding the conversation to include gender and sexuality equity, is a summary of 
culturally relevant education and its expansion into gender and sexual equity. This article 
contains an extensive review of previous literature and summarizes a great deal of it. They report 
that cultural relevancy involves many different intersections of identities and that LGBT have 
unique communities and cultures. They insist that CRE requires educators to not ignore the 
importance of sexuality and gender by over-emphasizing race.  
Page’s (2016) Teaching in the Cracks: Using Familiar Pedagogy to Advance LGBTQ-
Inclusive Curriculum is an article that discusses the ways homophobia and heteronormative 
make school environments unsafe for LGBT students, with specific examples. It discusses a 
conceptualization of various kinds of pedagogy and how inclusive they are. This article is very 
helpful in describing the negative externalities that school places on LGBT youth. Page states 
that LGBT students feel less safe, engaged, and respected and less valued in school than cis-
gender heterosexual students.  She also reports that negative school climates negatively affect 
academic outcomes. She further indicates that even when comparing traumatize heterosexual 
students and traumatized LGBT students, it was the LGBT students who had yet still greater 
negative traumas and outcomes. 
Kirkland’s (2011) Books Like Clothes: Engaging Young Black Men With Reading asserts 
that reading, in addition to being an identity, is an ideology. He discusses ways to engage with 
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the ideologies Black male students may have about being a reader and with reading. He states 
that things that are thought of as “basics” such as reading or writing are not basic but 
intermediate, with the real basics being things like readiness, curiosity, and play. 
A Review of Demonstrating High Leverage Practices 
Au’s (2011) Teaching under the new Taylorism: High-stakes testing and the 
standardization of the 21st century curriculum, is a summary and synthesis of the view that 
standardized testing and heavy administrative authoritarianism are “the New Taylorism.” This 
contains a kind of historical survey. It contains a great deal of information about Taylorism and 
the general state of standards, standardized testing, and administrative practices.  
The National Research Council’s (2000) “Learning from speculation to science” in How 
people learn: Brain, mind, experience, and school is a chapter about the history of learning and 
current trends in the field. They indicate that, in order to develop competence, a student must 
have deep foundational knowledge, understanding about facts and ideas in a conceptual 
framework, and organized knowledge that helps facilitate knowledge retrieval. 
Poteat and Scheer’s (2016) GSA advisors' self-efficacy related to LGBT youth of color 
and transgender youth is a limited initial study on GSA advisors’ sense of self-efficacy with 
regards to serving certain at-risk populations. They indicate that GSA advisors’ sense of self-
efficacy was limited and constrained by a variety of factors including cultural differences, a lack 
of salient research, and a lack of services in schools.  
In Baker-Bell’s (2008)“I Never Really Knew the History behind African-American 
Language”: Critical Language Pedagogy in an Advanced Placement English Language Arts 
Class, the author discusses critical language pedagogy and states that, “[c]ritical scholars of 
language Kirkland and Jackson (2008) argue that code-switching pedagogies do not improve 
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students’ attitudes toward their own languages, and these pedagogies perpetuate students’ 
feelings of linguistic and cultural shame as they fail to consider the matrix of language, identity, 
and power” (p. 358).  
The article addresses critical-linguistic issues and makes students aware of the historical 
importance of AAL (African-American Language). It considers the significance of all 
sociolinguistic forms and provides students with opportunities to investigate, accommodate, and 
critique such forms. It addresses negative assumptions about languages and their speakers and is 
explicit about the political acts of language (i.e., making students aware that every time they 
speak or write, they are engaging in a political act) and provides instruction to all students, 
regardless of race or ethnicity, which offsets the assumptions that perpetuate linguistic 
discrimination. 
In Listening to Echoes: Teaching Young Black Men Literacy and the Distraction of ELA 
Standards, Kirkland (2011) opines that, current ELA instruction fails young Black males because 
it does not consider how Black males live and learn. He also thinks that so long as ELA 
standards remain tied to the narrow goals of “elite” citizens, then it will fail to provide literacy 
for young Black male students.  
In Cristina C. James’ (2020) article Integrating TED into the ELA Classroom to Cultivate 
Student Voice and Activism, she describes using the TED Talk forum style to create space within 
the class and instruction for students to speak about, not only instructional content, but about 
their lives, as well. She states that students not only have unique vernaculars and important 
things to say, but that real life is happening to them, outside of the classroom. 
Reading the (Heteronormative) World: Critical Literacy and LGBTQ+ Book Clubs by 
Meixner and Scupp (2020) is about a unit focused on LGBTQ+ critical literacy in an 8th grade 
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ELA class. They state that, students are capable and willing to critically examine texts they 
encounter in and out of school. They state that these students just need scaffolding and modelling 
regarding discourse involving oppressed nondominant groups, along with ways to disrupt 
discourses.  
Guerra’s (2012) Using Urban Fiction to Engage At-Risk and Incarcerated Youths in 
Literacy Instruction, is an article about engaging at-risk youth in literacy efforts. It described a 
particular approach and program, using urban fiction. Especially useful was the information 
about literacy rates and how they correspond to incarceration rates for at-risk youth.  
Blackburn and Smith’s (2010) Moving Beyond the Inclusion of LGBT-Themed Literature 
in English Language Arts Classrooms: Interrogating Heteronormativity and Exploring 
Intersectionality, is an article that demonstrates that attempts at being LGBT-inclusive fall short 
if intersectionality and heteronormativity are not considered. They state that combatting 
homophobia is different than combatting transphobia and even combatting heterosexism.  
Helmer’s (2015) “Everyone Needs a Class Like This”: High School Students' 
Perspectives on a Gay and Lesbian Literature Course, is an article that describes a large unit (a 
trimester) of LGBT literature and its effects on students. She states that even though there have 
been dramatic improvements in LGBT visibility and rights, there has not been much of an 
improvement in schools. She indicates that schools still do not have LGBT resources, lack any 
positive representation, and are mostly silenced in every aspect of school, with bullying being 
largely ignored or poorly handled.  
She then concludes that, “[s]tudent reflections about the Gay and Lesbian Literature class 
illustrate how meaningful a queer-themed curriculum can be for all students, LGBTQ and 
straight alike. Students’ confidence in engaging with LGBTQ issues improved markedly, which 
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in turn enabled them to become more supportive allies and advocates. They recognized the 
positive impact taking the class had on themselves as well as on their school’s climate” (p. 418). 
A Review of Lesson Planning Demonstrating Best Practices for Engaging a Diverse Student 
Body, Especially LGBT Youth of Color 
In Thompson’s (2008) De/Centering Straight Talk, there is a highly theoretical and 
minimally verifiable account of attempts to “queer” intellectual disabilities in a clinical setting. 
Thompson makes the homophobic claim that people who are intellectually disabled cannot 
“identify” as gay and also advocates for intellectually disabled students to reject all labels, 
including “gay” and “intellectually disabled.”  
Conrad’s (2018) “Our Silent Day”: One White Gay Teacher Explores Teacher Agency 
and Counter-Socialization during the National Day of Silence is a study of a teacher’s 
participation in the Day of Silence. It also details issues of homophobia in school culture, 
between students, and directed at teachers and faculty. The author discusses how homophobia 
and heteronormativity negatively affect teachers in the educational setting, stating that teachers 
are vulnerable to harassment and discrimination at work.  
She indicates that workers in 28 states in the U.S. can be fired for being LGBTQ and that 
only 72 nations offer any legal protections for LGBTQ employees. She states elsewhere LGBTQ 
people are subject to lengthy prison sentences, corporal punishment, or death. She also reports 
that being explicitly “out” throughout school and community spaces is taboo because in social 
education there is the expectation of teacher neutrality on issues marked as “controversial.” She 
further states that school cultures often punish those who challenge the narrow norms of gender 
expression and heterosexuality and that teacher disclosure about being LGBTQ, inclusion of 
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queer content in curriculum, and participation in events like Day of Silence are a highly personal 
and professional risk.  
She also states that, “[b]y framing LGBTQ exclusions as merely individual experiences 
of homophobia, schools socialize students and educators to ignore heteronormativity, the 
pervasive, systematic ways that the gender binary and heterosexuality are constructed and 
promoted as natural, normal, and superior human experiences (Blackburn & Smith, 2010; 
DePalma, 2013; Sumara & Davis, 1999). LGBTQ teachers of social education face a special 
paradox in that being “out” may imply progressive political views, making their visibility 
incompatible with expectations of teacher neutrality, or even professionalism” (p. 105). 
Baker-Bell’s (2020) Dismantling anti-black linguistic racism in English language arts 
classrooms: Toward an anti-racist black language pedagogy describes a potential “critical Black 
language pedagogy.” She states that Black students experience linguistic racism when they use 
their home dialects in school. She further opines that standard academic English can never 
empower a Black student.  She goes on to indicate that students should never have to code-
switch in school.  
Kedley and Spiering’s (2017). Using LGBTQ Graphic Novels to Dispel Myths about 
Gender and Sexuality in ELA Classrooms is an article that discusses how LGBTQ graphic novels 
and comics can be used for pedagogical purposes and for representation in the classroom. They 
state that LGBTQ YA literature should be included in ELA classes in order to challenge 
homophobic culture. They also indicate that educators should use “queer” readings of texts in the 




In “Out of the closet and into the classroom” by Colin J. Slater, a chapter from the book 
Action Research for Inclusive Education, edited by Armstrong and Moore (2004), the author 
created a survey research project to determine how colleagues handled gay issues, in order to 
improve his own pedagogy and practice. Slater, citing Berliner, states that, “gay” is probably 
now the most common word of abuse in school and beyond, among children and teenagers, and 
it is used to describe anything from the not very good to minor inconveniences. Slater 
determined that his colleagues were only somewhat prepared to handle gay issues and that none 
had, in fact, ever done so.  
Morrell’s (2005) Critical English Education is a somewhat self-congratulatory article 
about creating an ELA pedagogy rooted in critical theories. He states that educators need to 
move past deficit explanations for academic failure and consider sociological theories about the 
role schools play in causing social inequality. Note that he is not saying to look for social factors 
of failure or impediment but to look for immaterial theoretical sources.  
In Fowler-Amato et al.’s (2019) Working Toward a Socially Just Future in the ELA 
Methods Class, there is a review of literature that highlights the efforts teacher educators and 
researchers have made over the past 18 years to work toward social justice in secondary English 
language arts (ELA) preservice teacher (PT) education. The authors discuss several salient 
feature of socially just ELA instruction including learning with and from students and their 
communities; expanding what counts as text, genre, language, and literacy practice; preparing all 
students to become critical consumers and producers of texts; considering how teachers’ cultural 
positionality affects teaching and learning; developing an awareness of inequities within schools 




In Lesaux et al.’s (2010) The effectiveness and ease of implementation of an academic 
vocabulary intervention for linguistically diverse students in urban middle schools, there is a 
moderately-sized study on vocabulary interventions in a middle-grade school. It attempted to 
create and measure the effectiveness of academic vocabulary intervention on ELLs and 
language/dialect minorities in the school. This study showed modest success in instructional 
outcomes. 
Martinez’s (2017) Emerging Critical Meta-Awareness Among Black and Latina/o Youth 
During Corrective Feedback Practices in Urban English Language Arts Classrooms is a study 
that focused on correcting the content of student messages rather than the linguistic form. The 
author advocates for more use of non-standard dialects and languages within the classroom 
context, something that I have also advocated for. The study is more demonstrative than 
quantitatively explanatory. Martinez states that Black and Latino youth countered the common 
misconception that they are limited in their proficiency of the standard academic variety of 
English. Instead, these students are linguistically flexible, code-switch, and that different dialects 
mixed and mingled.  
Crawley and Donovan’s (2020) Creating a Lifeline: Strategies for LGBTQ+ inclusive- 
Affirming practices across Grades is an article that advocates for global changes in ELA (and 
other educational) pedagogy or instruction, such that LGBTQ+-inclusive practices are the norm 
for instruction. This article described the importance of global or longitudinal LGBTQ+-
inclusive instruction. Concrete examples were sparse, but the general conception is salient. They 
indicate that strategies should be recursive across the school year instead of being a single lesson 
or unit. They state that these strategies are vital to support teachers’ knowledge and confidence 




The main takeaway I have gleaned from my research is that, while there is much research 
on differentiation, high leverage practices, best practices, relevant instruction, and even 
culturally responsive pedagogy for Black students, there is much less research on Latinos and 
less still on Asian students, with almost none focusing on Native American students. There is 
also little research on LGBT students. There is also a dearth of research on the intersection of 
these groups: LGBT students of color. It is to be noted that “LGBT students of color” is still, in 
itself, a very large and nebulous category. For the purposes of research and clarity, it would 
undoubtedly be better to specifically focus on discrete groups such as Latino, Asian, and Native 
American LGBT students of color. It would be better to atomize further and focus on specific 
ethnicities and sexualities or gender identities. There is a great potential for novel innovations 
there; however, there is also the danger of finding little or no salient research. 
Not only does this suggest that more narrowly-focused and salient research needs to be 
done, but it also suggests that LGBT students are being underserved and marginalized, which 
negatively effects not only their educational outcomes, but their life outcomes, as well. LGBT 
students of color have almost no impact upon the literature, with most of it being small-scale 
initial studies. 
My observation is that academics focus on hot topics and current trends in the literature 
and write about them. The literature abounds with much “preliminary steps” and very small-scale 
initial studies; however, there is a fundamental lack of follow-up involving long-term substantive 
measures. Another issue is that of being far too vague with regards to describing studies and 
experimental pedagogies. More care is given to citing antecedents than describing approaches. 
These seem to be facets of the wider “Replication Crisis” in the “hard” sciences. The direct 
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consequences of such trends are that marginalized students do not get the quality instruction that 
they deserve. We need to do better than we are doing currently.  
Regarding my initial research question of “how has my lesson planning differentiation for 
diversity changed the more I’ve taught,” my research has given me some different insights and 
strategies to try. These include planning for intersectional minority students, using salient texts, 
and considering class and school environments. My study may involve experimenting with 
different lesson plan components with regards to the aforementioned features. 
When considering my second question of “how does my teaching demonstrate high 
leverage practices,” I think that there has generally been a lack of resources. Most of what I 
encountered was some sort of critical theoretical discussion with no resulting tools or methods 
proffered. Most “solutions” discussed where essentially the same: increasing various students’ 
visibility in texts and classrooms and increasing the flexibility of instruction. I think that these 
things are considerable primarily for planning and instruction but are not high-leverage practices, 
being far too general.   
Regarding my final research question, “how do my lesson plans demonstrate best 
practices for engaging a diverse student body, specifically, if possible, LGBT students of color,” 
I found much the same strategies as uncovered by my second research question. Various 
methods of increasing visibility and representation in texts, classrooms, and schools for minority 
students were discussed. More salient instruction and more flexible instruction was also 
discussed. At this point, I think that I understand how to plan a culturally responsive or culturally 
inclusive lesson. I also think that I know how to increase representation and visibility in texts and 
my classroom. Representation and visibility in a school or district is certainly beyond a single 
teacher, although my small voice may be a part of the general advocacy. After this analysis, I 
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think that my study needs to, in part, experiment with realized high level practices and see what I 




























 The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action 
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts, lesson 
plans, supervisor and cooperating teacher observations, video, specific teaching strategies, and 
peer critiques as means of data collection.  I will begin with a review of action research 
principles to establish the foundation for this study’s method of inquiry. Second, I will review 
the choices and purposes of data collection that helped to highlight my instruction and means for 
searching for improvement. Third, I will detail my context for the study, methods of data 
collection protocols, maintaining credibility and trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge 
my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will present the procedures used for studying my 
practice, while providing data and analysis that speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to 
my instruction as I implemented this study.  
Research Questions 
 My focus for this research is best practices in secondary ELA for LGBT students of 
color.  Specifically, I examined diversity, differentiation, inclusive education, culturally 
responsive pedagogy; strategies, scaffolding, effective instruction, high leverage practices, 
evidence-based practices; and subject-specific, disciplinary issues related to my goals for 
teaching improvement. This focus aligned with the following INTASC Standards for teacher 
professional development. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line with 
INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and, therefore, student learning. My 
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purpose of this study was to determine how well my instruction utilized best pedagogical 
practices in secondary ELA for LGBT students of color.  The research questions for this study 
were: 
1.  How has my lesson planning differentiation for diversity changed the more I’ve 
taught? Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to test if my diversity 
differentiation in my lesson plans changed or improved. 
2. How does my teaching demonstrate high leverage practices? Data gathered from this 
question was used to validate whether my instruction effectively utilized high 
leverage practices.   
3. How do my lesson plans demonstrate best practices for engaging a diverse student 
body, specifically, if possible, LGBT students of color? Data gathered from a focus 
on this question was used to describe if my lesson plans effectively engaged a diverse 
student body, particularly if it engaged LGBT students of color.   
INTASC Standards  
The INTASC standards are “[s]tandards that outline what teachers should know and be 
able to do to ensure every PK-12 student reaches the goal of being ready to enter college or the 
workforce in today’s world” (Council of Chief State School Officers 2013, p. 3). The purposes of 
the INTASC Standards are that, “[t]he teacher uses an understanding of individual and group 
motivation and behavior to create a learning environment that encourages positive social 
interaction, active engagement in learning and self-motivation” (Burdette 2007, p. 2). These 
standards are important because they are a set of criteria which measure teacher quality and 
uniformity. Teachers who adhere to the INTASC standards are more likely to use effective 
teaching practices regardless of what district or state they are in. 
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I will monitor and test my own professional growth by comparing and contrasting my 
instruction and planning against my research questions and the INTASC standards which I have 
selected. I have used the following INTASC standards in my research:   
“Standard #1: Learner Development. The teacher understands how learners grow and 
develop, recognizing that patterns of learning and development vary individually within 
and across the cognitive, linguistic, social, emotional, and physical areas, and designs and 
implements developmentally appropriate and challenging 
learning experiences. 
 Standard #2: Learning Differences. The teacher uses understanding of individual 
differences and diverse cultures and communities to ensure inclusive learning 
environments that enable each learner to meet high standards. 
Standard #4: Content Knowledge. The teacher understands the central concepts, tools of 
inquiry, and structures of the discipline(s) he or she teaches and creates learning 
experiences that make the discipline accessible and meaningful for learners to assure 
mastery of the content. 
 Standard #5: Application of Content. The teacher understands how to connect concepts 
and use differing perspectives to engage learners in critical thinking, creativity, and 
collaborative problem solving related to authentic local and global issues. 
Standard #6: Assessment. The teacher understands and uses multiple methods of 
assessment to engage learners in their own growth, to monitor learner progress, and to 
guide the teacher’s and learner’s decision making. 
 Standard #7: Planning for Instruction. The teacher plans instruction that supports every 
student in meeting rigorous learning goals by drawing upon knowledge of content areas, 
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curriculum, cross-disciplinary skills, and pedagogy, as well as knowledge of learners and 
the community context. 
 Standard #8: Instructional Strategies. The teacher understands and uses a variety of 
instructional strategies to encourage learners to develop deep understanding of content 
areas and their connections, and to build skills to apply knowledge in meaningful ways. 
Standard #9: Professional Learning and Ethical Practice. The teacher engages in ongoing 
professional learning and uses evidence to continually evaluate his/her practice, 
particularly the effects of his/her choices and actions on others (learners, families, other 
professionals, and the community), and adapts practice to meet the needs of each learner” 
(Council of Chief State School Officers 2007, pp. 8-9). 
These standards tie into my research questions by having me focus on instructional 
improvement, professional development, and critiquing my best practices. My research questions 
cover similar areas to the selected INTASC standards.  
Methods and Procedures 
 Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practices as well as how I use data 
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to 
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was 
paying attention to my own practice through data collection in order to improve it. Accordingly, 
this study was designed as an action research study.   
Action Research is “is a disciplined process of inquiry conducted by and for those taking 
the action. The primary reason for engaging in action research is to assist the ‘actor’ in 
improving and/or refining his or her actions” (Sagor 2000). Action Research is important 
because it is a highly salient practice which a teacher can use to improve their pedagogy. Action 
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Research is useful because it is a methodology which focuses on understanding one’s own 
practice and how to improve it. It also can focus on specific issues within a classroom, or within 
instruction or curricula, and determine what the best course of action for improvement or 
continued use would be. It is a self-reflective and critically analytic process.  
Data Collection 
 The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data 
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out 
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in 
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issue and provides answers pertinent 
to the research questions.  As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help you 
answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools related 
to my topic to ensure the validity of my results.  
Furthermore, I adhered to the following four characteristics in determining the data I 
would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of students, 2) comparison in data collection was built 
in so that the results could be judged against themselves both before and after the intervention 
period, 3) aspects of performance to be examined were identified prior to data collection so that 
the information was relevant and connected to the research questions, and 4) a variety of data 
was collected so that different aspects of the topic could be brought to light (Padak and Padak, 
1994). Finally, because I was studying my own practice while I was in the middle of said 
practice, I acknowledge the “spiraling nature” of data collection in action research (Padak and 
Padak, 1994). By focusing on data in connection to my research questions, my attention turned to 
other pieces of data that emerged in relation to my questions. These emergent data pieces were 
included as part of the study as they had relevance to my research questions.  
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 Because my research questions focus on best practices in secondary ELA for LGBT 
students of color, I chose to collect data that would provide information about how my practice 
and interventions I identified aligned with the research topic.  The types of data I chose to collect 
are described next.  
Lesson Plans  
 The first kind of data that I am collecting is my lesson plans. These constitute a form of 
documentary evidence. I am studying how my practices and instruction evolve, over the course 
of several lesson plans. I think that this kind of data ties in well with my research question about 
differentiation because one of my focuses is on improved differentiation, and subsequently 
instruction, such that my lesson plans are going to be important in documenting this. 
Observations 
 Another type of data I would like to collect is supervisor and co-operating teacher 
observations. These would be in written documentation form. I will generate thoughtful, salient, 
and critically helpful observations from my supervisor and my cooperating teacher. These people 
are experts in their disciplines and provide very useful information for me about my current 
instruction and about any observed improvements or deficits. I will learn about how well I am 
implementing my instruction and best practices. I think that this type of data is salient for my 
second research question regarding best practices because it ties directly into this question via 








  A further type of data collected will be videos of my instruction. This kind of data will 
be used by myself, by my supervisor and co-operating teacher, and by other peers. I will learn, 
by my own observations, how well I am doing regarding instruction and best practices, which 
directly relate to my research questions about differentiation, best practice, and differentiated 
instruction for LGBT students of color. I will generate helpful critiques and observations 
regarding my instruction and best practices by having my supervisor, cooperating teacher, and 
peers observe these videos. I think that this data ties in well with my research questions because 
these videos are attempting to record my instruction and best practices. For example, I will use 
videos to determine if my lesson plans successfully differentiate, if my teaching demonstrates 
best practices, and if I am also successfully implementing differentiated instruction for LGBT 
students of color.  
Context of the Study 
 My district is the second largest in Oregon with approximately 45,000 students. It is a 
mix of suburban and rural. The district is the major location of suburban sprawl from the local 
metro. The school I am placed in is a high school on the south side of the main city in the 
district, an area that is considered affluent. The school and neighborhood are predominantly 
white and middle-class. The largest minority in the district are Latinos, with other minorities 
including Middle Eastern, Marshallese, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, and Nigerian students. It is 
important to note that many in the district are not wealthy and are various kinds of minorities. 
Approximately half of students are on free or reduced lunch. 
The school has a population of approximately 2,000 students. The school is organized 
into departments and then into classes. I am placed in an eleventh grade ELA classroom. The 
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class focuses on writing skills and mechanics. Most students are significantly behind standards 
with writing skills. We were operating a wholly digital CDL model through the school year, due 
to Covid-19. This meant we are not in a physical classroom this year. However, the school is 
planning on starting hybrid in quarter 4 which is upcoming. The school is operating under a 
block schedule system of two alternating days of instruction with four 85-minute periods a day, 
and there are two alternating days of homework and self-study. Students generally have Monday 
as a free day, and thus have a three-day weekend.  
In the upcoming hybrid model, students have alternating days of class in school and at 
home. They will have an hour for each class at school (four periods total), along with a lunch 
period. They will have two applied learning days for home. Our own experience has shown that 
students do not do their applied learning day work, and we will have less instructional time with 
students in hybrid than with digital CDL. We anticipate students learning less and making less 
progress in quarter 4.  
Participants 
 Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant 
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student-teaching 
practicum, I became interested in several ideas that would help me to improve my instruction. 
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research questions. To 
lend credibility to the results, I will share from my self-study of my practice, as it is important to 
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will focus on describing my 
own classroom and my role as the teacher. 
I am situated in a digital CDL English 11 classroom. We will soon move into a hybrid 
model, which will be an incredibly different teaching method and instructional forum than that 
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one I have become accustomed to. In the classroom I am in currently, there is my cooperating 
teacher, myself, and another teacher. Our students are from a wide background and majority 
minority. We have a high quantity of non-native English speakers. Our third teacher is one with 
ESL/ELD experience, there to facilitate our ELL students. The students are not necessarily 
categorized as ELLs or in any ELD/ESL classes: they have either tested out/mainstreamed, 
refused services, were never enrolled, or used to be in ELD classes prior to Covid-19. Among all 
our sections, there are 108 students from wide background.  
I have been in this post for two terms, now. I will be in this post for my remaining term. I 
primarily function as an observer and a helper. As there are two other qualified teachers in the 
class, and, indeed, there were last term, as well, with the second then being a SPED teacher, I 
have always focused on being helpful and not getting in the way unnecessarily. I primarily 
follow the instruction set by my cooperating teacher, deferring to her experience and expertise. 
However, she creates a collaborative environment and often solicits advice and input from the 
second teacher each term and myself, as well. This term especially, I have felt comfortable and 
capable to contribute advice and content and not just to observe. In our classroom, we follow a 
collaborative teaching model where we take turns teaching certain segments and then focus on 
either facilitating others or classroom management in other segments. There is never just one 
person “up front” consistently. Our classroom is lively and fluid. Some lessons, I have some 
significant teaching to do and others I have other, just as important, duties to fulfill. In my third 
term, I became the sole active teacher in the classroom as I gave all instruction. While I have not 
been solely responsible for instruction in class, I am the sole designer of my Action Research 
Project study.  
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I have extensive experience as a tutor in the fields of English, literature, philosophy, 
linguistics, and composition. I have also worked with many ESL and international students and 
have occupied posts where those were my sole clients. I have tutored privately and at various 
universities. My work with ESL students of color and international students, along with my work 
with my own minority students here in class, has directly led me to pursue my research 
questions, as has my own status as a Latino mixed-race man. 
How I Studied My Teaching 
  I studied my teaching in several ways. First, I analyzed my lesson plans, over a range 
from September 2019 to the present. Secondly, I have been recording periods that I have taught, 
so that I can analyze my teaching from a third-person perspective. I will generate a rubric and 
response form so that others, such as my cooperating teacher, my practicum supervisor, and my 
peers can also analyze my recorded instruction and generate useful analysis, which I can then 
observe and analyze myself. I will use these methods: lesson plan artifacts, video artifacts, and 
mentor/supervisor/peer critique to triangulate data on my instruction with regards to my three 
research questions. These methods will generate copious qualitative data to review and analyze.  
Credibility 
Validity and reliability are important aspects of social research and can be accounted for 
in a variety of ways (Torrance, 2012). Both validity, the quality of being logically sound, and 
reliability, the degree to which accuracy can be considered dependable, are components of 
credibility, the quality of being trusted or believed in. Eisner (1991) believes that credibility of 
qualitative research is grown through a “confluence of evidence” that includes multiple types of 
data (p. 110). Validity of research is one component of providing credibility and can be done 
through triangulation of data (Lather, 1991). Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCesno, Blythe, and 
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Neville (2014) explain that one method of triangulation is method triangulation which includes 
using multiple methods of data collection.  This is similar to Eisner’s method of structural 
corroboration (1991). Eisner (1991) also believes that getting input and opinions from others in 
the same field serves as a means of consensual validation. This helps to further demonstrate 
credibility.  
In my research, I used multiple methods of data collection. These different methods 
served as method triangulation based on the explanation from Carter et al. (2014). The methods 
of data collection included lesson plan collection, artifact collection, video collection, and 
critique collection. This allowed me to analyze the data through differing means to ensure that I 
was correctly interpreting the data, as well resulting in “a broader understanding of the 
phenomenon” (Carter et al., 2014, p. 546).  In addition, to further strengthen my credibility, I 
also used member checks to provide a form of consensual validation. These member checks were 
conducted with the assistance of my WOU cohort PLC, as well as the assistance of my thesis 
















Previously in this action research project, I have spent time compiling sources of data. 
My data gathering took place from September 2019 to May 2021. The data was gathered 
primarily from artifacts generated from my own continuing education as a teacher. In addition, I 
have previously investigated the literature in relation to three research questions. The first 
question is “how has my lesson planning differentiation for diversity changed the more I’ve 
taught?” The second question is “how does my teaching demonstrate high leverage practices?” 
The third question is “how do my lesson plans demonstrate best practices for engaging a diverse 
student body, specifically, if possible, LGBT students of color?” 
I have compiled an extensive set of data from several different sources. These include my 
practice lesson plans, plans for lessons I have given, university supervisor observations, 
cooperating teacher observations, video recordings, and peer reviews of those video recordings. I 
have compiled almost all my data, save video recordings, into an Appendix, which is available at 
the end of this thesis. My data set is rich and multi-faceted, and it serves as method of 
triangulation. I have organized this chapter to focus first on each research question and then 
focus further on each type of data source. At the level of data source, I discuss the themes that 
emerged and provide evidence for them. I will then turn to analyzing the themes that have 
emerged from the data. 
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When analyzing my various sources of data for relevant information and themes, I relied 
on a process modified from Braun and Clarke (2006) to help me with this data production. Table 
1, below, describes this process. 
Phase 1. 
Familiarize myself with 
data 
● Closely read lesson plans, supervisor observations, 
cooperating teacher observations, and video peer reviews 
● Send out videos for peer review along with peer review 
rubric 
Phase 2. 
Generate initial codes 
● Organize date into meaningful groups with research 
questions in mind 
● Begin digital code book, collating data within groups 
● Code for all potential themes 
Phase 3. 
Search for themes 
● Organize codes into potential themes using digital table 
● Note any potential sub-themes in digital diary 
● Add a miscellaneous section in digital code diary for any 
seemingly unrelated code 
Phase 4. 
Review themes 
● Read collated data extracts for each theme, checking for 
coherent pattern 
● For extracts with no coherent pattern, re-examine theme 




● For themes where coherent pattern exists, examine for 
individual theme validity in relation to entire data. 
● Stop when no more substantial and relevant themes 
emerge 
● Examine how themes fit together in relation to research 
questions and note thoughts and considerations in digital 
journal 
Phase 5. 
Define & name themes 
● Adjust digital table of them to organize collated data 
extracts within each theme for consistency 
● Write a detailed analysis for each theme, to include 
individual relevance and how that relates to overall 
analysis and answers the questions of this research 
Phase 6. 
Write the thematic 
report 
● Write an analysis within and across themes 
● Assure there is written evidence within each theme with 
related data extracts 
● Choose vivid and relevant extract examples for each point 
of evidence in answering research questions 
● Create analytic narrative that incorporates evidential 
answers to each research question 




Data Analysis of RQ1: “How has my lesson planning differentiation for diversity changed 
the more I’ve taught?” 
The data for Research Question 1 (RQ1) is all derived from a close analysis of my lesson 
plans. The plans include my practice lesson plans, classroom lesson plans, formal observation 
lesson plans, mock edTPA lesson plans, and edTPA lesson plans. 
Lesson Plans 
To analyze my lesson plans, I engaged in several protocols established by my Data 
Analysis Steps described in Table 1. First, I closely read my lesson plans. Then I organized my 
observations by specific research question. Next, I coded each emerging piece of evidence with a 
numeral- and color-based code. Then I formalized these pieces of evidence into themes. Then I 
analyzed the emerging themes for any sub-themes that may be uncovered. I then checked my 
emergent themes for any larger patterns. Next, I continued the above processes until no more 
data, evidence, or themes emerged. I then considered how the emergent themes fit together with 
regards to my research questions and made notes about any insights gleaned. I then made any 
adjustments in my digital code book and journal to make things more organized and coherent 
and to uncover any hidden themes or patterns. I then examined the themes for relevance and 
began to analyze how these themes relate to my research questions. I then wrote a cross-theme 
analysis in order to understand overarching relationships. I assembled these analyses along with 
a series of appendices in order to ensure that there is ample written evidence accounted for. I will 
then demonstrate the existing evidence with vivid and illustrative examples.  
Several themes emerged from analyzing my lesson plans. These are lesson plans that 
were created for various classes but not necessarily given as actual instruction in a real 
classroom. The first theme to emerge is that of connecting to students’ funds of knowledge. This 
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theme deals with attempting to access what students know from previous instruction, from their 
own cultural contexts, and from their own experiences. The second is addressing the needs of 
diverse learners. This theme deals with the instructional concerns of students with IEPs/504s, 
with various disabilities, ELLs, and students from different cultural, racial, ethnic, or economic 
backgrounds. The third theme identified was integrating technological supports. This theme is 
about the use of technology in classrooms, instructions, and as accommodations. These themes 
emerged and then repeated often throughout my various lesson plans. This is because the lesson 
plan template I used has sections in its structure for each of these considerations. However, I then 
elaborated upon them and explicitly planned for them. I began to think, strategize, and 
implement these themes independently. As such, they are evidence of planning differentiation for 
diversity. Figure 1 shows Themes 1: connecting to students’ funds of knowledge, 2: addressing 
needs of diverse learners, and 3: integrated technological supports, in a lesson plan found on 
page 3 of the Appendices. It demonstrates evidence of these themes being extant in my data.  
 





Lesson Plan Findings 
Each of these themes presents themselves repeatedly. An approximate tally of each 
occurrence is as follows. Theme 1 occurs 37 times. Theme 2 occurs 38 times. Theme 3 occurs 35 
times. These themes do not only occur frequently in my lesson plans, but they also increase in 
complexity and coverage. This increase in complexity and coverage demonstrates evidence of 
my increasing ability to plan for diversity differentiation. Figure 2 summarizes the occurrences 
of these themes in my lesson plans.  
 
Figure 2: Number of occurrences of Themes 1, 2, and 3. 
Figure 3 demonstrates how Themes 1 and 2 have become more developed and salient. 
This data occurs frequently in my sources. 
 
Figure 3: Early development of Themes 1 and 2. 
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Figure 4 demonstrates how Theme 3 has become more developed and salient. This theme 
developed early and remained consistent. 
 
Figure 4: Early development of Theme 3. 
With regards to Theme 1, there is a clear development towards complexity, scope, and 
salience. The earliest instance of Theme 1 included language of “attempting” to make 
connections to vague student interest. The latest instance of Theme 1 includes a specific 
instructional plan that leverages student choice and theory about student autonomy and 
motivation.  
Theme 2 likewise demonstrates an evolution towards more complexity and salience. 
Theme 2 emerged with considerations of academic files and knowledge of potential or 
hypothetical students. There is a very marked difference of improvement in the latest instance of 
Theme 2, in word count alone. Student files and programmatic mandates are considered, along 
with ELL status. Various classroom props and instructional choices are utilized. The planned 
assignment itself has different instances for different students, that is, it is differentiated by 
design.  
Theme 3 shows some development from earliest to latest instantiation. Early Theme 3 
showed use of some classroom props and laptops. Later Theme 3 shows the use of many 
different technological and digital supports. Technology is shown to be embedded in the 




Data Analysis of RQ2: “How does my teaching demonstrate high leverage practices?” 
The data for my second research question (RQ2) is derived from my lesson plans, 
university supervisor observations, cooperating teacher observations, and video peer reviews. 
Lesson Plans 
To analyze my lesson plans, I engaged in several protocols established by my Data 
Analysis Steps described in Table 1. First, I closely read my lesson plans. Then I organized my 
observations by specific research question. Next, I coded each emerging piece of evidence with a 
numeral- and color-based code. Then I formalized these pieces of evidence into themes. Then I 
analyzed the emerging themes for any sub-themes that may be uncovered. I then checked my 
emergent themes for any larger patterns. Next, I continued the above processes until no more 
data, evidence, or themes emerged. I then considered how the emergent themes fit together with 
regards to my research questions and made notes about any insights gleaned. I then made any 
adjustments in my digital code book and journal to make things more organized and coherent 
and to uncover any hidden themes or patterns. I then examined the themes for relevance and 
began to analyze how these themes relate to my research questions. I then wrote a cross-theme 
analysis in order to understand overarching relationships. I assembled these analyses along with 
a series of appendices in order to ensure that there is ample written evidence accounted for. I will 
then demonstrate the existing evidence with vivid and illustrative examples.  
Eight themes emerged from analyzing my lesson plans for high leverage practices. They 
are providing extra help or support (4), leveraging social learning (5), creating a welcoming 
environment (6), leveraging performance-approach motivation (7), scaffolding (8), modelling 
(9), learning sequence (10), and leveraging autonomy for motivation (11). Each of these occurs 
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at least once. Several of them only occur a handful of times. Figure 5, below, demonstrates these 
occurrences. 
 
Figure 5: Number of occurrences of Themes 4 through 8. 
Lesson Plan Findings 
Figure 6 demonstrates the first instance of Theme 6 (providing extra help or support). It is 
nascent. I was clearly thinking of this group of students; however, the idea is vague and 
underdeveloped.  
 
Figure 6: Early evidence of Theme 6. 
Figure 7 demonstrates the first instances of Themes 5 through 8: leveraging social 
learning, creating a welcoming environment, leveraging performance-approach motivation, and 




Figure 7: First instances of Themes 5 through 8. 
Figures 8 and 9 indicate the first instances of Themes 9 to 11: modelling, learning 
sequence, and leveraging autonomy for motivation. These themes appear later in my data 
collection and are more developed than earlier themes. Scaffolding appears here, as well, in a 
more robust and complex form. 
 
Figure 8: First instance of Themes 8 and 9. 
Figure 9 indicates the first instances of Themes 10 and 11, namely learning sequence and 





Figure 9: First instance of Themes 10 and 11. 
Figure 10, demonstrating a later instance of Theme 4, is shown below. Here student 
assistance is demonstrated as being integrated in the lesson in the form of review and checking 
understanding. This shows that this theme has been deeply considered and is not a surface 
feature of instruction but instead is embedded. 
 
Figure 10: Evidence for Theme 4. 
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Figure 11, below, indicates that the later instances of Theme 5 are incredibly robust. The 
earliest instance was one vague sentence. Here, the theme is well-demonstrated and elucidated. 
This demonstrates that Theme 5 is highly developed theoretically and integrated in the 
pedagogical structure of the lesson. There is also some evidence for Theme 6 here with the 
reference to the “social and intellectual environment of the classroom” (Appendices p. 23). 
However, there is no more direct or explicit evidence for Theme 6 in my lesson plans data.  
 
Figure 11: Evidence for Themes 5 and 6. 
Theme 7, which is leveraging performance-approach motivation, has several instances of 
complex development in the data. It is shown to be theoretically embedded in several lessons. 
This can be observed in Figure 12, below. 
 
Figure 12: Evidence of development for Theme 7. 
There are many references to Themes 8 through 11 in the data. By a rough count, these 
themes occurred 31 times (Themes 4 to 7) and 15 times (Themes 8 to 11), respectively. Over 
time, these themes developed and became more complex. They also became more embedded and 
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intrinsic to the lessons being planned. The tally of these occurrence is demonstrated in Figure 13, 
below.  
 
Figure 13: Number of occurrences for Themes 9, 10, and 11. 
The latest instance of these themes indicates their maturity. These themes are 
demonstrably more substantiated by word count alone.  These themes have undergone vast 
development and iteration. These are indicated in Figure 14, below. 
 




University Supervisor Observations 
To analyze my university supervisor observations, I engaged in several protocols 
established by my Data Analysis Steps described in Table 1. First, I closely read my lesson 
plans. Then I organized my observations by specific research question. Next, I coded each 
emerging piece of evidence with a numeral- and color-based code. Then I formalized these 
pieces of evidence into themes. Then I analyzed the emerging themes for any sub-themes that 
may be uncovered. I then checked my emergent themes for any larger patterns. Next, I continued 
the above processes until no more data, evidence, or themes emerged. I then considered how the 
emergent themes fit together with regards to my research questions and made notes about any 
insights gleaned. I then made any adjustments in my digital code book and journal to make 
things more organized and coherent and to uncover any hidden themes or patterns. I then 
examined the themes for relevance and began to analyze how these themes relate to my research 
questions. I then wrote a cross-theme analysis in order to understand overarching relationships. I 
assembled these analyses along with a series of appendices in order to ensure that there is ample 
written evidence accounted for. I will then demonstrate the existing evidence with vivid and 
illustrative examples.  
The university supervisor observations were generated by my WOU University Field 
Supervisor LKT as she observed me teaching a class in situ. I analyzed these artifacts for any 
salient and useful data. I uncovered several themes I have already found in other sources such as 
Theme 2: addressing needs of diverse learners, Theme 3: technology integration, Theme 6: 
creating a welcoming environment, Theme 8: scaffolding, Theme 9: modelling, and Theme 10: 
learning sequence. I discovered several new themes: Theme 12: measurable learning targets, 
Theme 13: lesson plans align to (state) standards, Theme 14: research-based behavior 
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management, Theme 15: gives meaningful feedback, and Theme 16: research-based instruction. 
These themes are shown in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15: Number of occurrences for Themes 12 through 16. 
University Supervisor Observations Findings 
I uncovered additional evidence for Theme 3, technological integration, and some 
stronger evidence for the Theme 6, creating a welcoming environment. These can be seen in 
Figure 16, below. This evidence provides further corroboration that I have extant proficiency 
with these themes. 
 
Figure 16: Evidence for Themes 3 and 6. 
An instance where my university supervisor determined that I was engaged with Theme 
2, addressing needs of diverse learners, can be found below in Figure 17. This instance occurred 
during a lesson that I taught in person.
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Figure 17: Evidence for Theme 2. 
This is an instance, again, where my university supervisor determined that I was engaged 
with Theme 8, as seen below in Figure 18. This evidence comes from my university supervisor 
analyzing my lesson plan. 
 
Figure 18: Evidence for Theme 8. 
I uncover evidence for Themes 9, modelling, and Theme 10, learning sequence, in my 
university supervisor’s observation. This is demonstrated in Figure 19. This evidence comes 
from my university supervisor analyzing my lesson plan. 
 
Figure 19: Evidence for Themes 9 and 10. 
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At this point, I discovered two new themes in my university supervisor’s observation. 
They are Theme 12: measurable learning targets and Theme 13: lesson plans align to (state) 
standards. These themes appear throughout my supervisor’s observations demonstrating that I 
am proficient with these themes. They are found instantiated below in Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20: Emergence of Themes 12 and 13. 
Below, in Figure 21, I uncover evidence for a new theme, Theme 14: research-based 
behavior management, in my university supervisor’s observations. This is a theme that my 
university supervisor discovered in my teaching. It is subtle and structural. I was something that I 
planned intentionally and unintentionally. 
Figure 21: Emergence of Theme 14. 
Lastly, here is evidence I discovered for two new themes, Theme 15: gives meaningful 
feedback and Theme 16: research-based instruction, in my university supervisor’s observations. 
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All of these themes reoccur throughout my university supervisor’s observations. Each of these 
themes occurs three times in this data subset. I think that this indicates that I have achieved a 
basic level of proficiency in these areas. Figure 22 demonstrates evidence of Theme 15.  
 
Figure 22: Emergence of Theme 15. 
Figure 23 demonstrates evidence of Theme 16: research-based instruction. I discovered 
this data in my university supervisor’s observations. The theme does not demonstrate significant 
development through time. 
 
Figure 23: Emergence of Theme 16. 
Cooperating Teacher Observations 
To analyze my cooperating teacher observations, I engaged in several protocols 
established by my Data Analysis Steps described in Table 1. First, I closely read my lesson 
plans. Then I organized my observations by specific research question. Next, I coded each 
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emerging piece of evidence with a numeral- and color-based code. Then I formalized these 
pieces of evidence into themes. Then I analyzed the emerging themes for any sub-themes that 
may be uncovered. I then checked my emergent themes for any larger patterns. Next, I continued 
the above processes until no more data, evidence, or themes emerged. I then considered how the 
emergent themes fit together with regards to my research questions and made notes about any 
insights gleaned. I then made any adjustments in my digital code book and journal to make 
things more organized and coherent and to uncover any hidden themes or patterns. I then 
examined the themes for relevance and began to analyze how these themes relate to my research 
questions. I then wrote a cross-theme analysis in order to understand overarching relationships. I 
assembled these analyses along with a series of appendices in order to ensure that there is ample 
written evidence accounted for. I will then demonstrate the existing evidence with vivid and 
illustrative examples.  
My cooperating teacher undertook several different formal observations of my teaching 
and classroom management over the past few terms. I have analyzed these observations for any 
new themes and for evidence of any of the other themes that have previously emerged. I 
uncovered evidence for Themes 2: addressing needs of diverse learners, 3: technological 
integration, 6: creating a welcoming environment, 8: scaffolding, 10: learning sequence, 12: 
measurable learning targets, 13: lesson plans align to (state) standards, 14: research-based 
behavior management, 15: gives meaningful feedback, and 16: research-based instruction. I did 






Cooperating Teacher Observations Findings 
I discovered evidence for Theme 2 at this juncture in my cooperating teacher’s formal 
observations analysis. I additionally also discovered another instantiation of Theme 3. I also 
uncover evidence for Theme 6.  Evidence for Themes 2, 3, and 6 can be found in Figure 24.  
 
Figure 24: Further evidence for Themes 2, 3, and 6. 
I encounter further evidence for Themes 8 and 10 as demonstrated below in Figure 25. 
This evidence was discovered by my cooperating teacher in her analysis of my teaching. 
 
Figure 25: Further evidence for Themes 8 and 10. 
I encountered evidence for Theme 12 at this point. This evidence is found in Figure 26, 




Figure 26: Further evidence for Theme 12. 
Figure 27 has a further demonstration of evidence for Theme 13. This evidence was 
discovered by my cooperating teacher in her analysis of my teaching. 
 
Figure 27: Further evidence for Theme 13. 
I uncovered indirect evidence for further development of Theme 14 below in Figure 28. 
This evidence was discovered by my cooperating teacher in her analysis of my teaching. 
 
Figure 28: Further evidence for Theme 14. 
Below, in Figure 29, is indirect evidence for Theme 16. Each of these themes occurred 
three times more in my cooperating teacher’s observations of my teaching. I think that this 
indicates that I have some proficiency in these areas.  
 
Figure 29: Further evidence for Theme 16. 
Video Evidence Regarding High Leverage Practices 
The video evidence that I have comes from a critiquing rubric that I created. I had several 
peers watch videos of my instruction and fill out the rubric. This generated evidence of themes 
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dealing with RQ2 and RQ3. In this section, I consider evidence regarding high leverage 
practices. Below, in Figure 30, is the portion of the rubric dedicated to RQ2. 
Figure 30: RQ2 portion of peer review rubric. 
To analyze the RQ2 portion of my rubric, I engaged in several protocols established by 
my Data Analysis Steps described in Table 1. First, I closely read my lesson plans. Then I 
organized my observations by specific research question. Next, I coded each emerging piece of 
evidence with a numeral- and color-based code. Then I formalized these pieces of evidence into 
themes. Then I analyzed the emerging themes for any sub-themes that may be uncovered. I then 
checked my emergent themes for any larger patterns. Next, I continued the above processes until 
no more data, evidence, or themes emerged. I then considered how the emergent themes fit 
together with regards to my research questions and made notes about any insights gleaned. I then 
made any adjustments in my digital code book and journal to make things more organized and 
coherent and to uncover any hidden themes or patterns. I then examined the themes for relevance 
and began to analyze how these themes relate to my research questions. I then wrote a cross-
theme analysis in order to understand overarching relationships. I assembled these analyses 
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along with a series of appendices in order to ensure that there is ample written evidence 
accounted for. I will then demonstrate the existing evidence with vivid and illustrative examples.  
I discovered evidence for Themes 8 and 9 (scaffolding and modelling). I also uncovered 
evidence for two new themes. These are Theme 17: adjusts to needs and Theme 18: leveraging 
authentic work.  
Video Evidence Regarding High Leverage Practices Findings 
I must begin by stating that my efforts at generating peer reviews was hampered by a lack 
of engagement from respondents. None of my peers have, to date, finished the rubrics. However, 
my cooperating supervisor, LKT, has completed several rubrics that I analyzed. There are three 
instances each of Themes 8, 9, 17, and 18. This shows evidence that I have utilized scaffolding, 
modelling, adjusting to needs, and leveraging authentic work in my instruction. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 31, below. 
 
Figure 31: RQ2 data. 
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Data Analysis of RQ3: “How do my lesson plans demonstrate best practices for engaging a 
diverse student body, specifically, if possible, LGBT students of color?” 
The data for my third research question (RQ3) is derived from video peer reviews which 
include video recordings of my instruction and a peer critique rubric. One section of the rubric 
portions dedicated to RQ3 are shown below, in Figure 32. 
 
Figure 32: RQ3 question 1 of peer review rubric. 
 Another section of the rubric portions dedicated to RQ3 is shown in Figure 33 below. 




Video Evidence for Demonstrating Best Practices for Engaging a Diverse Student Body 
To analyze my peer review rubrics for demonstrated best practice, I engaged in several 
protocols established by my Data Analysis Steps described in Table 1. First, I closely read my 
lesson plans. Then I organized my observations by specific research question. Next, I coded each 
emerging piece of evidence with a numeral- and color-based code. Then I formalized these 
pieces of evidence into themes. Then I analyzed the emerging themes for any sub-themes that 
may be uncovered. I then checked my emergent themes for any larger patterns. Next, I continued 
the above processes until no more data, evidence, or themes emerged. I then considered how the 
emergent themes fit together with regards to my research questions and made notes about any 
insights gleaned. I then made any adjustments in my digital code book and journal to make 
things more organized and coherent and to uncover any hidden themes or patterns. I then 
examined the themes for relevance and began to analyze how these themes relate to my research 
questions. I then wrote a cross-theme analysis in order to understand overarching relationships. I 
assembled these analyses along with a series of appendices in order to ensure that there is ample 
written evidence accounted for. I will then demonstrate the existing evidence with vivid and 
illustrative examples.  
The data generated thus far by my rubric and my university supervisor LKT has 
generated evidence of two new themes. These are Theme 19: leveraging engagement and Theme 
20: leveraging student interaction. This is shown below in Figure 34. 
 
Figure 34: Emergence of Themes 19 and 20. 
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Video Evidence for Demonstrating Best Practices for Engaging a Diverse Student 
Body Findings 
Theme 19 occurs twice while Theme 20 occurs thrice. This demonstrates some evidence 
of best practices for engaging a diverse student body. I was unable to gather more direct and 
explicit evidence for best practices for engaging specifically with LGBT students of color. This 
was due to an inability to ethically ascertain student membership in this group. This data is 
shown in Figure 35, below. 
 
Figure 35: RQ3 data. 
Summary 
Over the course of almost two years, I have gathered a plethora of self-generated data that 
documents my experiences as an emerging educator. I have created a wide variety of various 
artifacts designed to triangulate an authentic understanding of my own teaching practices and 
development. I considered three different research questions including “how has my lesson 
planning differentiation for diversity changed the more I’ve taught;” “how does my teaching 
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demonstrate high leverage practices;” and “how do my lesson plans demonstrate best practices 
for engaging a diverse student body, specifically, if possible, LGBT students of color?” I have 
strong evidence that I have identified themes and made improvements with regards to the first 
research question. I have excellent evidence that I have identified themes and made 
improvements with regards to the second research question. I have weak evidence and mixed 
reviews when it comes to the third research question. Overall, I think that I have uncovered some 
more-or-less reasonable, intuitive, and expected results that I have developed and matured as a 
novice educator, but that I have more than enough room to continue to improve. The next chapter 





















After completing a review of the relevant academic literature and after completing a 
rigorous analysis of my own documented teaching, I was able to draw some conclusions about 
my teaching practices through the lens of my chosen research questions. These questions were 
“how has my lesson planning differentiation for diversity changed the more I’ve taught?” The 
second question was “how does my teaching demonstrate high leverage practices?” The third 
question was “how do my lesson plans demonstrate best practices for engaging a diverse student 
body, specifically, if possible, LGBT students of color?”  
I was able to come to the conclusion that my lesson planning for differentiation for 
diversity grew from weak and nascent to strong but with little continual development. I was able 
to determine that my high leverage teaching practices evolved from not present to very strong 
and evolving. Finally, I came to the conclusion that my best practices for engaging a diverse 
student body, specifically, if possible, LGBT students of color hit some unexpected roadblocks 
and showed little or inconsistent development. After discussing the implications of my areas of 
research and investigative introspection on this action research project, I will outline the 
limitations of the study and how this study will impact my teaching moving forward. 
Implications 
In this next section, I will discuss the implications of my data pertaining to my research 
questions and self-study. I will start with my first research question, “how has my lesson 
planning differentiation for diversity changed the more I’ve taught?” and will describe what my 
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data has shown, and the conclusions I have drawn from the data. I will do the same with my 
second research question, “how does my teaching demonstrate high leverage practices?” I will 
then follow the exact procedure with my final research question, “how do my lesson plans 
demonstrate best practices for engaging a diverse student body, specifically, if possible, LGBT 
students of color?” In answering each of these research questions, and in personal introspection 
upon my study of my own teaching, I have developed some understandings about myself, my 
teaching practice, and opinions about my research questions. I will discuss these findings in 
depth in the following sections. 
RQ1: Lesson Plan Diversity Differentiation 
The data for Research Question 1 (RQ1) is all derived from a close analysis of my lesson 
plans. The plans include my practice lesson plans, classroom lesson plans, formal observation 
lesson plans, mock edTPA lesson plans, and edTPA lesson plans. Several themes emerged from 
analyzing my lesson plans. The first theme to emerge is that of connecting to students’ funds of 
knowledge. This theme deals with attempting to access what students know from previous 
instruction, from their own cultural contexts, and from their own experiences. The second is 
addressing the needs of diverse learners. This theme deals with the instructional concerns of 
students with IEPs/504s, with various disabilities, ELLs, and students from different cultural, 
racial, ethnic, or economic backgrounds. The third theme identified was integrating technological 
supports. This theme is about the use of technology in classrooms, instructions, and as 
accommodations.  
I was able to determine the development of these themes within my own teaching, as 
represented by my artifacts. I started off making vague references to connecting to funds of 
knowledge, addressing diverse needs, and integrated technological supports, and then I 
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developed these ideas in specific ways. By the end of my collection period, these themes were 
documented rather strongly. These themes show a consistent story of development. The 
implications are that I will be capable of planning for these themes, i.e., planning for connecting 
to funds of knowledge, addressing diverse needs, and integrating technological supports. This 
does not imply that I can successfully teach using these themes, only that I can plan for them. I 
do think there is a strong correlation between successfully planning for instruction and then 
giving that instruction. Another implication is that these developments were strong but also 
somewhat modest, so there is ample room for continued growth along the axes of these themes.  
RQ2: High Leverage Teaching Practices 
The data for my second research question (RQ2) is derived from my lesson plans, 
university supervisor observations, cooperating teacher observations, and video peer reviews. 
Eight themes emerged from analyzing my lesson plans for high leverage practices. They are: 
providing extra help or support, leveraging social learning, creating a welcoming environment, 
leveraging performance-approach motivation, scaffolding, modelling, learning sequence, and 
leveraging autonomy for motivation. The university supervisor observations were generated by 
my WOU University Field Supervisor LKT as she observed me teaching a class in situ. I 
analyzed these artefacts for any salient and useful data. I uncovered several themes I have 
already found in other sources such as Theme 2: addressing needs of diverse learners, Theme 3: 
integrated technological supports, Theme 6: creating a welcoming environment, Theme 8: 
scaffolding, Theme 9: modelling, and Theme 10: learning sequence. I discovered several new 
including: Theme 12: measurable learning targets, Theme 13: lesson plans align to (state) 
standards, Theme 14: research-based behavior management, Theme 15: gives meaningful 
feedback, and Theme 16: research-based instruction. 
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My cooperating teacher undertook several different formal observations of my teaching 
and classroom management over the past few terms. I have analyzed these observations for any 
new themes and for evidence of any of the other themes that have previously emerged. I 
uncovered evidence for Themes 2: addressing needs of diverse learners, 3: integrating 
technological supports, 6: creating a welcoming environment, 8: scaffolding, 10: learning 
sequence, 12: measurable learning targets, 13: lesson plans align to (state) standards, 14: 
researched-based behavior management, 15: gives meaningful feedback, 16: research-based 
instruction. I did not uncover any evidence for any new themes. RQ2 also considered peer 
critiques of recorded instruction that I gave. This generated evidence of themes dealing with 
RQ2 and RQ3. In this section, I consider evidence regarding high leverage practices. I discover 
evidence for Themes 8 and 9 (scaffolding and modelling). I also uncover evidence for two new 
themes: Theme 17: adjusts to needs and Theme 18: leveraging authentic work.  
My second research question (RQ2) generated much data. Many of these themes that 
were discovered did not have any antecedents in early data sources. Instead, they emerge at 
various points in typically underdeveloped or underspecified forms, and then eventually evolve 
into more sophisticated forms. Approximately seventeen themes emerged along this axis and 
demonstrate that I have come across strong high leverage practices. In fairness, many emerged 
that I had not intentionally planned for while others I had planned for and attempted to revise 
upon reflection. The implications for RQ2 are that I have a strong grasp of high leverage 
practice. However, there is always room for improvement, especially as many of these themes 
were instinctive or intuitive rather than explicitly planned for, however fruitful or productive 
they were. A further avenue of professional development could be efforts at teasing out these 
intuitions into explicit planning and instruction.   
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RQ3: Best Practices for LGBT Student of Color Engagement 
The data for my third research question (RQ3) is derived from video peer reviews which 
include video recordings of my instruction and a peer critique rubric. The data generated by my 
rubric and my university supervisor LKT has generated evidence of two new themes. These are 
Theme 19: leveraging engagement and Theme 20: leveraging student interaction.  
There were some logistical and design issues with this research question. The logistical 
issues included that my efforts at generating peer reviews was hampered by a lack of 
engagement from respondents. None of my peers have, to date, finished the rubric. I was relying 
on their participation to generate data, and it never came to fruition. However, my cooperating 
supervisor, LKT, graciously completed several rubrics that I here analyze. Additionally, any 
negative or null responses in the data are still helpful information. The end result of this issue is 
that RQ3 had less data and lower quality data than the other two research questions.  
Another logistical issue included difficulty generating a useful rubric that could 
effectively extract data from videos of my instruction. I also encountered a serious design issue 
in that I could not find an ethical or obvious way to identify the students of my concern: LGBT 
students of color. According to my cooperating teacher, HM, and I completely agree, I cannot 
just ask my students about who they are or how they identify. Frankly, that had not occurred to 
me. I was implicitly assuming that such students would voluntarily self-identify to me. I was also 
implicitly assuming that my instruction regarding RQ3 would be a sort of universal feature of my 
instruction and would be available to those who needed it. It did not work that way because I was 
not that explicit, and I did not plan so intentionally. I found it difficult to plan so intentionally 
without it interfering with the lessons I was teaching. They were not a good fit.  
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There are many implications here. First, there may be some tension between planning for 
specific kinds of inclusion and daily lessons. This may be why “lessons of the day/week” go over 
so poorly among both educators and students. It may be why they feel so ham-fisted or tacked-on 
which then goes a long way towards minority students feeling tokenized during these lessons or 
units.  It may be that such specific diversity concerns are hard to place within a “universal” 
curriculum focused on skills or factoids.  I suspect that there may be ways to include or induce 
engagement for specific groups of students without directly calling attention to it. It may just 
require explicit and careful planning and more experience. I also think that there is another 
implication at work here which is the fact that high leverage practices were often mentioned in 
the literature as being methods of engaging various minorities. It could be that themes from RQ2 
could be utilized to work effectively for RQ3. Of my three research questions, RQ3 has the most 
possibilities for further research. I could learn how to more effectively plan explicitly for 
minority student engagement, especially for the group closest to my heart: LGBT students of 
color. Further research could also be directed at applying the themes of RQ2 to RQ3.  
Limitations 
There were many different limitations that I encountered while attempting this action 
research project, even though it was directed specifically at my own teaching and professional 
development. The first limitation I encountered was the dearth of salient research that pertained 
to my research questions, especially my third question regarding engaging LGBT students of 
color. The literature was full of vague first steps with poor procedural documentation and little 
follow up. The replication crisis often touted in the “hard” and “soft” sciences, from physics to 
psychology, seems to be at play here. There are no grants or notoriety in doing a falsifying or 
confirming study of another’s poorly constructed study. There is also little academic interest in 
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specific methods of engagement for LGBT students of color. This lack of interest is indicative of 
the larger trends of marginalizing and underserving these students in schools. 
A related limitation was the inability to directly identify or locate LGBT students of color 
with whom I could engage. It is unethical to ask students questions about their race, ethnicity, 
sexual orientation, or gender identity. Some students may publicly declare these things, but many 
will not do so, especially with regards to sexual orientation or gender identity. It would be 
unethical and bad form for me to assume any of these qualities of my students. This 
unforethought limitation stifled any data that I would be able to get directly on these questions.  
Another limitation was the Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent economic depression. My 
first exposure to practicum teaching was entirely digital and over Zoom in the form of 
comprehensive distance learning (CDL). I gave instruction to virtual anonymous black squares 
that rarely responded and gave me little to go on to gauge how successful my efforts were. I dealt 
with severe technological issues daily. My students dealt with various digital inequalities 
including lack of access to strong, consistent, or fast internet; safe or quiet places to work on 
schoolwork or attend class; babysitting siblings while attending school; (increasing) poverty; 
sick family members; sudden deaths; and content that had been both compressed and simplified 
in order to be digitally and socially viable. My third term of practicum, I was placed in a physical 
school for the first time. I am currently in a hybrid model where students attend school, primarily 
physically unless unable to do so, and where work and studying are accomplished digitally. At a 
moment’s notice, if the infection rates get too severe, the school may close down, and we will 
return to CDL.  
It is a profound understatement to say that I have not had the typical practicum 
experience. In some ways this has been beneficial: I have only had small classes physically. 
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There have been minimal behavioral issues and minimal classroom management needed. I have 
been able to directly attend to all of my students, giving them more teacher and instruction time 
than they would typically get in an average day of school. In other ways, it has been negative: 
students have high anxiety and depression over family illness, death, increased poverty and 
homelessness, and increased social and material precarity. When things return to pre-Covid 
normal, I will have to engage in a crash course of learning involving direct experience in 
classroom management, managing behavior, and class and work pace and load.  
For all these reasons, my study of myself was limited. Functionally, one can only study 
oneself with a certain amount of clarity and insight to begin with. Once I added limitations in the 
academic literature, student identification, and issues related to the Covid-19 crisis, it becomes 
clearer how limited my self-study was, in the end. Despite these limitations, I did learn many 
salient and useful things.  
Future Implications 
It goes without saying that I have room for improvement: I am a novice teacher and a 
graduate studies candidate. There are several avenues of further improvement or continued study 
that I can follow. With regards to my first research question, I can transform strong planning for 
planning for connecting to funds of knowledge, addressing diverse needs, and integrating 
technological supports into strong instructional instances of leveraging and addressing these 
themes. For RQ2, I can use professional development to transform the intuitions and instincts I 
had for those themes into explicit planning and instruction.  Considering my third research 
question, I can learn how to more effectively explicitly plan for minority student engagement, 
especially for the group closest to my heart: LGBT students of color. Further research could also 




The Action Research process has been incredibly instructive for me personally. It has 
shown me how to identify an issue or area to study within my own practice or school 
environment, to collect various forms of data about that issue or area of study, and to analyze and 
assess the data for actionable information or solutions. These will be critical skills in my teaching 
career, akin to the pre-assess, instruct, and post-assess cycle. Both are designed to provide 
actionable data on one’s performance. This learning process has been frustrating, enlightening, 
and empowering. I think that I now have the basic toolkit to assess my teaching and professional 
practice. I am confident that I will be returning periodically to the action research process as I 
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APPENDIX A: PRACTICE LESSON PLANS 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith                             Date of Lesson: 
N/A 
 
Unit: Word Usage and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Understanding Denotation and Connotation 
Lesson # 1 of 5              Time Allotted for this Lesson: 45 minutes 
Standards: 
11-12.RL.1 
“Analyze what the text 
says explicitly as well as 
inferentially…cite strong 
and thorough 




“Determine the meaning 
of words and phrases as 




analyze the impact of 
word choice on meaning 
and tone, including 
words with multiple 
meanings.” 
Central Focus: 
Students will understand what the 
connotation and denotation of a 
word are. 
Learning Targets: 
Students will understand what the 
connotation and denotation of a 
word are. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. 
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“denotation,” “connotation,” “example,” “definition”, “usage,” “sense,” “quadrant,” “demonstrate.” 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 




Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 
possibly a chromebook cart. My classroom’s library and the school’s library. Pencils and papers. In this particular 
lesson: a provided graphic organizer. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  
PowerPoint lecture presented via overhead projector. 
Prepared graphic organizer. 
Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 
students are engaged, or what 
they learned? 
Time Motivation/Hook: 
Begin a conversation about how 
we have been persuaded by a 






Students listen and also engage in 
the conversation with the teacher, 
and with each other. 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
 Independent Application: 
 
Explaining the graphic organizer 









Students will follow along and ask 
questions, as necessary. 
Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down. 
Have students are how the feel 
about each of the learning 
targets using thumbs up (I 
understand), thumbs sideways (I 
understand somewhat), and 
thumbs down (I don’t 
understand). Make a quick 
average tally of the results. Use 
this data to adjust instruction 
for next lesson. 
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 Teaching Application: 
 
Teacher will lecture, from a 
prepared PowerPoint 
presentation. The lecture will be 
on what denotation and 
connotation are. It is the first of 
4 lessons in a unit on word usage 
and persuasion. I want the 
students to learn what 
connotation and denotation are, 
by identifying senses of words 
and providing examples of those 
usages. 
 










Students will fill out the graphic 
organizer during the lecture and 
class discussion. 
Socratic Questions. Measure 
student learning and 
understanding using informal 
Socratic questions. Make a 
mental assessment of the rough 
numbers of where students are 
at. Use this data to adjust 
instruction. Also, if students are 
especially struggling, ensure 
that they get extra attention. 
Later: 
Product Assessment. Look at 
student work for the unit, such 
as writing samples or graphic 
organizers. Assess how well the 
students seem to be 
understanding the content and 
learning targets. Gather some 
rough numbers of success and 
failure; use the numbers to 
adjust instruction. 
 Closure: 
Teacher collects completed 
graphic organizers, as exit ticket, 
as students leave. 
 
Closure: 
Students give their completed 
graphic organizers to their teacher, 
as exit tickets, on their way out of 
class. 
By the students following this 
basic instruction and giving me 
their completed graphic 
organizers on their way out. 
Assessments  
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Completed graphic organizer. 
 
2. Summative assessment is 4 days after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). 
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and comparing graphic 
organizers (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, using a graphic organizer can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not being 





Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:    Theo Smith                          Date of Lesson: 
N/A 
 
Unit: Word Use and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Understanding Subtext and Implication 








Students will understand what 
subtext and implication are. 
Learning Targets: 
Students will understand what 
subtext and implication are. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
Knowledge of the previous lesson. 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. Information from the graphic organizers 
completed during the previous lesson. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“subtext,” “implication,” “to imply,” “meaning,” “use,” “usage,” “to infer,” “inference,” 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 
that, prior to this unit, there will have already been a pre-assessment given. I will have that data to work with. 
Further, there will be data available from more conversations and also their completed graphic organizers, from the 
previous lesson. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 
possibly a chromebook cart. My classroom’s library and the school’s library. Pencils and papers. In this particular 
lesson: provided index cards. 
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Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
PowerPoint lecture and quiz presented via overhead projector. 
Index cards. 
Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 




Begin a conversation with 
students about how people 
often don’t directly say what 
they mean. Try to get them to 
think of times when this has 
happened to them, or when 







Students listen and also engage in 
the conversation with the teacher, 
and with each other. 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
 Teaching Application: 
 
Teacher will lecture, from a 
prepared PowerPoint 
presentation. The lecture will be 
on what subtext and 
implication are. It is the second 
of 4 lessons in a unit on word 
usage and persuasion. I want the 
students to learn what 
subtext and implication are, 
by identifying where subtext is 
used (and is important for 
understanding) and where 
implication is used (and is 
important for understanding). 
Teaching Application: 
 
Students will listen to the lecture 
and take notes. They will remain 
engaged because I will engage in 
Socratic Questions and Student Talk 
with them. 
Socratic Questions. Measure 
student learning and 
understanding using informal 
Socratic questions. Make a 
mental assessment of the rough 
numbers of where students are 
at. Use this data to adjust 
instruction. Also, if students are 
especially struggling, ensure 
that they get extra attention. 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
 Teaching Application: 
 
A quick PowerPoint/projector 
quiz at the end of the lesson. I 
will provide example sentences 
and have students “vote” their 
Teaching Application: 
 
I will determine if the students 
understand what subtext or 
implication are by having them 
identify examples. 
Product Assessment Exit Slip. 
Students demonstrate their 
understanding of the learning 
goals/content by identifying 
whether something is or isn’t an 
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answers on an index card. I will 










example of subtext or 
implication. 
I can use the data collected to 
adjust instruction. 
 Closure: 
Teacher will collect index card 








Students will give teacher their 
index card exit slips, as they leave. 
Product Assessment. Look at 
student work for the unit, such 
as writing samples or graphic 
organizers. Assess how well the 
students seem to be 
understanding the content and 
learning targets. Gather some 
rough numbers of success and 
failure; use the numbers to 
adjust instruction. 
Assessments  
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Index card exit slips from quiz. 
 
2. Summative assessment is 3 days after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). 
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and collective critical 
thinking (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, working as part of the group can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not 
being judged for it, and being able to correct (and learn from) mistakes. 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith                                  Date of 
Lesson:  N/A 
 
Unit: Word Use and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Word Use and Interpretation 










Students will be able to describe 
and explain how connotation, denotation, 
subtext, and implication influence how a 
reader interprets a text. 
Learning Targets: 
Students will be able to describe 
and explain how connotation, denotation, 
subtext, and implication influence how a 
reader interprets a text. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
Knowledge of the previous lesson. 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. Information from the graphic organizers 
completed during the first lesson. Index card exit slips from the previous lesson.  
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“denotation,” “connotation,” “subtext,” “implication,” “use,” “usage,” “meaning,” “implication,” “to imply,” “to 
assume,” “assumption,” “to persuade,” “persuasion,” “to interpret,” “interpretation,” “to understand,” 
“understanding,” “to describe,” “description,” “to explain,” “explanation,” “to influence,” “influence.” 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 
that, prior to this unit, there will have already been a pre-assessment given. I will have that data to work with. 
Further, there will be data available from more conversations and also their completed graphic organizers, from the 
first lesson. I will also have data from the index card exit slips of last lesson.  
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 
possibly a chromebook cart. My classroom’s library and the school’s library. Pencils and papers. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  
PowerPoint Lecture and interactive activity via computer and overhead projector. 
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Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 
students are engaged, or what 
they learned? 
Time Motivation/Hook: 
Show the students a brief text 
and ask them what they think it 
means. Change an important 
word and have them re-
evaluate. Ideally, you’d choose a 
text and a replaced word that 
causes a rather boring text to 
suddenly have a funny or 
outrageous new meaning, due 
to the connotation or 






Students get in the head-space to 
evaluate the brief text, and perhaps, 
enjoy the joke which is caused by 
the new word. Hopefully it engages 
them enough to stay focused on the 
lesson, at least to begin with.  
I will watch for general signs of 
engagement. 
 Teaching Application: 
I will use a projected text and 
have students explain to me 
what they think: how the 
author’s words influence them 
and how the word choices make 
them interpret what the text 
means. I’d have them imagine 
using different words, replacing 
them on the overhead, and have 
the students evaluate the 











Participate in the informal class 
discussion. They engage with the 
text, ask the teacher and each other 
questions, and participate in the 
discussion. They evaluate the text 
and evaluate the changes made by 
various students.  
 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
Socratic Questions. Measure 
student learning and 
understanding using informal 
Socratic questions. Make a 
mental assessment of the rough 
numbers of where students are 
at. Use this data to adjust 
instruction. Also, if students are 
especially struggling, ensure 
that they get extra attention. 
Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down. 
Have students are how the feel 
about each of the learning 
targets using thumbs up (I 
understand), thumbs sideways (I 
understand somewhat), and 
thumbs down (I don’t 
understand). Make a quick 
average tally of the results. Use 
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this data to adjust instruction 
for next lesson. 
 Closure: 
Have students line up for the 











1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Informal real-time formative assessment. I will collect informal, primarily mental, evidence of how students are 
understanding the material and learning, via observing them during lecture and asking them questions and 
asking them for examples during the interactive portions of the lecture. I will use this informal mental formative 
assessment to adjust instruction, as necessary, primarily in real-time. 
 
2. Summative assessment is 2 days after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). Because the instructional component of this lesson is primarily social and peer learning, I 
believe that my students can be motivated by all of the examples given above.  
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and collective critical 
thinking (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, working as part of the group can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not 
being judged for it, and being able to correct (and learn from) mistakes. Because the instructional component of this 




Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:  Theo Smith                          Date of Lesson: 
N/A 
 
Unit: Word Use and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Practice with Persuasive Writing Using Denotation, Connotation, Subtext, and Implication 










Students will be able to explain 
why an author choose the words 
that they did, to influence readers 
in a particular way. 
Learning Targets: 
Students explain why an author choose 
the words that they did, to influence 
readers in a particular way. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
Knowledge of the previous lesson. 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. Information from the graphic organizers 
completed during the first lesson. Index card exit slips from the second lesson. Real-time observations and informal 
formative assessment from the previous lesson. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“to explain,” “explanation,” “to analyze,” “analysis,” “denotation,” “connotation,” “subtext,” “implication,” “use,” 
“usage,” “meaning,” “implication,” “to imply,” “to assume,” “assumption,” “to persuade,” “persuasion,” “to 
interpret,” “interpretation,” “to understand,” “understanding,” “to describe,” “description,” “to explain,” 
“explanation,” “to influence,” “influence.” 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 
that, prior to this unit, there will have already been a pre-assessment given. I will have that data to work with. 
Further, there will be data available from more conversations and also their completed graphic organizers, from the 
first lesson. I will also have data from the index card exit slips of second lesson. I will have real-time observations 
and informal formative assessment from the previous lesson.  
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 
possibly a chromebook cart. My classroom’s library and the school’s library. Pencils and papers. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
PowerPoint slide with assignment instructions. 
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Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 
students are engaged, or what 
they learned? 
Time Motivation/Hook: 
Students come in and take their 
seats. Teacher will let them 







Students will sit and get out their 
supplies.  
Students will comply. 
 Independent Application: 
Teacher will introduce 
independent class application, a 
short piece of creative writing, 
using the concepts and skills 
students have learned in this 
unit. The instructions will be on 
a PowerPoint slide and teacher 
will go over it, to begin.  
 
Teacher will be circling the 
classroom, making sure students 
stay on task, and checking in on 
how students are doing and 
feeling about the assignment 
and what they’ve learned so far. 
Teacher will perform impromptu 
corrective instruction, as 










Students will write a short piece 
of creative writing of their choice. 
Their goal is to attempt to 
influence or manipulate how their 
reader will feel or interpret the 
text, using their knowledge of 
denotation, connotation, subtext, 
and implication. 
Students can write these pieces on a 
chromebook, using Googledocs. 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
Socratic Questions. Measure 
student learning and 
understanding using informal 
Socratic questions. Make a 
mental assessment of the rough 
numbers of where students are 
at. Use this data to adjust 
instruction. Also, if students are 
especially struggling, ensure 
that they get extra attention. 
 
 Closure: 
Teacher has students line up for 
bell. Writing samples are 







Students submit their writing 
samples to the class’ Google 
Classroom, as their exit tickets. They 
then line up for the bell.  
Product Assessment. Look at 
student work for the unit, such 
as writing samples or graphic 
organizers. Assess how well the 
students seem to be 
understanding the content and 
learning targets. Gather some 
rough numbers of success and 




In this case, the writing samples 
with be graded and students will 
be provided with feedback. 
Writing samples will be included 
in student portfolio. The data 
will be used to ascertain student 
learning success and to adjust 
instruction, as necessary. 
Assessments  
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Persuasive creative writing sample, using denotation, connotation, subtext, and implication, which will end up 
in student portfolio. 
 
2. Summative assessment is 1 day after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). Because the instructional component of this lesson is primarily individual work, I will need 
to utilize a mentor relationship, to engage with students individually, in order to help students be motivated to 
complete the assignment.  
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and collective critical 
thinking (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, working as part of the group can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not 
being judged for it, and being able to correct (and learn from) mistakes. Because the instructional component of this 
lesson is primarily individual work, I will need to utilize students’ senses of competency and autonomy, along with 
performance-approach and performance-avoidance dispositions, in order for them to successfully learn.  
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:      Theo Smith                        Date of Lesson: 
N/A 
 
Unit: Word Usage and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Wrap-Up and Summative Assessment 








Students will review what they have 
learned in this unit. Students will take a 
summative assessment to demonstrate 
what they have learned. 
Learning Targets: 
> Students will understand what the 
connotation and denotation of a word is. 
> Students will understand what subtext 
and implication are. 
> Students will be able to describe 
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and explain how connotation, denotation, 
subtext, and implication influence how a 
reader interprets a text. 
> Students will be able to explain why an 
author choose the words that they did, to 
influence readers in a particular way. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
Knowledge of the previous lessons. 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. Information from the graphic organizers 
completed during the first lesson. Index card exit slips from the second lesson. Real-time observations and informal 
formative assessment from the third lesson. Persuasive creative writing samples from previous lesson. 
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“to explain,” “explanation,” “to analyze,” “analysis,” “denotation,” “connotation,” “subtext,” “implication,” “use,” 
“usage,” “meaning,” “implication,” “to imply,” “to assume,” “assumption,” “to persuade,” “persuasion,” “to 
interpret,” “interpretation,” “to understand,” “understanding,” “to describe,” “description,” “to explain,” 
“explanation,” “to influence,” “influence.” 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 
that, prior to this unit, there will have already been a pre-assessment given. I will have that data to work with. 
Further, there will be data available from more conversations and also their completed graphic organizers, from the 
first lesson. I will also have data from the index card exit slips of second lesson. I will have real-time observations 
and informal formative assessment from the third lesson. I will also have persuasive creative writing samples from 
the previous lesson. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
Instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 




PowerPoint slide with assignment instructions. Pencils and paper. Possibly scantrons.   
Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 
students are engaged, or what 
they learned? 
Time Motivation/Hook: 
Teacher instructs students to sit 
in previously assigned seating. 
The seating is designed to 
distance students from 







Students sit where they are 
designated. 
By using my eyeballs. 
 Independent Application: 
Teacher provides instructions for 
test on PowerPoint slide 
projected on a screen. Teacher 
goes over instructions verbally 








Students listen and ask questions 
about test that they have. 
 
 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down. 
Have students are how the feel 
about each of the learning 
targets using thumbs up (I 
understand), thumbs sideways (I 
understand somewhat), and 
thumbs down (I don’t 
understand). Make a quick 
average tally of the results. Use 
this data to adjust instruction 
for next lesson. 
 Independent Application: 
Teacher distributes test and has 
students get started. 
Test: a short multiple-choice 
section which tests knowledge 
of definitions. Then a short 
answer section which has 
Independent Application: 
Students take test. Students stay on 
task and do not become distracted 
or attempt to interact with their 
peers. Students raise their hands if 
they have any questions.  




students explain how the 
topics/concepts work 
(understanding). A short essay 
section that requires students to 
demonstrate the concepts in a 
piece of creative writing of their 
choosing (competence). This test 










Teacher may float around 
periodically, to be available for 




Teacher calls time. Students stop 








Students stop working when teacher 
calls time. Students return their 
tests. Students depart for their next 
class. 
Product Assessment. Look at 
student work for the unit, such 
as writing samples or graphic 
organizers. Assess how well the 
students seem to be 
understanding the content and 
learning targets. Gather some 
rough numbers of success and 
failure; use the numbers to 
adjust instruction. 
In this case, the tests will be 
graded and evaluated to 
determine how well students 
have learned and how much 
they understand of the unit and 
its concepts. The test will be 
included in the students’ 
portfolios, as the final 
component. The portfolio can 
be digital and accessible on the 
class’ Google Classrooms or 
another site. 
Assessments  
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Summative assessment AKA unit test. 
 




Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). Because the instructional component of this lesson is primarily individual work, I will need 
to utilize a mentor relationship, to engage with students individually, in order to help students be motivated to 
complete the assignment. Because this is a summative test, there is nothing much I can do to motivate my students, 
in this moment. I must rely on the work I have previously done. 
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and collective critical 
thinking (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, working as part of the group can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not 
being judged for it, and being able to correct (and learn from) mistakes. Because the instructional component of this 
lesson is primarily individual work, I will need to utilize students’ senses of competency and autonomy, along with 
performance-approach and performance-avoidance dispositions, in order for them to successfully learn. Because 
this is a summative test, there is nothing much I can do to ensure that my students, in this moment. I must rely on 
the work I have previously done. Because it is a formal summative assessment, I am constrained in the help I can 
give them, regarding understanding the material. 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith                             Date of Lesson: 
N/A 
 
Unit: Word Usage and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Understanding Denotation and Connotation 








Students will understand what the 
connotation and denotation of a 
word are. 
Learning Targets: 
Students will understand what the 
connotation and denotation of a 
word are. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. 
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“denotation,” “connotation,” “example,” “definition”, “usage,” “sense,” “quadrant,” “demonstrate.” 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 
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that, prior to this unit, there will have already been a pre-assessment given. I will have that data to work with. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 
possibly a chromebook cart. My classroom’s library and the school’s library. Pencils and papers. In this particular 
lesson: a provided graphic organizer. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  
PowerPoint lecture presented via overhead projector. 
Prepared graphic organizer. 
Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 
students are engaged, or what 
they learned? 
Time Motivation/Hook: 
Begin a conversation about how 
we have been persuaded by a 






Students listen and also engage in 
the conversation with the teacher, 
and with each other. 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
 Independent Application: 
 
Explaining the graphic organizer 







Students will follow along and ask 
questions, as necessary. 
Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down. 
Have students are how the feel 
about each of the learning 
targets using thumbs up (I 
understand), thumbs sideways (I 
understand somewhat), and 
thumbs down (I don’t 
understand). Make a quick 





this data to adjust instruction 
for next lesson. 
 Teaching Application: 
 
Teacher will lecture, from a 
prepared PowerPoint 
presentation. The lecture will be 
on what denotation and 
connotation are. It is the first of 
4 lessons in a unit on word usage 
and persuasion. I want the 
students to learn what 
connotation and denotation are, 
by identifying senses of words 











Students will fill out the graphic 
organizer during the lecture and 
class discussion. 
Socratic Questions. Measure 
student learning and 
understanding using informal 
Socratic questions. Make a 
mental assessment of the rough 
numbers of where students are 
at. Use this data to adjust 
instruction. Also, if students are 
especially struggling, ensure 
that they get extra attention. 
Later: 
Product Assessment. Look at 
student work for the unit, such 
as writing samples or graphic 
organizers. Assess how well the 
students seem to be 
understanding the content and 
learning targets. Gather some 
rough numbers of success and 
failure; use the numbers to 
adjust instruction. 
 Closure: 
Teacher collects completed 
graphic organizers, as exit ticket, 
as students leave. 
 
Closure: 
Students give their completed 
graphic organizers to their teacher, 
as exit tickets, on their way out of 
class. 
By the students following this 
basic instruction and giving me 
their completed graphic 
organizers on their way out. 
Assessments  
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Completed graphic organizer. 
 
2. Summative assessment is 4 days after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). 
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and comparing graphic 
organizers (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
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avoidance, using a graphic organizer can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not being 
judged for it, and being able to correct (and learn from) mistakes. 
 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:    Theo Smith                          Date of Lesson: 
N/A 
 
Unit: Word Use and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Understanding Subtext and Implication 








Students will understand what 
subtext and implication are. 
Learning Targets: 
Students will understand what 
subtext and implication are. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
Knowledge of the previous lesson. 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. Information from the graphic organizers 
completed during the previous lesson. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“subtext,” “implication,” “to imply,” “meaning,” “use,” “usage,” “to infer,” “inference,” 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 
that, prior to this unit, there will have already been a pre-assessment given. I will have that data to work with. 
Further, there will be data available from more conversations and also their completed graphic organizers, from the 
previous lesson. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
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I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 
possibly a chromebook cart. My classroom’s library and the school’s library. Pencils and papers. In this particular 
lesson: provided index cards. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
PowerPoint lecture and quiz presented via overhead projector. 
Index cards. 
Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 




Begin a conversation with 
students about how people 
often don’t directly say what 
they mean. Try to get them to 
think of times when this has 
happened to them, or when 







Students listen and also engage in 
the conversation with the teacher, 
and with each other. 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
 Teaching Application: 
 
Teacher will lecture, from a 
prepared PowerPoint 
presentation. The lecture will be 
on what subtext and 
implication are. It is the second 
of 4 lessons in a unit on word 
usage and persuasion. I want the 
students to learn what 
subtext and implication are, 
by identifying where subtext is 
used (and is important for 
understanding) and where 
implication is used (and is 
important for understanding). 
Teaching Application: 
 
Students will listen to the lecture 
and take notes. They will remain 
engaged because I will engage in 
Socratic Questions and Student Talk 
with them. 
Socratic Questions. Measure 
student learning and 
understanding using informal 
Socratic questions. Make a 
mental assessment of the rough 
numbers of where students are 
at. Use this data to adjust 
instruction. Also, if students are 
especially struggling, ensure 
that they get extra attention. 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
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your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
 Teaching Application: 
 
A quick PowerPoint/projector 
quiz at the end of the lesson. I 
will provide example sentences 
and have students “vote” their 
answers on an index card. I will 












I will determine if the students 
understand what subtext or 
implication are by having them 
identify examples. 
Product Assessment Exit Slip. 
Students demonstrate their 
understanding of the learning 
goals/content by identifying 
whether something is or isn’t an 
example of subtext or 
implication. 
I can use the data collected to 
adjust instruction. 
 Closure: 
Teacher will collect index card 








Students will give teacher their 
index card exit slips, as they leave. 
Product Assessment. Look at 
student work for the unit, such 
as writing samples or graphic 
organizers. Assess how well the 
students seem to be 
understanding the content and 
learning targets. Gather some 
rough numbers of success and 
failure; use the numbers to 
adjust instruction. 
Assessments  
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Index card exit slips from quiz. 
 
2. Summative assessment is 3 days after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). 
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and collective critical 
thinking (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
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allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, working as part of the group can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not 
being judged for it, and being able to correct (and learn from) mistakes. 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith                                  Date of 
Lesson:  N/A 
 
Unit: Word Use and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Word Use and Interpretation 








Students will be able to describe 
and explain how connotation, denotation, 
subtext, and implication influence how a 
reader interprets a text. 
Learning Targets: 
Students will be able to describe 
and explain how connotation, denotation, 
subtext, and implication influence how a 
reader interprets a text. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
Knowledge of the previous lesson. 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. Information from the graphic organizers 
completed during the first lesson. Index card exit slips from the previous lesson.  
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“denotation,” “connotation,” “subtext,” “implication,” “use,” “usage,” “meaning,” “implication,” “to imply,” “to 
assume,” “assumption,” “to persuade,” “persuasion,” “to interpret,” “interpretation,” “to understand,” 
“understanding,” “to describe,” “description,” “to explain,” “explanation,” “to influence,” “influence.” 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 
that, prior to this unit, there will have already been a pre-assessment given. I will have that data to work with. 
Further, there will be data available from more conversations and also their completed graphic organizers, from the 
first lesson. I will also have data from the index card exit slips of last lesson.  
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
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How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 
possibly a chromebook cart. My classroom’s library and the school’s library. Pencils and papers. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  
PowerPoint Lecture and interactive activity via computer and overhead projector. 
Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 
students are engaged, or what 
they learned? 
Time Motivation/Hook: 
Show the students a brief text 
and ask them what they think it 
means. Change an important 
word and have them re-
evaluate. Ideally, you’d choose a 
text and a replaced word that 
causes a rather boring text to 
suddenly have a funny or 
outrageous new meaning, due 
to the connotation or 






Students get in the head-space to 
evaluate the brief text, and perhaps, 
enjoy the joke which is caused by 
the new word. Hopefully it engages 
them enough to stay focused on the 
lesson, at least to begin with.  
I will watch for general signs of 
engagement. 
 Teaching Application: 
I will use a projected text and 
have students explain to me 
what they think: how the 
author’s words influence them 
and how the word choices make 
them interpret what the text 
means. I’d have them imagine 
using different words, replacing 
them on the overhead, and have 
the students evaluate the 
changes. This will be an informal 
class discussion. 
Teaching Application: 
Participate in the informal class 
discussion. They engage with the 
text, ask the teacher and each other 
questions, and participate in the 
discussion. They evaluate the text 
and evaluate the changes made by 
various students.  
 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
Socratic Questions. Measure 
student learning and 











Socratic questions. Make a 
mental assessment of the rough 
numbers of where students are 
at. Use this data to adjust 
instruction. Also, if students are 
especially struggling, ensure 
that they get extra attention. 
Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down. 
Have students are how the feel 
about each of the learning 
targets using thumbs up (I 
understand), thumbs sideways (I 
understand somewhat), and 
thumbs down (I don’t 
understand). Make a quick 
average tally of the results. Use 
this data to adjust instruction 
for next lesson. 
 Closure: 
Have students line up for the 











1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Informal real-time formative assessment. I will collect informal, primarily mental, evidence of how students are 
understanding the material and learning, via observing them during lecture and asking them questions and 
asking them for examples during the interactive portions of the lecture. I will use this informal mental formative 
assessment to adjust instruction, as necessary, primarily in real-time. 
 
2. Summative assessment is 2 days after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). Because the instructional component of this lesson is primarily social and peer learning, I 
believe that my students can be motivated by all of the examples given above.  
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and collective critical 
thinking (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, working as part of the group can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not 
being judged for it, and being able to correct (and learn from) mistakes. Because the instructional component of this 
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Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:  Theo Smith                          Date of Lesson: 
N/A 
 
Unit: Word Use and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Practice with Persuasive Writing Using Denotation, Connotation, Subtext, and Implication 








Students will be able to explain 
why an author choose the words 
that they did, to influence readers 
in a particular way. 
Learning Targets: 
Students explain why an author choose 
the words that they did, to influence 
readers in a particular way. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
Knowledge of the previous lesson. 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. Information from the graphic organizers 
completed during the first lesson. Index card exit slips from the second lesson. Real-time observations and informal 
formative assessment from the previous lesson. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“to explain,” “explanation,” “to analyze,” “analysis,” “denotation,” “connotation,” “subtext,” “implication,” “use,” 
“usage,” “meaning,” “implication,” “to imply,” “to assume,” “assumption,” “to persuade,” “persuasion,” “to 
interpret,” “interpretation,” “to understand,” “understanding,” “to describe,” “description,” “to explain,” 
“explanation,” “to influence,” “influence.” 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 
that, prior to this unit, there will have already been a pre-assessment given. I will have that data to work with. 
Further, there will be data available from more conversations and also their completed graphic organizers, from the 
first lesson. I will also have data from the index card exit slips of second lesson. I will have real-time observations 
and informal formative assessment from the previous lesson.  
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
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How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 
possibly a chromebook cart. My classroom’s library and the school’s library. Pencils and papers. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
PowerPoint slide with assignment instructions. 
Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 
students are engaged, or what 
they learned? 
Time Motivation/Hook: 
Students come in and take their 
seats. Teacher will let them 







Students will sit and get out their 
supplies.  
Students will comply. 
 Independent Application: 
Teacher will introduce 
independent class application, a 
short piece of creative writing, 
using the concepts and skills 
students have learned in this 
unit. The instructions will be on 
a PowerPoint slide and teacher 
will go over it, to begin.  
 
Teacher will be circling the 
classroom, making sure students 
stay on task, and checking in on 
how students are doing and 
feeling about the assignment 
and what they’ve learned so far. 
Teacher will perform impromptu 
corrective instruction, as 
necessary, with individual 
students. 
Independent Application: 
Students will write a short piece 
of creative writing of their choice. 
Their goal is to attempt to 
influence or manipulate how their 
reader will feel or interpret the 
text, using their knowledge of 
denotation, connotation, subtext, 
and implication. 
 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
Socratic Questions. Measure 
student learning and 
understanding using informal 
Socratic questions. Make a 
mental assessment of the rough 
numbers of where students are 
at. Use this data to adjust 
instruction. Also, if students are 
especially struggling, ensure 












Teacher has students line up for 
bell. Writing samples are 







Students line up for bell. They give 
the teacher their writing samples as 
exit ticket.  
Product Assessment. Look at 
student work for the unit, such 
as writing samples or graphic 
organizers. Assess how well the 
students seem to be 
understanding the content and 
learning targets. Gather some 
rough numbers of success and 
failure; use the numbers to 
adjust instruction. 
In this case, the writing samples 
with be graded and students will 
be provided with feedback. 
Writing samples will be included 
in student portfolio. The data 
will be used to ascertain student 
learning success and to adjust 
instruction, as necessary. 
Assessments  
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Persuasive creative writing sample, using denotation, connotation, subtext, and implication, which will end up 
in student portfolio. 
 
2. Summative assessment is 1 day after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). Because the instructional component of this lesson is primarily individual work, I will need 
to utilize a mentor relationship, to engage with students individually, in order to help students be motivated to 
complete the assignment.  
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and collective critical 
thinking (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, working as part of the group can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not 
being judged for it, and being able to correct (and learn from) mistakes. Because the instructional component of this 
lesson is primarily individual work, I will need to utilize students’ senses of competency and autonomy, along with 




Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:      Theo Smith                        Date of Lesson: 
N/A 
 
Unit: Word Usage and Persuasion 
Lesson Title: Wrap-Up and Summative Assessment 








Students will review what they have 
learned in this unit. Students will take a 
summative assessment to demonstrate 
what they have learned. 
Learning Targets: 
> Students will understand what the 
connotation and denotation of a word is. 
> Students will understand what subtext 
and implication are. 
> Students will be able to describe 
and explain how connotation, denotation, 
subtext, and implication influence how a 
reader interprets a text. 
> Students will be able to explain why an 
author choose the words that they did, to 
influence readers in a particular way. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Knowledge of word meanings and dictionaries. Knowledge and experience of 
advertising. Knowledge and experience of people having arguments or otherwise trying to persuade people. 
Knowledge of the previous lessons. 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. A pre-assessment given prior to the start of the unit. Information from the graphic organizers 
completed during the first lesson. Index card exit slips from the second lesson. Real-time observations and informal 
formative assessment from the third lesson. Persuasive creative writing samples from previous lesson. 
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“to explain,” “explanation,” “to analyze,” “analysis,” “denotation,” “connotation,” “subtext,” “implication,” “use,” 
“usage,” “meaning,” “implication,” “to imply,” “to assume,” “assumption,” “to persuade,” “persuasion,” “to 
interpret,” “interpretation,” “to understand,” “understanding,” “to describe,” “description,” “to explain,” 
“explanation,” “to influence,” “influence.” 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. I should also note 
that, prior to this unit, there will have already been a pre-assessment given. I will have that data to work with. 
Further, there will be data available from more conversations and also their completed graphic organizers, from the 
first lesson. I will also have data from the index card exit slips of second lesson. I will have real-time observations 
and informal formative assessment from the third lesson. I will also have persuasive creative writing samples from 




Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
Instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 
possibly a chromebook cart. My classroom’s library and the school’s library. Pencils and papers. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation: 
PowerPoint slide with assignment instructions. Pencils and paper. Possibly scantrons.   
Procedure:  Teacher Does………. Procedure:  Students Do…….. What will I watch for to know 
students are engaged, or what 
they learned? 
Time Motivation/Hook: 
Teacher instructs students to sit 
in previously assigned seating. 
The seating is designed to 
distance students from 







Students sit where they are 
designated. 
By using my eyeballs. 
 Independent Application: 
Teacher provides instructions for 
test on PowerPoint slide 
projected on a screen. Teacher 
goes over instructions verbally 








Students listen and ask questions 
about test that they have. 
 
 
Student Talk. Talk with 
students about how they think 
and feel about the content and 
learning targets. Try to gauge 
how salient they are, and your 
lessons are, to their lives. Try to 
have them make connections. 
Use the data you gain to adjust 
your instruction for salience and 
applicability. 
Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down. 
Have students are how the feel 
about each of the learning 
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targets using thumbs up (I 
understand), thumbs sideways (I 
understand somewhat), and 
thumbs down (I don’t 
understand). Make a quick 
average tally of the results. Use 
this data to adjust instruction 
for next lesson. 
 Independent Application: 
Teacher distributes test and has 
students get started. 
Test: a short multiple-choice 
section which tests knowledge 
of definitions. Then a short 
answer section which has 
students explain how the 
topics/concepts work 
(understanding). A short essay 
section that requires students to 
demonstrate the concepts in a 
piece of creative writing of their 
choosing (competence). This test 











Students take test. Students stay on 
task and do not become distracted 
or attempt to interact with their 
peers. Students raise their hands if 
they have any questions.  
Teacher may float around 
periodically, to be available for 
clarification, and to monitor 
students. 
 
Observation of classroom and 
students. 
 Closure: 
Teacher calls time. Students stop 








Students stop working when teacher 
calls time. Students return their 
tests. Students depart for their next 
class. 
Product Assessment. Look at 
student work for the unit, such 
as writing samples or graphic 
organizers. Assess how well the 
students seem to be 
understanding the content and 
learning targets. Gather some 
rough numbers of success and 
failure; use the numbers to 
adjust instruction. 
In this case, the tests will be 
graded and evaluated to 
determine how well students 
have learned and how much 
they understand of the unit and 
its concepts. The test will be 
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included in the students’ 
portfolios, as the final 
component.  
Assessments  
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Summative assessment AKA unit test. 
 
2. Summative assessment is 0 days after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). Because the instructional component of this lesson is primarily individual work, I will need 
to utilize a mentor relationship, to engage with students individually, in order to help students be motivated to 
complete the assignment. Because this is a summative test, there is nothing much I can do to motivate my students, 
in this moment. I must rely on the work I have previously done. 
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and collective critical 
thinking (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and 
a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, working as part of the group can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not 
being judged for it, and being able to correct (and learn from) mistakes. Because the instructional component of this 
lesson is primarily individual work, I will need to utilize students’ senses of competency and autonomy, along with 
performance-approach and performance-avoidance dispositions, in order for them to successfully learn. Because 
this is a summative test, there is nothing much I can do to ensure that my students, in this moment. I must rely on 
the work I have previously done. Because it is a formal summative assessment, I am constrained in the help I can 
give them, regarding understanding the material. 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith                          Date of Lesson: 
N/A 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Annotated Bibliography with Tech Integration 










Students will research and vet an 
annotated bibliography on a topic in 
current global affairs which 
personally interests them. 
Learning Targets: 
Students will apply critical 
thinking to their researching. 
Students will determine what 
source are quality or 
trustworthy. 





Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: how to read and write, ELA content from previous units 
and years. 
 
How I know the students have this: formative pre-assessment in the form of a digital survey, 
given a few days before the lesson is given. (General assumptions about being human and having 
gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and conversation.) 
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“annotated bibliography,” “evaluate,” “critique,” “research,” “database,” “rubric,” “reflect,” “salience,” 
“quality,” “accurate,” “informative”. 
 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: ad hoc explanation of words 
and concepts during lesson, as needed. I will use the internet and various forms of digital media to 
explain, as appropriate.  
 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and 
or/interdisciplinary connections that will be made during the lesson: students are much more 
connected to the digital world than I was at their age. I expect they will have more appropriate funds 
of knowledge regarding the digital world and technology than I will. As appropriate, I will make 
connections as they come up. Also, I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my 
classroom. I will attempt to make connections to students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts 
which I think they would find interesting and salient to their lives, at least in part. This would also 





How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural 
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by 
checking student enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in 
this classroom, I am assuming that I already know my students and have already taken necessary 







1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
Rough draft annotated bibliography, reflective essay, prior formative survey. 
 
 
2. Summative assessment is  N/A  days after this lesson (NB: the summative assessment will 
more than likely be a research report, given at a later date) 
 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation: 
Computer, overhead projector, screen. Prepared PowerPoint presentation. Chromebooks for 
students. Access to library’s databases, access to Google Scholar, etc. Pencils and paper. 
Accommodation 1: Text-to-Speech device for Student HD, who has autism and is selectively mute, 
especially in groups. 
Accommodation 2: Computer with Braille keyboard and activated settings for visual impaired 
accessibility for Student KNW, who is blind.  
 




Call class to order. Have students shut 
down and stow away cell phones and 
other electronic devices. Touch base with 
people who need extra help, as 
determined by formative assessment 






Students turn off and put away all electronic 
devices and prepare for classwork. Students 
are conscientious and respectful. Students 
remain on task. 
10 Teaching/Group Application/ 
Independent Application: 
Begin a conversation about current world 
events; get student input. Ask them what 
is important for them now, in today’s 
world. Ask what they know about it and 
how they feel about it. Ask probing 
questions to them about how they 
evaluate what they learn about the world, 
try to get them to be self-reflective. 
















30 Teaching/Group Application/ 
Independent Application: 
Show students an example annotated 
bibliography. Explicitly show them how 
the author uses evaluative language and 
thought processes in determining if the 
source is salient, quality, and accurate. 
 
Give students a rubric with the kinds of 
questions they should be asking. Have 
students pick a topic which interests them, 
grab a chromebook, and begin to use the 
library databases and/or Google Scholar to 
research sources for a potential 
informative report.  
 
Have them research five potential good 
sources and three potential bad sources. 
These sources should include a book or 
article, a video, an audio source, and other 
digital sources. They should construct the 
rough draft of an MLA annotated 
bibliography (focus less on structure at 
this stage). Have them use the rubric to 
practice asking the kinds of questions they 
need to of their sources. 
 
These sources could be books or articles, 
but they can also be digital texts, movies, 
songs, audiobooks or other recordings, 
they can be paintings, sculptures, or other 
images. Have the students evaluate what 
would be a salient, quality, and accurate 
source, given the medium and their topic. 
















25 Teaching/Group Application/ 
Independent Application: 
Once students have finished researching 
and assessing their sources, or time has 
run out, have them form small groups. 
Then have them take turns giving an 
informal and brief presentation on their 
topic of choice and their good and bad 
sources. Have their audiences use their 
rubrics to evaluate how well the student 











Students form small groups. They take turns 
giving presentations on their annotated 
bibliographies. Their audience uses their 
rubrics to evaluate their peer’s work.  
15 Closure: 
Have the students save their work to their 
Google Drives. Assign a reflection as 
homework. Students should write a 
reflection of their work and the process of 
evaluation and peer review. This reflection 
should be in the same document their 
bibliography is, started on a new page. 
Provide a rubric to guide their reflections. 







Students save their work, write down the 
details of their homework, collect their 
reflection rubrics, and line up for the bell.  
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
Restrict use of distracting technology, so students can focus on task at hand (Larry Rosen). 
Use of ISTE Standards (1-3). 
Media Literacy and Global Literacy (21st Century Literacies). 
Developing Critical Thinking Through Web Research Skills (Microsoft). 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them 
to engage in social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and 
intellectual environment of the classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by 
allowing them to demonstrate their competence (performance approach). I can help my students 
learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation and evaluating each other’s 
bibliographies (social learning, autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with 
them, as a mentor and a collaborator (social learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my 
students (some of them) learn by allowing them to demonstrate their learning (performance 
approach). For those who are more performance-avoidance, using a rubric can be a low-stakes way 
of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not being judged for it, and being able to correct (and 
learn from) mistakes. 
 
 
Lesson Plan Tech-Rich Lesson 1 Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith Date of Lesson: 9 
Feb 2021 
Lesson Title/Description: Identifying Comma Types 
Lesson # 1 of   1       Time Allotted for this Lesson: 85 minutes | P1 T-Th, P4 T-Th, P1 W-F, P4 W-F 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and coherent writing in 
which the…organization…[is] appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate command of the conventions 
of standard English grammar and usage when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate command of the conventions 







“I can identify 
different comma 
types.” 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-appropriate writing skills, with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, 
clause construction, and clarity. 
 
How I know the students have this: 
Last week, in a previous assignment, I had students write a “Letter to Teachers” in which they answered questions 
about how school is for them, what they think of ELA classes, and any considerations they wanted me to know. I 
analyzed these letters as an informal formative assessment to ascertain student writing levels and any trends in 
misuse that needed to be addressed. Comma misuse was one of the biggest issues, especially interrupter comma 
types. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“Identify,” “use,” “comma,” “conjunction,” “FANBOYS,” “to list/list,” “Oxford Comma,” “independent (clause),” 
“dependent (clause),” “clause,” “fragment,” “starter word,” “interrupter (to interrupt),” “semicolon,” “to relate 




Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lecture to describe and elaborate these themes. Comma types graphic organizer for students to fill 
out. Comma types practice sheet for the students to work on independently. In the future, students will have writing 
tasks which require them to use various comma types. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections that 
will be made during the lesson: 
Use student-generated sentences for salience, student choice, and to capture student interest. The sentences or 
topics students suggested come from their own “funds of knowledge” and assets. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
For ELLs or ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s, teacher facilitated chat was available to provide sentences and 
clarification. The slides also function as a handout for students who needed it. As this is an integrated and advanced 
English class, there were no classified ELLs in the class who needed things like pull outs, interpreter services, or 
bilingual instruction. There are not any students who require voice to text or text to voice services. The 
accommodations required by any plans included handouts, breakout rooms, and more time for testing or 
assignments. This class does not have an IA or SPED IA.  
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
Chromebooks 
Internet 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
Chromebooks with internet 





> Greeting students 
> Guiding students through setting up a 
Google Drive folder for their ENG 11 
work. 
Students come to class and make their folders. They let me 
know in the chat when they are finished and/or if they 
need any help. 
5 
 
Announcements, Agenda, Goals 
> give announcements 
> inform students of agenda and goals. 





Comma Types Intro and Overview 
> guide students through getting the 
lecture slides presentation and putting it 
into their new folder. 
> introducing the slides, their structure, 
and how we’ll use them. 
> Lecture on FANBOYS and list comma 
types 
> Lecture on DC, IC comma types 
> Lecture on Semicolon and interrupter 
comma types  
Students will highlight and annotate. They will have 
sentences and explanations available in the chat for them 
to use, if they want to. They will ask questions for help or 
clarification. In the end, they have made additions to their 
notes. 
 
5 Break Students take a quick break. 
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30 Comma Types Notes 
> guide students in filling out the graphic 
organizer, have students engage and 
participate. 
> FANBOYS and List sections 
> DC, IC sections  
> Interrupter and Semicolon sections  
Students make their own notes about definitions and 
usages. Examples are available in the chat for anyone who 
needs the accommodation. 
15 Comma Types Practice 
> students do independent work on 
identifying comma types. 
Students do independent work on identifying comma 
types. They then come back and participate as a group in a 
revision process. 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as a 
result of this lesson: 
Comma Types graphic organizer 
Comma types practice sheet. 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
This is a lesson that teaches comma types through a highly technological means while utilizing tech for educational 
purposes. There are built-in scaffolds, differentiation, and considerations for ELLS and those with IEPs/504s. As this is 
a for a CDL course, I built in technological aids and technological instructional supports. I use technological aids to 
foster participation, connections between teacher and students and between students, and to build a rapport. 
Students are able to successfully learn about comma types and engage meaningfully in class due to various 
technological interventions. 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith          Date of Lesson: 23 
November 2019 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Rhetoric, Persuasion, and Propaganda 
Lesson # 1 of ?               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 minutes 
Standards: 






Central Focus: Persuasive Writing 
through the lens of propaganda 
Learning Targets: 
> Recognizing propaganda 
> Recognizing persuasive 
writing 
> Analyzing propaganda 
> Analyzing persuasive 
writing 
> Writing fiction 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills:  
Students should know: the definition of propaganda, the definition of persuasive writing, the basics of how to 
analyze persuasive writing, and read George Orwell’s Animal Farm.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
Pop Quiz on Animal Farm; Pre-Test Activity (Learning Activity #1) will assess how much students have 





Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and 
or/interdisciplinary connections that will be made during the lesson: 
Connections to previous topics or concepts in the unit on Rhetoric, Persuasion, and Propaganda. 
Connections to previous topics covered in the Grade 11 English/Language Arts textbook. Oblique 
connections to real work objects via educational realia in LA#1 and very basic economics concepts 
viz. token economy. Oblique connections to political science and journalism topics or connections 
via unit literature of Orwell’s Animal Farm.  
 
 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural 
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
IEPs on file; knowledge of 504 support services. Use of available Classroom Assistants and Special 
Ed Classroom Assistants. Use of floating facilitation teaching method. Use of district/school 
interpreters, as needed. Use of ESOL teaching methods. Leverage use of group activities, cooperative 




Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  faux-products papers; tokens; 
Animal Farm Pop Quiz papers; moral/belief and theme/setting paper strips; two hats; computer 
with PowerPoint; projector. The class should be in a functional classroom and students should come 
prepared with basic school supplies such as paper and pencils.  
















5 Call to Order: 
have students silence and put away 
phones; take attendance 
Motivation: Extrinsic motivation to 
avoid Punishment I from students and 
Punishments I and II from 
Administration. 
Call to Order: 
Students silence their phones and tuck them away 
at the very bottom of their bags. They are 
observant and respond to roll call. They get settled 
and set up for class at their desk/chair. 
Motivation: Extrinsic motivation to avoid 
Punishments I or II. 
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5 Knowledge Check (Review): 
Teacher asks class: 
Propaganda Questions: 
What is propaganda? 
What is an example of propaganda? 
Persuasive Writing Questions: 
What is persuasive writing? 
What is an example of persuasive 
writing? 
>Teacher checks for understanding and 
retention, making sure to engage as 
much of the class as possible. Teacher 
provides appropriate scaffolding by 
demonstrating thinking aloud and 
asking leading questions. 
Motivation: desire to make sure 
students have retained previous 





Knowledge Check (Review): 
Students respond to questions in an orderly 
manner. 
Motivation: extrinsic motivation to avoid 
Punishment I and II. Performance Avoidance and 
Performance Approach motivations.  
5 Animal Farm Pop Quiz (Assessment): 
Teacher passes out Animal Farm Pop 
Quiz at the end of the Knowledge 
Check. Tells students to begin and mind 
their own work, along with the time 
limit. 
 
While students take quiz, teacher 
passes out token (telling students to 
ignore them for now). Teacher 
prepares the faux-product sheets. 
Teacher monitors students to make 
sure they stay on task and aren’t 
engaging in cheating.  
Motivation: desire to check that 
students have finished reading Animal 
Farm. Desire to ascertain how much 






Animal Farm Pop Quiz (Assessment): 
Students take quiz and stay on task. 
Motivation: Performance Avoidance, Performance 




10 Product Pitch (Pre-test 
Assessment)(LA#1): 
>Pair students up based on proximity, 
in groups of twos or threes.  
>Take the faux-product sheets and 
have groups pick which they prefer of 
the options given.  
>After each group has a product, assign 
a group writer who will write the pitch. 
>Give the students five minutes to 
write a paragraph of four sentences as 
their pitch.  
>After the writing session is over, have 
each group give their pitch in turn. One 
student should give the pitch.  
>After the pitch another student in the 
group should collect the tokens from 
anyone who was persuaded.  
>After all the groups have gone, make a 
note of which group got the most 
tokens. They will get to pick a prize 
later. This part of the activity should 
take five minutes.  
>Collect these papers. 
Motivation: to assess what students 
have retained of previous instruction. 
To check their understanding and their 
ability to apply knowledge.  
Product Pitch (Pre-test Assessment) (LA#1): 
Students follow the instructions and do the work. 
Motivation: Performance Avoidance, Performance 
Approach, possible mastery orientation 
motivation, extrinsic motivation from token 
economy. Self-Determination Theory: Need for 
Relatedness and Need for Autonomy. 
30 Propaganda Fable (Lesson): 
>Show the students an example short 
propagandist fable.  
>Briefly explain the structure and 
function of a fable.  
>Have pre-cut strips of paper which 
have a moral or belief on them. Have 
another set of pre-cut strips of paper 
which have a setting or theme on them. 
>Go to students and have them draw 
blindly from two sets, each getting one 
moral/belief and one theme/setting. 
>Assign the students 15 minutes to 
write a fable featuring the moral/belief 
and theme/setting on one sheet of 
paper (at least front; no more than 
front and back). 
Propaganda Fable (Lesson): 
Students follow instructions and do the work. 
Motivation: Performance Avoidance, Performance 
Approach, possible mastery orientation 
motivation. Self-Determination Theory: Need for 
Relatedness and Need for Autonomy. 
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> Assign, based on physical proximity, 
groups of students, of three or four 
(about 7-10 groups). 
> Have them take turns reading their 
stories to their peers.  
>After each reading, the listeners 
should evaluate and critique the story 
with the provided rubric. 
>A student in the group should keep 
track of the answers of the group. This 
portion of the activity should take 15 
minutes.  
>Collect the stories and answers for 
evaluation.  
Motivation: To gauge how well students 
are applying unit knowledge. Give 
students opportunity to do creative 
writing. Reify understanding and 
application of unit concepts. 
5 Closure: 
Assign homework; have group which 
won the prize during Learning Activity 
#1 come up to pick their reward; 
Period Bell ends class. 
Motivation: Give students opportunity 
to further develop their understanding 
and learning, and help them achieve 
mastery; increase self-efficacy and 
autonomy. Reinforce good behavior viz. 






Students take notes on assigned homework. They 
discuss assignments and other class business with 
teacher. Group which won the LA#1 contest meet 
with teacher to pick their rewards from the 
“Treasure Chest”. Students line up for the Period 
Bell and depart when appropriate. 
Motivation: avoid Punishment I and II. 
Performance Approach and Need for Autonomy 
for the LA#1 group claiming their prize. 
Potentially a Performance Approach motivator for 
students who didn’t win.  
Assessment 
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: LA#1 papers collected for evaluation. 
LA#2 papers collected for evaluation and grading. 
 
 




1. Did all the students meet the learning target?  How do you know? 
Ideally all of the students would meet the learning target. I would know based upon student 
work via the papers collected for LAs#1 and 2, I would also gauge their understanding via 
questioning and observation on an individual level. Additionally, I can evaluate their work on 
their Animal Farm quizzes.  
Reflection: 
2.  Describe any changes you made as you were teaching the lesson. 
I decided, in order to free up some time, to ask the knowledge check review questions while 
students were working in groups on LA#1. In hindsight, this wasn’t a good idea, as students were 
engaged with each other and their work, and not focused on me or the questions. My time was 
better spent floating around and engaging with students on an individual level, which is what I did. 
Additionally, I didn’t have enough time to explain the activity adequately. 
Reflection: 
3.  What would you change about this lesson plan before you teach it again?  Pay attention to 
situations where students either did not learn or already knew. 
If I were to teach this lesson again, I would make sure to spend more time on review and checking 
knowledge. I may push the Animal Farm quiz to another day to free up time. Students consistently 
showed that the did not understand the unit concepts.  
Reflection (about TIP) 
4.  Describe your role in TIP project, and experience working in a group. 
My role in the TIP project was as the sole designer. I initially was in a group of four, but we couldn’t 
agree on a consistent lesson plan and were having some issues staying in communication. I decided 
to work on my own, and so I did. I developed the unit content, standards, and activities on my own 
and implemented them on my own, as well. 
Reflection (about TIP) 
5.  How does TIP project help you to understand the concepts and theories in the course? 
The TIP project has helped me understand how to apply motivational theories and learning theories 
to the structure of my lessons. It was helped me to better understand how to apply motivation 
theories to my lessons. It has also helped me to understand how to apply curriculum standards to 




Diversity Accommodations:  
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(Special Education (IEPs [Individualized Education Plan]; 504 [Disability Accommodation 
Services/Support]), Linguistic/Cultural Diversity, Students without prerequisite 
knowledge) For students with IEPs, I will have them on file and will employ specific 
adjustments to the lesson plan as needed. By using a facilitating teaching method, I will be 
able to be in different areas of the classroom as needed, and this includes being available to 
help students with IEPs. Additionally, students who are in the same group as students with 
IEPs may be able to offer peer support as needed. Similarly, for students with 504 services, 
I will be able to help as needed. Additionally, for students with IEPs or using 504 services, 
the school or district may offer support workers, such as Special Education Classroom 
Assistants who may be available to help out in the classroom.  
For students with Linguistic or Cultural diversity, I will similarly be available to assist as 
needed. Also, I will employ ESOL teaching methods to assist these students. These students 
may also have access to district or school translators if they are having issues with learning 
English and keeping up with their peers. I may try to create student sets with group work 
such that a student struggling with English language acquisition is paired with a student 
who is bilingual in English and the native language of the struggling student. For students 
with cultural diversity I will be mindful and provide a sympathetic ear as needed. 
Additionally, I would make sure these students knew of school or district resources which 
are available to them.  
 
For students who lack the prerequisite knowledge required for the class and the lesson, I 
would pair them with students I know to be better prepared and more disposed towards 
having mastery goal orientations or whom are especially helpful. By using group 
assignments and cooperative learning, I can leverage student sociality and peer learning to 
assist these struggling students.  
 
 
Propaganda Fable Lesson (Learning Activity #2) Procedure 
 
Show the students an example short propagandist fable. Briefly explain the structure and 
function of a fable. Have pre-cut strips of paper which have a moral or belief on them. Have 
another set of pre-cut strips of paper which have a setting or theme on them. Go to students 
and have them draw blindly from two sets, each getting one moral/belief and one 
theme/setting. Assign the students 15 minutes to write a fable featuring the moral/belief 
and theme/setting on one sheet of paper (at least front; no more than front and back). The 
goal is to write a short fable which persuasive presents the moral/belief.  
 
Assign, based on physical proximity, groups of students, of three or four (about 7-10 
groups). Have them take turns reading their stories to their peers. After each reading, the 
listeners should evaluate and critique the story with the following rubric: 
 
> What is the Moral or Belief of the story? 
> What is the Setting or Theme of the story? 
> How does the story describe the moral or belief? 
> How does the story attempt to persuade you to obey the moral or believe the belief? 
> Do you find the story persuasive? Why? 
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> Do you think others would be persuaded? Should they be? 
 
A student in the group should keep track of the answers of the group. This portion of the 
activity should take 15 minutes. Collect the stories and answers for evaluation.  
 
Diversity Accommodations: 
(Special Education (IEPs [Individualized Education Plan]; 504 [Disability Accommodation 
Services/Support]), Linguistic/Cultural Diversity, Students without prerequisite 
knowledge) 
For students with IEPs, I will have them on file and will employ specific adjustments to the 
lesson plan as needed. By using a facilitating teaching method, I will be able to be in 
different areas of the classroom as needed, and this includes being available to help 
students with IEPs. Additionally, students who are in the same group as students with IEPs 
may be able to offer peer support as needed. Similarly, for students with 504 services, I will 
be able to help as needed. Additionally, for students with IEPs or using 504 services, the 
school or district may offer support workers, such as Special Education Classroom 
Assistants who may be available to help out in the classroom.  
 
For students with Linguistic or Cultural diversity, I will similarly be available to assist as 
needed. Also, I will employ ESOL teaching methods to assist these students. These students 
may also have access to district or school translators if they are having issues with learning 
English and keeping up with their peers. I may try to create student sets with group work 
such that a student struggling with English language acquisition is paired with a student 
who is bilingual in English and the native language of the struggling student. For students 
with cultural diversity I will be mindful and provide a sympathetic ear as needed. 
Additionally, I would make sure these students knew of school or district resources which 
are available to them.  
 
For students who lack the prerequisite knowledge required for the class and the lesson, I 
would pair them with students I know to be better prepared and more disposed towards 
having mastery goal orientations or whom are especially helpful. By using group 
assignments and cooperative learning, I can leverage student sociality and peer learning to 
assist these struggling students.  
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith Date of Lesson: N/A 
 
Lesson Title/Description: The Hate U Give and Prejudice Mini-Unit 
Lesson # 1 of 2               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 85 minutes | T/Th Periods 1 and 4 and W/F Periods 1 and 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and 
coherent writing in which 
the…organization…[is] appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.RI.1: “Analyze what the text 
says explicitly as well as inferentially, 
including determining where the text 
Central Focus: 
Reading a text and composing 
a written response, through 
the lens of prejudice, 
specifically racism, or related 
intersections.  
Learning Targets: 
“I can think about, talk about, read 




leaves matters uncertain; cite strong 
and thorough textual evidence to 
support analysis.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic 
thoroughly by selecting the most 
significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and 
examples appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic.” 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
N/A. This is a standalone unit designed to fill small gaps in instructional periods. Yes, this is what is happening in my 
classroom right now. 
How I know the students have this: 
N/A 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“Prejudice,” “slaves,” “slavery,” “history,” “racism,” “bigotry,” “Nat Turner,” “slave rebellion,” “to rebel,” “Black 
Panther Party (BPP),” “T.H.U.G. L.I.F.E.” 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Go over new vocabulary terms before instruction. View salient videos. Use provided notes.  
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Connections to occurrences of racism, BLM, Defund the Police, and to instance of police violence. Highly salient to 
students, even if they do not live in these contexts.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
For ELLs or ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, teacher-facilitated Zoom chat is available to provide 
examples and clarification. There are three teachers available during class to directly assist any students who need 
help. One teacher is an ELL specialist. The slides also function as a handout for students who needed it. Any 
particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student use. As this is an integrated and advanced 
English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no classified ELLs in the class who qualified for 
things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. Generally, any students who require text to voice 
services to read their articles have such services provided by Canvas. In this instance, as we will use a pdf, a 
breakout room can be arranged where a teacher reads the text aloud to any student who needs it. The 
accommodations required by any IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, Zoom breakout rooms, modified 
assignments, and more time for testing or assignments. There is also an Honors option for TAG students. This class 
does not have a SPED IA but certain periods have an IA that comes in later. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
> Canvas 
> Google products; including Drive and Slides.  






Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
> Chromebooks with internet 
> Canvas 
> Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
> Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
> SPED focused notes 
> SPED prejudice Frayer model notes 
> The Hate U Give focused notes 
> The Hate U Give pdf excerpt 
> Mini-Unit Slides TBD 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll observe 
and check with students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 













> Go over items on The Hate U Give/SPED focused 
notes. 
> Nat Turner video (~ 2 minutes) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrRBGGVTM38 
 









25 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
> Students read The Hate U Give pdf excerpt. 
> Students take notes in their The Hate U Give 
focused notes/SPED focused notes. 








> Students read. 
> Students take appropriate notes. 
> Students take a break. 
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40 Independent Application: 
> Instructions: A journal entry of at least 3 pages, 
organized into paragraphs. At least one reference to 
The Hate U Give excerpt. At least one personal 
connection. Student is free to write about whatever 
prejudice they want to, so long as they tie it into 
police brutality or racism. Be sure to emphasis the 
intersectionality of prejudice. (~3 minutes) 
> Brainstorming: students organize an outline of 
what they want to write. (~10 minutes) 
> Students write their journal entry, referring to their 
notes 
> Teacher collects journals at end of class. 
Independent Application: 
> Students listen to instructions and ask salient 
questions for clarification. 
> Students brainstorm an outline for their 
writing. 
> Students write their journal entry. 
> Students turn in journals at end of class. 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 
a result of this lesson: 
> a journal entry. This is not assessed formally or summatively. It will be used as an informal formative assessment.  
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. Specifically, students are 
given videos which help explain the historical contexts discussed in the reading excerpt they have. According to 
Ormod, scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). 
These two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish 
challenging tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check 
their own comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 
491). 
> Modelling 
In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillset. Specifically, students are given notes which they can use as models and they are also given a model 
conversation in the form of a fictional dialogue, to facilitate their thinking, from their reading excerpt. Modelling is a 
way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from observing and modelling what other 
people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning, both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner, which allows the models and scaffolds used 
not to be overwhelming. Specifically, students learn first about historical contexts, then are given models in the 
form of notes and their reading excerpt dialogue, and then they work on their own writing. This sequence 
supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz. choosing writing topic 
In this unit, students choose the topic on which they write. While the topic at hand is racism and police brutality, 
they are free to write on it or on another area of prejudice, including ones they may face. They may write about 
areas of intersecting prejudices, as they see fit. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which 
is central to motivation and salience, and a basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along 
with a sense of competency in their task, is central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). I hope to help instill 
this sense of competency by supplying scaffolds and models for students to use for their own benefit and 




Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith                                Date of 
Lesson: N/A 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Intro to Of Mice and Men/Setting (Grade 11) 










Making connections to a literary 
setting and providing an analysis of 
these connections. 
Learning Targets: 
Students can make 
connections between 
their own worlds and 
the world of Of Mice 
and Men. Students can 
provide an analysis of 
these connections. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
The ability to read and write. Read at least one novel at grade level. Students will have previously read chapter one 
of Of Mice and Men as homework. 
 
How I know the students have this: 
General assumptions about being human and having gotten this far in life. Informal assessment via observation and 
conversation. Class discussion about chapter one of Of Mice and Men. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“to connect,” “connection,” “to analyze,” “analysis,” “migrant labor,” “Great Depression,” “Dust Bowl,” 
“background,” “(literary) setting”.  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
I will go over the meaning of each of these terms, in class. I will provide definitions and examples of usage. I will 
informally and contemporaneously gauge student understanding and comfort with the content. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and 
or/interdisciplinary connections that will be made during the lesson: 
I am assuming that I am already familiar with the students in my classroom. I will attempt to make connections to 
students’ “funds of knowledge” by using some texts which I think they would find interesting and salient to their 
lives, at least in part. This would also be a part of my general differentiation strategy. In this case, the text is set, but 
I can offer supplemental texts that can help students make connections. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural 
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will refer to any IEPs or 504s on file. I will also be aware of any issues of linguistic diversity, by checking student 
enrollment in any ESL classes, if necessary. Granted that I am already teaching in this classroom, I am assuming that 
I already know my students and have already taken necessary steps to provide accommodations and differentiated 
instruction. 
What technology supports or integration is included in this lesson? 
Any technological supports stipulated by students’ IEPs or 504s. Overhead projector, teacher’s computer, and 




Computer, overhead projector, class discussion handout, student notebooks and pencils. 





Call students to order. Have students sit down and get 








15 Group Application: 
 
Class discussion about chapter 1 of Of Mice and Men. 
Circle the room, listening to student conversation, 
keep them on task, ask them probing questions about 








Put students in small groups, give the 
group a handout, and have the 
students discuss each point. 
10.5 Teaching Application: 
















15 Independent Application: 
Free-write application 
Students will free-write a thought experiment or story 
in their notebooks. They will imagine that they are a 
migrant laborer on the farm up the road from the one 
Independent Application: 
Students will follow instructions and 
free-write in their notebooks. 
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that George and Lennie work. They will imagine what 
their lives are like. They will use the remaining class 
time to work on this writing. 
 Closure: 
Students will turn in their free-writes to the teacher 
as an exit slip. 
Closure: 
Students will turn in their writing as 
an exit slip, and then leave for their 
next class. 
Assessments  
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson: 
 
Informal formative assessment, based on observations by teacher of group discussions. Free-
write exit slips. 
 
2. Summative assessment is  N/A days after this lesson 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
I can motivate my students by giving them content that they care about (salience), by allowing them to engage in 
social learning (sense of belonging), by allowing them to contribute to the social and intellectual environment of the 
classroom (sense of self-efficacy and self-worth), (for some) by allowing them to demonstrate their competence 
(performance approach). 
I can help my students learn by allowing them to learn from each other, via conversation (social learning, 
autonomy). I can help my students learn by engaging directly with them, as a mentor and a collaborator (social 
learning, scaffolding, sense of self-worth). I can help my students (some of them) learn by allowing them to 
demonstrate their learning (performance approach). For those who are more performance- 
avoidance, doing a free-write can be a low-stakes way of showing their work, and as it’s formative, not being judged 













APPENDIX B: FORMAL OBSERVATION LESSON PLANS 
Lesson Plan Formal Observation 1 Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith Date of 
Lesson: 9 Feb 2021 
Lesson Title/Description: Identifying Comma Types 
Lesson # 1 of   1       Time Allotted for this Lesson: 85 minutes | P1 T-Th, P4 T-Th, P1 W-F, P4 W-F 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and coherent writing in 
which the…organization…[is] appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate command of the conventions 
of standard English grammar and usage when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate command of the conventions 







“I can identify 
different comma 
types.” 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-appropriate writing skills, with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, 
clause construction, and clarity. 
 
How I know the students have this: 
Last week, in a previous assignment, we had students write a “Letter to Teachers” in which they answered questions 
about how school is for them, what they think of ELA classes, and any considerations they wanted us to know. We 
analyzed these letters as an informal formative assessment to ascertain student writing levels and any trends in 
misuse that needed to be addressed. Comma misuse was one of the biggest issues, especially interrupter comma 
types. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“Identify,” “use,” “comma,” “conjunction,” “FANBOYS,” “to list/list,” “Oxford Comma,” “independent (clause),” 
“dependent (clause),” “clause,” “fragment,” “starter word,” “interrupter (to interrupt),” “semicolon,” “to relate 
(related),” “topic,” “conjunctive adverb”. 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lecture to describe and elaborate these themes. Comma types graphic organizer for students to fill 
out. Comma types practice sheet for the students to work on independently. In the future, students will have writing 
tasks which require them to use various comma types. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections that 
will be made during the lesson: 
Use student-generated sentences for salience, student choice, and to capture student interest. The sentences or 
topics students suggested come from their own “funds of knowledge” and assets. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
For ELLs or ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s, teacher facilitated chat was available to provide sentences and 
clarification. The slides also function as a handout for students who needed it. As this is an integrated and advanced 
English class, there were no classified ELLs in the class who needed things like pull outs, interpreter services, or 
bilingual instruction. There are not any students who require voice to text or text to voice services. The 
accommodations required by any plans included handouts, breakout rooms, and more time for testing or 
assignments. This class does not have an IA or SPED IA.  
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
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Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
Chromebooks 
Internet 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
Chromebooks with internet 





> Greeting students 
> Guiding students through setting up a 
Google Drive folder for their ENG 11 
work. 
Students come to class and make their folders. They let us 
know in the chat when they are finished and/or if they 
need any help. 
5 
RL 
Announcements, Agenda, Goals 
> give announcements 
> inform students of agenda and goals. 







Comma Types Intro and Overview 
> guide students through getting the 
lecture slides presentation and putting it 
into their new folder. 
> introducing the slides, their structure, 
and how we’ll use them. 
> Lecture on FANBOYS and list comma 
types (RL) 
> Lecture on DC, IC comma types (HM) 
> Lecture on Semicolon and interrupter 
comma types (TM)  
Students will highlight and annotate. They will have 
sentences and explanations available in the chat for them 
to use, if they want to. They will ask questions for help or 
clarification. In the end, they have made additions to their 
notes. 
 
5 Break Students take a quick break. 
30 Comma Types Notes 
> guide students in filling out the graphic 
organizer, have students engage and 
participate. 
> FANBOYS and List sections (RL) 
> DC, IC sections (HM) 
> Interrupter and Semicolon sections (TM) 
Students make their own notes about definitions and 
usages. Examples are available in the chat for anyone who 
needs the accommodation. 
15 Comma Types Practice 
> students do independent work on 
identifying comma types. (HM) 
Students do independent work on identifying comma 
types. They then come back and participate as a group in a 
revision process. 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as a 
result of this lesson: 
Comma Types graphic organizer 
Comma types practice sheet. 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
This is a lesson that was created by my cooperating teacher but that I co-taught, along with another teacher. My 
cooperating teacher built in scaffolds, differentiation, considerations for ELLS and those with IEPs/504s. As this is a 




Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith       Date of Lesson: F 12 March 
2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Comma Types, Signal Phrase, and Elaboration Interventions 
Lesson # n/a Time Allotted for this Lesson: 85 minutes | T/Th Periods 1 & 4 W/F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and 
coherent writing in which 
the…organization…[is] 
appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
standard English…punctuation…in 
writing.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the 
topic thoroughly by selecting the 
most significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other 
information and examples 
appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic.” 
Central Focus: 
Students can write an explanatory 
paragraph, with evidence, 
elaboration, signal phrases, 
proper citation, and correct 
comma usage. 
Learning Targets: 
“I can write different comma type 
sentences.” 
“I can write signal phrases.” 
“I can elaborate on evidence.” 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Comma types, signal phrases, elaboration, paragraph writing. 
 
How I know the students have this: 
CFA 1: comma types 
CFA 2: signal phrase and elaboration 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections that 
will be made during the lesson:  
student choice in Jamboard activity, bellringer activity. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
For ELLs or ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, teacher-facilitated Zoom chat is available to provide 
examples and clarification. There are three teachers available during class to directly assist any students who need 
help. One teacher is an ELL specialist. The slides also function as a handout for students who needed it. Any 
particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student use. As this is an integrated and advanced 
English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no classified ELLs in the class who qualified for 
things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. Generally, any students who require text to voice 
services to read their articles have such services provided by Canvas. The accommodations required by any 
IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, Zoom breakout rooms, modified assignments, and more time for testing or 
assignments. There is also an Honors option for TAG students. This class does not have a SPED IA but certain periods 
have an IA that comes in later. 
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What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Canvas 
Chromebooks/internet 
Zoom; audiovisual and chat 
Jamboard 
Google; Drive, Docs, Sheets 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
Canvas 
Chromebooks/internet 
Zoom; audiovisual and chat 
Jamboard 
Google; Drive, Docs, Sheets 
Lecture slides 
Signal Phrase and Elaboration Intervention doc 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll observe 
and check with students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 





Bellringer: Revise Comma Type Sentences 
Revise a simple sentence into two different 
comma types. 







Teaching: Class Housekeeping 
Agenda 
Announcements/What Happened Last Class/Goals 









Teaching: Signal Phrase and Elaboration 
Intervention 

































Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as a 






Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith       Date of Lesson: W 17 March 
2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Unit 1 Assessment 
Lesson # n/a Time Allotted for this Lesson: 85 minutes | T/Th Periods 1 & 4 W/F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and 
coherent writing in which 
the…organization…[is] 
appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
standard English…punctuation…in 
writing.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the 
topic thoroughly by selecting the 
most significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other 
information and examples 
Central Focus: 
Students can write an explanatory 
paragraph, with evidence, 
elaboration, signal phrases, 
proper citation, and correct 
comma usage. 
Learning Targets: 
“I can write different comma type 
sentences.” 
“I can write signal phrases.” 
“I can elaborate on evidence.” 
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appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic.” 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Comma types, signal phrases, elaboration, paragraph writing. 
 
How I know the students have this: 
CFA 1: comma types 
CFA 2: signal phrase and elaboration 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections that 
will be made during the lesson:  
N/A 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
For ELLs or ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, teacher-facilitated Zoom chat is available to provide 
examples and clarification. There are three teachers available during class to directly assist any students who need 
help. One teacher is an ELL specialist. The slides also function as a handout for students who needed it. Any 
particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student use. As this is an integrated and advanced 
English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no classified ELLs in the class who qualified for 
things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. Generally, any students who require text to voice 
services to read their articles have such services provided by Canvas. The accommodations required by any 
IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, Zoom breakout rooms, modified assignments, and more time for testing or 
assignments. There is also an Honors option for TAG students. This class does not have a SPED IA but certain periods 
have an IA that comes in later. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Canvas 
Chromebooks/internet 
Zoom; audiovisual and chat 
Google; Drive, Docs, Sheets 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
Canvas 
Chromebooks/internet 
Zoom; audiovisual and chat 
Google; Drive, Docs, Sheets 
Lecture slides 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll observe 
and check with students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 















Teaching: Class Housekeeping 
Agenda 










Teaching: Take Unit One Assessment 


















Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as a 
result of this lesson: 













APPENDIX C: MOCK edTPA LESSON PLAN 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith       Date of Lesson: 9-10 March 
2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Summarizing What I’ve Read 
Lesson # 1 of 4               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 85 minutes | T-Th Periods 1 & 4; W-F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and coherent 
writing in which the…organization…[is] 
appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English grammar and 
usage when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English…punctuation…in 
writing.” 
ODE 11-12.RI.1: “Analyze what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferentially, including 
determining where the text leaves matters 
uncertain; cite strong and thorough textual 
evidence to support analysis.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; organize 
complex ideas, concepts, and information so that 
each new element builds on that which precedes it 
to create a unified whole…” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic thoroughly by 
selecting the most significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, 
or other information and examples appropriate to 
the audience’s knowledge of the topic.” 
Central Focus: 
Summarizing information, 
using claim statements, citing 
evidence, and elaborating in 
the form of a “mini-research” 
paper. 
Learning Targets:  
> “I can summarize what 
I’ve read in part by 
describing the Topic, 
Audience, and Keywords of 
the text.” 
> “I can identify a claim 
statement.” 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-appropriate writing skills, with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, 
clause construction, and clarity.  
How I know the students have this: 
Students will have taken several formative assessments during their previous unit of instruction including Unit 1 CFA 
1: Comma Types and Unit 1 CFA 2: Signal Phrase and Elaboration. I can use the data from these assessments to 
know where my students are with regards to their writing skills. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“To summarize/summary,” “to describe,” “to explain,” “to elaborate,” “topic,” “subject,” “audience,” “keyword,” 
“text,” “to identify,” “claim statement,” “information,” “to cite,” “citation,” “evidence,” “quote/quotation,” “mini-
research, “to annotate”  
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
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Slide show-based lecture to describe and elaborate these themes. Using Zoom chat to provide examples and 
clarification. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Because students pick their own reading (and mini-research paper) topic, students are more likely to pick a topic 
that interests them personally, from those available (defund the police, video games, social media, LGBT rights). 
Thus students are more liable to make their own connections to their own funds of knowledge or interdisciplinary 
connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully stick with them as they work on creating their 
mini-research papers. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
For ELLs or ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, teacher-facilitated Zoom chat was available to 
provide examples and clarification. There are three teachers available during class to directly assist any students 
who need help. One teacher is an ELL specialist. The slides also function as a handout for students who needed it. 
Any particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student use. As this is an integrated and 
advanced English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no classified ELLs in the class who 
qualified for things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. Any students who require text to 
voice services to read their articles have such services provided by Canvas. The accommodations required by any 
IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, Zoom breakout rooms, modified assignments, and more time for testing or 
assignments. There is also an Honors option for TAG students. This class does not have a SPED IA but certain periods 
have an IA that comes in later. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Canvas 
Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
Chromebooks 
Internet 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
> Chromebooks with internet 
> Canvas 
> Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
> Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
> Articles provided on Canvas 
> TAK and T-chart notes 
> Step by Step Mini-Research Paper document 
> Claim Statement notes 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll observe 
and check with students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that you’ll  













35 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
> Choosing reading topic an articles 
(article pdfs) 
> TAK and T-chart notes 
(TAK and t-chart pdf) 











15 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
> Introduce mini-research paper 












15 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
> Claim statement notes 






















Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 
a result of this lesson: 
N/A: Their articles and annotations are for their own use, as material to base their mini-research paper on. TAK and 
T-chart notes, step by step mini-research paper document, and claim statement notes are for their own use as 
models and/or scaffolds. Artefacts for this unit come later in the sequence. 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to Ormod, 
scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). These 
two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish challenging 
tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check their own 
comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 491). 
> Modelling 
In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillset. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from observing and 
modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning, both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner, which allows the models and scaffolds used 
not to be overwhelming. This sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz. choosing reading topic 
In this unit, students choose the topic on which they read and then subsequently write their mini-research paper 
on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation and salience, and a 
basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of competency in their task, is 
central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). I hope to help instill this sense of competency by supplying 
scaffolds and models for students to use for their own benefit and comprehension, listed above.  
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith      Date of Lesson: 11-12 March 
2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Writing Claim Statements and Explanation Paragraphs 
Lesson # 2 of 4               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 85 minutes | T-Th Periods 1 & 4; W-F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and coherent 
writing in which the…organization…[is] 
appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate command of 
the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate command of 
the conventions of standard 
English…punctuation…in writing.” 
ODE 11-12.RI.1: “Analyze what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferentially, including 
determining where the text leaves matters 
Central Focus: 
Summarizing information, 
using claim statements, 
citing evidence, and 
elaborating in the form of 
a “mini-research” paper. 
Learning Targets:  
> “I can write a claim statement.” 
> “I can write explanation paragraphs.” 
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uncertain; cite strong and thorough textual 
evidence to support analysis.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; 
organize complex ideas, concepts, and 
information so that 
each new element builds on that which 
precedes it to create a unified whole…” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic 
thoroughly by selecting the most significant 
and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and 
examples appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic.” 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-appropriate writing skills, with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, 
clause construction, and clarity. Ability to summarize what they’ve read in their own words. 
How I know the students have this: 
Students will have taken several formative assessments during their previous unit of instruction including Unit 1 CFA 
1: Comma Types and Unit 1 CFA 2: Signal Phrase and Elaboration. I can use the data from these assessments to 
know where my students are with regards to their writing skills. 
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“To summarize/summary,” “to describe,” “to explain,” “to elaborate,” “topic,” “subject,” “audience,” “keyword,” 
“text,” “to identify,” “claim statement,” “information,” “to cite,” “citation,” “evidence,” “quote/quotation,” “mini-
research, “to annotate,” “explanation”.  
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lecture to describe and elaborate these themes. Using Zoom chat to provide examples and 
clarification. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Because students pick their own reading (and mini-research paper) topic, students are more likely to pick a topic 
that interests them personally, from those available (defund the police, video games, social media, LGBT rights). 
Thus students are more liable to make their own connections to their own funds of knowledge or interdisciplinary 
connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully stick with them as they work on creating their 
mini-research papers. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
For ELLs or ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, teacher-facilitated Zoom chat was available to 
provide examples and clarification. There are three teachers available during class to directly assist any students 
who need help. One teacher is an ELL specialist. The slides also function as a handout for students who needed it. 
Any particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student use. As this is an integrated and 
advanced English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no classified ELLs in the class who 
qualified for things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. Any students who require text to 
voice services to read their articles have such services provided by Canvas. The accommodations required by any 
IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, Zoom breakout rooms, modified assignments, and more time for testing or 
assignments. There is also an Honors option for TAG students. This class does not have a SPED IA but certain periods 
have an IA that comes in later. 
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What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Canvas 
Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
Chromebooks 
Internet 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
> Canvas 
> Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
> Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
> Chromebooks with Internet 
> Claim statements that need work document 
> unit two graphic organizer document 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll observe 
and check with students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that you’ll  











15 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
> Claim statements that need work  
(claim statements that need work pdf) 












30 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
> Organizing your paper 
(unit two graphic organizer pdf) 
Students use their previous annotations to 
construct a claim statement, main points, and 
evidence for their mini-research paper. 














30 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
> Explanation Paragraphs 
Students use their previous work on their graphic 
organizers to write elaboration paragraphs for their 
main points and evidence. 



















Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 
a result of this lesson: 
Unit 2 CFA 1: Write mini-research paper claim statement. 




Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to Ormod, 
scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). These 
two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish challenging 
tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check their own 
comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 491). 
> Modelling 
In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillset. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from observing and 
modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning, both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner, which allows the models and scaffolds used 
not to be overwhelming. This sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
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> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz choosing reading topic 
In this unit, students choose the topic on which they read and then subsequently write their mini-research paper 
on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation and salience, and a 
basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of competency in their task, is 
central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). I hope to help in still this sense of competency by supplying 
scaffolds and models for students to use for their own benefit and comprehension, listed above. 
 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith           Date of Lesson: 16-17 
March 2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Writing an Introduction and Conclusion 
Lesson # 3 of 4               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 85 minutes | T-Th Periods 1 & 4; W-F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and coherent 
writing in which the…organization…[is] 
appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English grammar and 
usage when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English…punctuation…in 
writing.” 
ODE 11-12.RI.1: “Analyze what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferentially, including 
determining where the text leaves matters 
uncertain; cite strong and thorough textual 
evidence to support analysis.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; organize 
complex ideas, concepts, and information so that 
each new element builds on that which precedes 
it to create a unified whole…” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic thoroughly 
by selecting the most significant and relevant 
facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, 
or other information and examples appropriate to 
the audience’s knowledge of the topic.” 
Central Focus: 
Summarizing information, 
using claim statements, citing 
evidence, and elaborating in 
the form of a “mini-research” 
paper. 
Learning Targets: 
> “I can write an introduction.” 
> “I can write a conclusion.” 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-appropriate writing skills, with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, 
clause construction, and clarity. Ability to summarize what they’ve read in their own words. Ability to identify and 
write a claim statement. Ability to write explanation paragraphs with elaboration. 
How I know the students have this: 
Unit 2 CFA 1: mini-research paper claim statement 
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Unit 2 CFA 2: explanation paragraphs 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“To summarize/summary,” “to describe,” “to explain,” “to elaborate,” “topic,” “subject,” “audience,” “keyword,” 
“text,” “to identify,” “claim statement,” “information,” “to cite,” “citation,” “evidence,” “quote/quotation,” “mini-
research, “to annotate,” “explanation,” “to introduce/introduction,” “to conclude/conclusion”.  
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lecture to describe and elaborate these themes. Using Zoom chat to provide examples and 
clarification. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Because students pick their own reading (and mini-research paper) topic, students are more likely to pick a topic 
that interests them personally, from those available (defund the police, video games, social media, LGBT rights). 
Thus students are more liable to make their own connections to their own funds of knowledge or interdisciplinary 
connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully stick with them as they work on creating their 
mini-research papers. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
For ELLs or ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, teacher-facilitated Zoom chat was available to 
provide examples and clarification. There are three teachers available during class to directly assist any students 
who need help. One teacher is an ELL specialist. The slides also function as a handout for students who needed it. 
Any particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student use. As this is an integrated and 
advanced English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no classified ELLs in the class who 
qualified for things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. Any students who require text to 
voice services to read their articles have such services provided by Canvas. The accommodations required by any 
IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, Zoom breakout rooms, modified assignments, and more time for testing or 
assignments. There is also an Honors option for TAG students. This class does not have a SPED IA but certain periods 
have an IA that comes in later. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Canvas 
Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
Chromebooks 
Internet 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
> Canvas 
> Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
> Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
> Chromebooks with Internet 
> Introduction and Conclusion models document 
> Introduction and Conclusion scaffold document 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll observe 
and check with students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that you’ll  














30 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
Review: 
> Reading, summarizing, and annotating articles 
> Making a claim statement 
> Writing explanation paragraphs 
A time to catch up and review, especially for 










15 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
> Provide model of introduction and conclusion 












30 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
> Writing introduction and conclusion 
Students will write their introductions and 























Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 
a result of this lesson: 




Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to Ormod, 
scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). These 
two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish challenging 
tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check their own 
comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 491). 
> Modelling 
In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillset. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from observing and 
modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning, both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner, which allows the models and scaffolds used 
not to be overwhelming. This sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz choosing reading topic 
In this unit, students choose the topic on which they read and then subsequently write their mini-research paper 
on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation and salience, and a 
basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of competency in their task, is 
central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). I hope to help in still this sense of competency by supplying 
scaffolds and models for students to use for their own benefit and comprehension, listed above. 
(performance approach/avoidance?) 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Smith      Date of Lesson: 18-19 March 
2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Revising and Editing Mini-Research Paper 




ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and coherent 
writing in which the…organization…[is] 
appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English grammar and 
usage when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard 
English…punctuation…in writing.” 
ODE 11-12.RI.1: “Analyze what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferentially, including 
determining where the text leaves matters 
uncertain; cite strong and thorough textual 
evidence to support analysis.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; organize 
complex ideas, concepts, and information so 
that 
each new element builds on that which 
precedes it to create a unified whole…” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic thoroughly 
by selecting the most significant and relevant 
facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and examples 




using claim statements, citing 
evidence, and elaborating in 
the form of a “mini-research” 
paper. 
Learning Targets: 
> “I can revise and edit my mini-
research paper for grammar, 
punctuation, spelling, format, 
organization, and content.” 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-appropriate writing skills, with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, 
clause construction, and clarity. Ability to summarize what they’ve read in their own words. Ability to identify and 
write a claim statement. Ability to write explanation paragraphs with elaboration. Ability to write an introduction 
and conclusion. 
How I know the students have this: 
Unit 2 CFA 1: mini-research paper claim statement 
Unit 2 CFA 2: explanation paragraphs 
Drafts of introduction and conclusion 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“To summarize/summary,” “to describe,” “to explain,” “to elaborate,” “topic,” “subject,” “audience,” “keyword,” 
“text,” “to identify,” “claim statement,” “information,” “to cite,” “citation,” “evidence,” “quote/quotation,” “mini-
research, “to annotate,” “explanation,” “to introduce/introduction,” “to conclude/conclusion” “to revise/revision,” 
“to edit,” “grammar,” “punctuation,” “spelling,” “(to) format,” “to organize/organization,” “content”. 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lecture to describe and elaborate these themes. Using Zoom chat to provide examples and 
clarification. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Because students pick their own reading (and mini-research paper) topic, students are more likely to pick a topic 
that interests them personally, from those available (defund the police, video games, social media, LGBT rights). 
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Thus students are more liable to make their own connections to their own funds of knowledge or interdisciplinary 
connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully stick with them as they work on creating their 
mini-research papers. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
For ELLs or ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, teacher-facilitated Zoom chat was available to 
provide examples and clarification. There are three teachers available during class to directly assist any students 
who need help. One teacher is an ELL specialist. The slides also function as a handout for students who needed it. 
Any particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student use. As this is an integrated and 
advanced English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no classified ELLs in the class who 
qualified for things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. Any students who require text to 
voice services to read their articles have such services provided by Canvas. The accommodations required by any 
IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, Zoom breakout rooms, modified assignments, and more time for testing or 
assignments. There is also an Honors option for TAG students. This class does not have a SPED IA but certain periods 
have an IA that comes in later. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Canvas 
Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
Chromebooks 
Internet 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
> Canvas 
> Google products; including Drive and Slides.  
> Zoom; including audiovisual and chat. 
> Chromebooks with Internet 
> Unit two mini-research essay document 
> Body paragraph scaffold document 
> Unit two mini-research paper rubric document 
> Unit two revising and editing document 
 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll observe 
and check with students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that you’ll  













15 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
> Student writing support for format 
(unit two mini-research essay pdf) 










15 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
> Go over rubric for grading 















> Revising and editing time 
(unit two revising and editing pdf) 
Students will use this time to revise and edit their 
mini-research papers for grammar, punctuation, 


















Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 
a result of this lesson: 







Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to Ormod, 
scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). These 
two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish challenging 
tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check their own 
comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 491). 
> Modelling 
In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillset. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from observing and 
modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning, both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner, which allows the models and scaffolds used 
not to be overwhelming. This sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz choosing reading topic 
In this unit, students choose the topic on which they read and then subsequently write their mini-research paper 
on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation and salience, and a 
basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of competency in their task, is 
central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). I hope to help in still this sense of competency by supplying 














APPENDIX D: edTPA LESSON PLANS 
Lesson Plan        Teacher Candidate: Theo Rodrigues-Smith Date of Lesson: 20-21 
April 2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Evaluating Our Consumer Culture (EOCC) Part I 
Lesson # 1 of 5               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 1 hour | T/Th Periods 1 & 4; W/F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and 
coherent writing in which 
the…organization…[is] appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate command 
of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate command 
of the conventions of standard 
English…punctuation…in writing.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; 
organize complex ideas, concepts, and 
information so that 
each new element builds on that which 
precedes it to create a unified whole…” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic 
thoroughly by selecting the most 
significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and 
examples appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic.” 
Central Focus: I can talk about, write 
about, evaluate, and analyze consumer 
products that I am interested in 
buying. 
Learning Target: I can choose 
among different options. I can 
evaluate what my best 
options are. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-level writing skills; with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, clause 
construction, and clarity. Additionally, that they possess grade-level analysis skills and evidence use and extraction 
skills. 
How I know the students have this: 
Students will have taken several formative assessments during their previous unit of instruction including Unit 1 CFA 
1: Comma Types and Unit 1 CFA 2: Signal Phrase and Elaboration. They will have also taken Unit 1 Assessment 
which tested their ability to compose a paragraph that had a signal phrase, evidence quotes, explanation and 
elaboration, used different comma types, and cited evidence correctly. I can use the data from these assessments to 
understand where my students are with regards to their writing skills. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“claim (statement),” “organization,” “evidence,” “to cite (citation),” “signal phrase,” “author,” “title,” “verb,” 
“paragraph,” “punctuation (to punctuate),” “elaboration (to elaborate),” “explanation (to explain),” “summary (to 
summarize),” “sentence,” “comma (type),” “DC, IC (comma type),” “interrupter (comma type),” “list (comma type),” 
“semicolon (comma type),” “FANBOYS (comma type),” “formatting (format/to format),” “header,” “font,” 
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“consumer (to consume),” “product,” “model,” “to compare (comparison),” “to evaluate (evaluation),” “to analyze 
(analysis),”  
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lectures to describe and elaborate upon these themes. Using the white board and Whiteboard 
Packet to provide examples and clarification. Have students use examples of academic language in sentences to 
become familiar with the concepts. Have students use a Google Doc or their Whiteboard Packet to write examples 
of the concepts behind the academic language or sentences using academic language. Provide models of academic 
language and concepts being used in the assignment. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Because students pick which products and models they will evaluate and analyze, students are more likely to pick 
items that interest them personally. Thus students are more liable to make and use their own connections to their 
own funds of knowledge or interdisciplinary connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully 
stick with them as they work on creating their EOCC essay. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.): 
For ELLs/ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, we have the whiteboard and the Whiteboard Packet 
available to provide examples and clarification. Teachers and IAs can also directly interact in real time with students 
in person to assist. There are two teachers available during class to directly assist any students who need help. One 
teacher has extensive experience in ELL and international student tutoring (TRS). The lecture slides also function as 
a handout for students who need it. Any particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student 
use. As this is an integrated and advanced English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no 
classified ELLs in the class who qualified for things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. The 
accommodations required by any IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, breaks, modified assignments, and more 
time for testing or assignments. Students on modified diplomas have access to a modified assessment and 
assignment. There is also an Honors option for TAG students, or students otherwise pursuing honors credits. This 
class has a SPED IA for all 4th period classes. Due to the nature of the EOCC essay assignment, students have the 
opportunity to integrate a wide variety of their own cultural understandings and integrated knowledge. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: 
> Internet 
> Google Products: Docs, Slides, Drive 
> Chromebooks 
> Canvas 
> Digital Monitor Display 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation: 
> Internet 
> Google Products: Docs, Slides, Drive 
> Chromebooks 
> Canvas 
> Digital Monitor Display 
> Portable Whiteboard/Signal Paper Packet 
> Dry-Erase Market and Felt 
> Sticky Notes and Butcher Paper 
> L1 Lecture slides 






> Find your assigned seat 






> Students find their seats and pick up their sticky 
notes. 
1 > Agenda 
 
> Students listen to/read the agenda, and they ask 
questions, if they have any. 




> Create ENG 11 Q4 folder 
 
> Today’s Goals 
 
> EOCC Prompt 
Teacher explains that the Evaluating Our Consumer 
Culture (EOCC) essay is about evaluating and 
comparing the attributes of two models of things 
we wish to buy. It is an explanatory informative 
essay. 
 
> EOCC Due Dates 
 
> EOCC Prompt and Calendar Activity 
Teacher leads students in a highlighting activity. 
Students read text and highlight important 
information, including due dates. 
 
> EOCC Product Brainstorm Activity pt. 2 
 
> EOCC Product and Models Activity 
Students submit to Canvas a simple statement of 
what their product is and models are. 
> Students listen to mini-lecture on classroom 
expectations and norms. They ask questions, if they 
have them, and they offer their constructive input 
on what class norms should be. 
 
> Students listen to announcements. They ask any 
questions they may have. 
 
> Students create folder. 
 
> Students listen to goals, and they ask any 
questions they may have. 
 
> Students listen to prompt and due date 
presentation, and they ask any questions they have. 
Student do EOCC Prompt and Calendar Activity. 
 
> Students finish brainstorming their product, and 




> Students wait to be dismissed in order (P1) 
> Students wait to be dismissed, first bus students, 
and then the rest (P4) 
Closure: 
> Students comply 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 




The key assessment and assignment is the completed EOCC essay. Due to scheduling issues and time constraints, I 
will only have access to student drafts of their comparison charts and first body paragraph by the time these lessons 
are finished. I believe that these early artefacts can still demonstrate students’ current abilities. 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to Ormod, 
scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). These 
two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish challenging 
tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, p. 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check their own 
comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 491). 
> Modelling 
In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillsets involved. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from 
observing and modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning—both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner which allows the models and scaffolds used 
to not be overwhelming. The sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz. EOCC products/models 
In this unit, students choose the products and models on which they will research and then subsequently write their 
EOCC essay on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation and 
salience, and is a basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of competency in 
their task, is central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). In addition to autonomy, this choice allows 
students to leverage their own cultural and personal knowledge and make connections to previous learning. I hope 
to help instill this sense of competency by supplying scaffolds and models for students to use for their own benefit 
and comprehension, listed above.  
 
Lesson Plan         Teacher Candidate: Theo Rodrigues-Smith Date of Lesson: 22-23 
April 2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: EOCC Part II 
Lesson # 2 of 5               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 1 hour | T/Th Periods 1 & 4; W/F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and 
coherent writing in which 
the…organization…[is] appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
standard English grammar and usage 
when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
Central Focus: I can talk about, write 
about, evaluate, and analyze 
consumer products that I am 
interested in buying. 
Learning Targets: I can select 
appropriate evaluation criteria so 
that I can effectively evaluate my 
consumer products. I can begin to 






ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; 
organize complex ideas, concepts, and 
information so that 
each new element builds on that which 
precedes it to create a unified whole…” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic 
thoroughly by selecting the most 
significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and 
examples appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic.” 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-level writing skills; with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, clause 
construction, and clarity. Additionally, that they possess grade-level analysis skills and evidence use and extraction 
skills. 
How I know the students have this: 
Students will have taken several formative assessments during their previous unit of instruction including Unit 1 CFA 
1: Comma Types and Unit 1 CFA 2: Signal Phrase and Elaboration. They will have also taken Unit 1 Assessment 
which tested their ability to compose a paragraph that had a signal phrase, evidence quotes, explanation and 
elaboration, used different comma types, and cited evidence correctly. I can use the data from these assessments to 
understand where my students are with regards to their writing skills. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“claim (statement),” “organization,” “evidence,” “to cite (citation),” “signal phrase,” “author,” “title,” “verb,” 
“paragraph,” “punctuation (to punctuate),” “elaboration (to elaborate),” “explanation (to explain),” “summary (to 
summarize),” “sentence,” “comma (type),” “DC, IC (comma type),” “interrupter (comma type),” “list (comma type),” 
“semicolon (comma type),” “FANBOYS (comma type),” “formatting (format/to format),” “header,” “font,” 
“consumer (to consume),” “product,” “model,” “to compare (comparison),” “to evaluate (evaluation),” “to analyze 
(analysis),”  
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lectures to describe and elaborate upon these themes. Using the white board and Whiteboard 
Packet to provide examples and clarification. Have students use examples of academic language in sentences to 
become familiar with the concepts. Have students use a Google Doc or their Whiteboard Packet to write examples 
of the concepts behind the academic language or sentences using academic language. Provide models of academic 
language and concepts being used in the assignment. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Because students pick which products and models they will evaluate and analyze, students are more likely to pick 
items that interest them personally. Thus students are more liable to make and use their own connections to their 
own funds of knowledge or interdisciplinary connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully 
stick with them as they work on creating their EOCC essay. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.): 
For ELLs/ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, we have the whiteboard and the Whiteboard Packet 
available to provide examples and clarification. Teachers and IAs can also directly interact in real time with students 
in person to assist. There are two teachers available during class to directly assist any students who need help. One 
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teacher has extensive experience in ELL and international student tutoring (TRS). The lecture slides also function as 
a handout for students who need it. Any particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student 
use. As this is an integrated and advanced English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no 
classified ELLs in the class who qualified for things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. The 
accommodations required by any IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, breaks, modified assignments, and more 
time for testing or assignments. Students on modified diplomas have access to a modified assessment and 
assignment. There is also an Honors option for TAG students, or students otherwise pursuing honors credits. This 
class has a SPED IA for all 4th period classes. Due to the nature of the EOCC essay assignment, students have the 
opportunity to integrate a wide variety of their own cultural understandings and integrated knowledge. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: 
> Internet 
> Google Products: Docs, Slides, Drive 
> Chromebooks 
> Canvas 
> Digital Monitor Display 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation: 
> Internet 
> Google Products: Docs, Slides, Drive 
> Chromebooks 
> Canvas 
> Digital Monitor Display 
> Portable Whiteboard/Signal Paper Packet 
> Dry-Erase Market and Felt 
> Sticky Notes and Butcher Paper  
> Lecture slides 








> Students participate in bell ringer, and they 
combine sentences using a FANBOYS comma type. 









> Students listen to agenda and announcements and 
ask any questions they may have. 
> Students listen to today’s goals and ask any 
questions that they may have. 
 
~2 > EOCC Prompt 
> EOCC due dates 
 
 
> Students review prompt and due dates. 
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~30 > EOCC Mentor Text Activity 
Students read the mentor text on their own and 
make comments and highlight any important or 
meaningful information. 
Teacher circles the room, checking in. 
Teacher then solicits questions. 
Teacher then models reading the mentor text and 
making comments and highlighting, using the 
“think-aloud” method. 
Teacher and students go through the text 




> Students read their appropriate mentor text 
(regular, honors, credit recovery, or option 2), and 
they make comments and highlight. 
Students look for information on format, structure, 
and content. 
Students ask questions as needed. 
~15 > EOCC Attributes/Comparison Chart 
Students get approval from teacher on their 
products, after brainstorming possibilities.  
They then brainstorm/research specific models to 
evaluate.  
After running them by teachers and getting 
feedback, then research to fill in their comparison 
charts. 
> After checking for final approval, students begin to 
brain storm attributes for their models. If they have 
time, they begin to construct their comparison 
charts. 
Students ask questions as needed. 
5 Closure: 
> Students wait to be dismissed (P1) 





Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 
a result of this lesson: 
N/A 
The key assessment and assignment is the completed EOCC essay. Due to scheduling issues and time constraints, I 
will only have access to student drafts of their comparison charts and first body paragraph by the time these lessons 
are finished. I believe that these early artefacts can still demonstrate students’ current abilities. 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to Ormod, 
scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). These 
two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish challenging 
tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, p. 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check their own 
comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 491). 
> Modelling 
In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillsets involved. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from 
observing and modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning—both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner which allows the models and scaffolds used 
to not be overwhelming. The sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
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> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz. EOCC products/models 
In this unit, students choose the products and models on which they will research and then subsequently write their 
EOCC essay on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation and 
salience, and is a basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of competency in 
their task, is central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). In addition to autonomy, this choice allows 
students to leverage their own cultural and personal knowledge and make connections to previous learning. I hope 
to help instill this sense of competency by supplying scaffolds and models for students to use for their own benefit 




Lesson Plan         Teacher Candidate: Theo Rodrigues-Smith Date of Lesson: 27-28 
April 2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: EOCC Part III 
Lesson # 3 of 5               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 1 hour | T/Th Periods 1 & 4; W/F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and 
coherent writing in which 
the…organization…[is] appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
standard English grammar and usage 
when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
standard English…punctuation…in 
writing.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; 
organize complex ideas, concepts, 
and information so that 
each new element builds on that 
which precedes it to create a unified 
whole…” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic 
thoroughly by selecting the most 
significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other 
information and examples 
appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic.” 
Central Focus: I can talk about, write 
about, evaluate, and analyze consumer 
products that I am interested in 
buying. 
Learning Targets: I can effectively 
research my consumer products. I 
can effectively evaluate my 
consumer products using my 
evaluation criteria. I can make a 
comparison chart to do the latter. 
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Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-level writing skills; with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, clause 
construction, and clarity. Additionally, that they possess grade-level analysis skills and evidence use and extraction 
skills. 
How I know the students have this: 
Students will have taken several formative assessments during their previous unit of instruction including Unit 1 CFA 
1: Comma Types and Unit 1 CFA 2: Signal Phrase and Elaboration. They will have also taken Unit 1 Assessment 
which tested their ability to compose a paragraph that had a signal phrase, evidence quotes, explanation and 
elaboration, used different comma types, and cited evidence correctly. I can use the data from these assessments to 
understand where my students are with regards to their writing skills. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“claim (statement),” “organization,” “evidence,” “to cite (citation),” “signal phrase,” “author,” “title,” “verb,” 
“paragraph,” “punctuation (to punctuate),” “elaboration (to elaborate),” “explanation (to explain),” “summary (to 
summarize),” “sentence,” “comma (type),” “DC, IC (comma type),” “interrupter (comma type),” “list (comma type),” 
“semicolon (comma type),” “FANBOYS (comma type),” “formatting (format/to format),” “header,” “font,” 
“consumer (to consume),” “product,” “model,” “to compare (comparison),” “to evaluate (evaluation),” “to analyze 
(analysis),”  
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lectures to describe and elaborate upon these themes. Using the white board and Whiteboard 
Packet to provide examples and clarification. Have students use examples of academic language in sentences to 
become familiar with the concepts. Have students use a Google Doc or their Whiteboard Packet to write examples 
of the concepts behind the academic language or sentences using academic language. Provide models of academic 
language and concepts being used in the assignment. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Because students pick which products and models they will evaluate and analyze, students are more likely to pick 
items that interest them personally. Thus students are more liable to make and use their own connections to their 
own funds of knowledge or interdisciplinary connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully 
stick with them as they work on creating their EOCC essay. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.): 
For ELLs/ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, we have the whiteboard and the Whiteboard Packet 
available to provide examples and clarification. Teachers and IAs can also directly interact in real time with students 
in person to assist. There are two teachers available during class to directly assist any students who need help. One 
teacher has extensive experience in ELL and international student tutoring (TRS). The lecture slides also function as 
a handout for students who need it. Any particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student 
use. As this is an integrated and advanced English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no 
classified ELLs in the class who qualified for things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. The 
accommodations required by any IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, breaks, modified assignments, and more 
time for testing or assignments. Students on modified diplomas have access to a modified assessment and 
assignment. There is also an Honors option for TAG students, or students otherwise pursuing honors credits. This 
class has a SPED IA for all 4th period classes. Due to the nature of the EOCC essay assignment, students have the 
opportunity to integrate a wide variety of their own cultural understandings and integrated knowledge. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: 
> Internet 





> Digital Monitor Display 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation: 
> Internet 
> Google Products: Docs, Slides, Drive 
> Chromebooks 
> Canvas 
> Digital Monitor Display 
> Portable Whiteboard/Signal Paper Packet 
> Dry-Erase Market and Felt 
> Sticky Notes and Butcher Paper 




Whiteboard FANBOYS activity 
 
 
> Students participate. 
~3 > Agenda 
> Announcements 
> Goals 
> Students listen to class business items, and they 
ask questions as needed. 
~40 EOCC 
> Prompt 
> Due Dates 
> Research and Comparison Chart 
> Students listen to prompt and due dates 
information and ask questions as needed. 
Students work on completing their comparison 




Students are dismissed in order (P1) 




Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 
a result of this lesson: 
Comparison Chart draft. 
The key assessment and assignment is the completed EOCC essay. Due to scheduling issues and time constraints, I 
will only have access to student drafts of their comparison charts and first body paragraph by the time these lessons 
are finished. I believe that these early artefacts can still demonstrate students’ current abilities. 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to Ormod, 
scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). These 
two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish challenging 
tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, p. 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check their own 




In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillsets involved. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from 
observing and modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning—both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner which allows the models and scaffolds used 
to not be overwhelming. The sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz. EOCC products/models 
In this unit, students choose the products and models on which they will research and then subsequently write their 
EOCC essay on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation and 
salience, and is a basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of competency in 
their task, is central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). In addition to autonomy, this choice allows 
students to leverage their own cultural and personal knowledge and make connections to previous learning. I hope 
to help instill this sense of competency by supplying scaffolds and models for students to use for their own benefit 




Lesson Plan         Teacher Candidate: Theo Rodrigues-Smith Date of Lesson: 29-30 
April 2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: EOCC Part IV 
Lesson # 4 of 5               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 1 hour | T/Th Periods 1 & 4; W/F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and 
coherent writing in which 
the…organization…[is] 
appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
standard English grammar and 
usage when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
standard English…punctuation…in 
writing.” 
ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; 
organize complex ideas, concepts, 
and information so that 
each new element builds on that 
which precedes it to create a unified 
whole…” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic 
thoroughly by selecting the most 
significant and relevant facts, 
Central Focus: I can talk about, write 
about, evaluate, and analyze 
consumer products that I am 
interested in buying. 
Learning Targets: I can effectively 
research my consumer products. I 
can effectively evaluate my 
consumer products using my 
evaluation criteria. I can make a 
comparison chart to do the latter. 
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extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other 
information and examples 
appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic.” 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-level writing skills; with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, clause 
construction, and clarity. Additionally, that they possess grade-level analysis skills and evidence use and extraction 
skills. 
How I know the students have this: 
Students will have taken several formative assessments during their previous unit of instruction including Unit 1 CFA 
1: Comma Types and Unit 1 CFA 2: Signal Phrase and Elaboration. They will have also taken Unit 1 Assessment 
which tested their ability to compose a paragraph that had a signal phrase, evidence quotes, explanation and 
elaboration, used different comma types, and cited evidence correctly. I can use the data from these assessments to 
understand where my students are with regards to their writing skills. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“claim (statement),” “organization,” “evidence,” “to cite (citation),” “signal phrase,” “author,” “title,” “verb,” 
“paragraph,” “punctuation (to punctuate),” “elaboration (to elaborate),” “explanation (to explain),” “summary (to 
summarize),” “sentence,” “comma (type),” “DC, IC (comma type),” “interrupter (comma type),” “list (comma type),” 
“semicolon (comma type),” “FANBOYS (comma type),” “formatting (format/to format),” “header,” “font,” 
“consumer (to consume),” “product,” “model,” “to compare (comparison),” “to evaluate (evaluation),” “to analyze 
(analysis),”  
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lectures to describe and elaborate upon these themes. Using the white board and Whiteboard 
Packet to provide examples and clarification. Have students use examples of academic language in sentences to 
become familiar with the concepts. Have students use a Google Doc or their Whiteboard Packet to write examples 
of the concepts behind the academic language or sentences using academic language. Provide models of academic 
language and concepts being used in the assignment. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Because students pick which products and models they will evaluate and analyze, students are more likely to pick 
items that interest them personally. Thus students are more liable to make and use their own connections to their 
own funds of knowledge or interdisciplinary connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully 
stick with them as they work on creating their EOCC essay. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.): 
For ELLs/ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, we have the whiteboard and the Whiteboard Packet 
available to provide examples and clarification. Teachers and IAs can also directly interact in real time with students 
in person to assist. There are two teachers available during class to directly assist any students who need help. One 
teacher has extensive experience in ELL and international student tutoring (TRS). The lecture slides also function as 
a handout for students who need it. Any particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student 
use. As this is an integrated and advanced English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no 
classified ELLs in the class who qualified for things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. The 
accommodations required by any IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, breaks, modified assignments, and more 
time for testing or assignments. Students on modified diplomas have access to a modified assessment and 
assignment. There is also an Honors option for TAG students, or students otherwise pursuing honors credits. This 
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class has a SPED IA for all 4th period classes. Due to the nature of the EOCC essay assignment, students have the 
opportunity to integrate a wide variety of their own cultural understandings and integrated knowledge. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: 
> Internet 
> Google Products: Docs, Slides, Drive 
> Chromebooks 
> Canvas 
> Digital Monitor Display 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation: 
> Internet 
> Google Products: Docs, Slides, Drive 
> Chromebooks 
> Canvas 
> Digital Monitor Display 
> Portable Whiteboard/Signal Paper Packet 
> Dry-Erase Market and Felt 




> sentence combining FANBOYS whiteboard activity 
> Students participate in whiteboard FANBOYS 
activity and ask any questions, as needed. 
~3 > Agenda 
> Announcements 
> Today’s Goals 
> Students listen to class business about the agenda, 
announcements, and goals. Students ask any 




> Due Dates 
> Finish Up on Comparison Chart and Research 
> Potential: (get started on 1st model paragraph) 
Teacher monitors students’ progress as they finish 
up researching for their comparison charts. If 
finished, teacher gets students started on first body 
paragraph. 
 
> Students listen to information about the prompt 
and due dates and ask any questions that they have. 
> Students finish up on their research and have a 
finished comparison chart. They submit the chart to 
Canvas. 
> If there is time, on an an individual basis, students 
finished with comparison chart start work on 1st 
model paragraph.  
 
~5 Closure: 
> Release students in order (P1) 
> Release students in order, bus kids first (P4) 
 
Closure: 
> Students comply. 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 
a result of this lesson: 
Comparison Chart draft 
The key assessment and assignment is the completed EOCC essay. Due to scheduling issues and time constraints, I 
will only have access to student drafts of their comparison charts and first body paragraph by the time these lessons 
are finished. I believe that these early artefacts can still demonstrate students’ current abilities. 
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to Ormod, 
scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). These 
two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish challenging 
tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, p. 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check their own 
comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 491). 
> Modelling 
In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillsets involved. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from 
observing and modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning—both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner which allows the models and scaffolds used 
to not be overwhelming. The sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz. EOCC products/models 
In this unit, students choose the products and models on which they will research and then subsequently write their 
EOCC essay on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation and 
salience, and is a basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of competency in 
their task, is central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). In addition to autonomy, this choice allows 
students to leverage their own cultural and personal knowledge and make connections to previous learning. I hope 
to help instill this sense of competency by supplying scaffolds and models for students to use for their own benefit 




Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Theo Rodrigues-Smith Date of Lesson: 4-5 
May 2021 
 
Lesson Title/Description: EOCC Part V 
Lesson # 5 of 5               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 1 hour | T/Th Periods 1 & 4; W/F Periods 1 & 4 
Standards: 
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and 
coherent writing in which 
the…organization…[is] appropriate…” 
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
standard English grammar and usage 
when writing…” 
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate 
command of the conventions of 
standard English…punctuation…in 
writing.” 
Central Focus: I can talk about, 
write about, evaluate, and analyze 
consumer products that I am 
interested in buying. 
Learning Targets: I can evaluate and 
analyze my least favorite consumer 
product. I can write an evaluation 
and an analysis paragraph about my 
least favorite consumer product. 
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ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; 
organize complex ideas, concepts, and 
information so that 
each new element builds on that which 
precedes it to create a unified whole…” 
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic 
thoroughly by selecting the most 
significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and 
examples appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic.” 
 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Knowledge of previous grade-level writing skills; with specific focus on sentence structure, comma usage, clause 
construction, and clarity. Additionally, that they possess grade-level analysis skills and evidence use and extraction 
skills. 
How I know the students have this: 
Students will have taken several formative assessments during their previous unit of instruction including Unit 1 CFA 
1: Comma Types and Unit 1 CFA 2: Signal Phrase and Elaboration. They will have also taken Unit 1 Assessment 
which tested their ability to compose a paragraph that had a signal phrase, evidence quotes, explanation and 
elaboration, used different comma types, and cited evidence correctly. I can use the data from these assessments to 
understand where my students are with regards to their writing skills. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
“claim (statement),” “organization,” “evidence,” “to cite (citation),” “signal phrase,” “author,” “title,” “verb,” 
“paragraph,” “punctuation (to punctuate),” “elaboration (to elaborate),” “explanation (to explain),” “summary (to 
summarize),” “sentence,” “comma (type),” “DC, IC (comma type),” “interrupter (comma type),” “list (comma type),” 
“semicolon (comma type),” “FANBOYS (comma type),” “formatting (format/to format),” “header,” “font,” 
“consumer (to consume),” “product,” “model,” “to compare (comparison),” “to evaluate (evaluation),” “to analyze 
(analysis),”  
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
Slide show-based lectures to describe and elaborate upon these themes. Using the white board and Whiteboard 
Packet to provide examples and clarification. Have students use examples of academic language in sentences to 
become familiar with the concepts. Have students use a Google Doc or their Whiteboard Packet to write examples 
of the concepts behind the academic language or sentences using academic language. Provide models of academic 
language and concepts being used in the assignment. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections 
that will be made during the lesson: 
Because students pick which products and models they will evaluate and analyze, students are more likely to pick 
items that interest them personally. Thus students are more liable to make and use their own connections to their 
own funds of knowledge or interdisciplinary connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully 
stick with them as they work on creating their EOCC essay. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.): 
For ELLs/ELDs, along with students with IEPs/504s/At-Risks, we have the whiteboard and the Whiteboard Packet 
available to provide examples and clarification. Teachers and IAs can also directly interact in real time with students 
in person to assist. There are two teachers available during class to directly assist any students who need help. One 
teacher has extensive experience in ELL and international student tutoring (TRS). The lecture slides also function as 
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a handout for students who need it. Any particular lesson will have its own handouts and documents for student 
use. As this is an integrated and advanced English class (non-ELD English 11 with a focus on writing), there were no 
classified ELLs in the class who qualified for things like pull-outs, interpreter services, or bilingual instruction. The 
accommodations required by any IEP/504/At-Risk plans include handouts, breaks, modified assignments, and more 
time for testing or assignments. Students on modified diplomas have access to a modified assessment and 
assignment. There is also an Honors option for TAG students, or students otherwise pursuing honors credits. This 
class has a SPED IA for all 4th period classes. Due to the nature of the EOCC essay assignment, students have the 
opportunity to integrate a wide variety of their own cultural understandings and integrated knowledge. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: 
> Internet 
> Google Products: Docs, Slides, Drive 
> Chromebooks 
> Canvas 
> Digital Monitor Display 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation: 
> Internet 
> Google Products: Docs, Slides, Drive 
> Chromebooks 
> Canvas 
> Digital Monitor Display 
> Portable Whiteboard/Signal Paper Packet 
> Dry-Erase Market and Felt 




> FANBOYS sentence combining activity 
> Students participate in the FANBOYS sentence 
combining activity. They ask any questions they 
have, as needed. 
~3 > Agenda 
> Announcements 
> Today’s Goals 
> Students listen to class business. They ask any 
questions they have. 
~42 EOCC Essay 
> Prompt 
> Due Date 
> Writing Explanation Paragraph for Model One (not 
favorite model) 
Teacher leads mini-lesson on paragraph structure 
and expectations. 
Teacher leads students in writing their first body 
paragraph about their not-favorite model. Students 
spend class time writing. 
 
> Students listen to information about prompt, due 
dates, and instructions for today’s work. They ask 
any questions that they have. 
> Students spend remaining class time working on 
their EOCC essay, specifically, their explanation 
paragraph for model one. 
5 Closure: 
> Students are dismissed in order (P1) 
> Students are dismissed in order, bus kids first (P4). 
Closure: 
> Students comply. 
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Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as 
a result of this lesson: 
Less-favored model body paragraph draft. 
The key assessment and assignment is the completed EOCC essay. Due to scheduling issues and time constraints, I 
will only have access to student drafts of their comparison charts and first body paragraph by the time these lessons 
are finished. I believe that these early artefacts can still demonstrate students’ current abilities. 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: 
> Scaffolding 
In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to Ormod, 
scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 455). These 
two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students accomplish challenging 
tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, p. 312). Students may need scaffolding to help them check their own 
comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 491). 
> Modelling 
In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn the 
skillsets involved. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes from 
observing and modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122). 
> Learning Sequence 
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning—both of knowledge and skills. 
This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner which allows the models and scaffolds used 
to not be overwhelming. The sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and modelling. 
> Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz. EOCC products/models 
In this unit, students choose the products and models on which they will research and then subsequently write their 
EOCC essay on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation and 
salience, and is a basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of competency in 
their task, is central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). In addition to autonomy, this choice allows 
students to leverage their own cultural and personal knowledge and make connections to previous learning. I hope 
to help instill this sense of competency by supplying scaffolds and models for students to use for their own benefit 
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MAT ONLINE/HYBRID TERM II - WINTER 2021  
Student Name :  
Smith, Theo M  
LESSON PLANNING "LOOK FORS"  
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?  
Yes.   
"I can identify three types of commas"  
Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?  
Yes. The standards are listed below:   
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and coherent writing in which the…organization…[is] appropriate…”  
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and 
usage when writing…” ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English…punctuation…in writing.  
This lesson ties to the future writing assignments in this course, which will require knowledge of dierent types of 
commas.  
Are a variety of appropriate formal and informal assessments used?  
Informal assessments in this class period included students putting an emoji that represented their 
understanding of the activity of identifying types of commas in sample sentences.   
Students were answering these in their own Google Drive notebooks, and the lesson was extended to the 
following class period. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY "LOOK FORS"  
Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?  
Yes. There was a Google slide provided with all information for the day's learning target and other 
"housekeeping" information for the students.   
Mr. Smith gave the students directions as they entered the Zoom on how to appropriately prepare 
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for the day's lesson by preparing their Google notebooks for this semester.  
Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?  
Yes. Scaffolding was provided in the lesson, appropriate for students with IEPs or ELLs. Handouts, break out 
rooms, private chat on the zoom.  
Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?  
Checks for understanding were done throughout the lesson. Students were able to send messages into the 
class chat or a private chat if they needed further clarification.  
Does the Candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners?  
Yes. Google docs, Google Drive, Zoom. 
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Does the Candidate manage a safe and respectful learning environment?  
Yes. As the students entered the Zoom classroom, he greeted them and thanked them for their efforts toward 
creating their  
notebooks.  
ASSESSMENT "LOOK FORS"  
Are assessments data driven?  
Assessments are target driven.  
Do assessments align to standards?  
Yes.  
Do informal and formal assessments give meaningful feedback to learners?  
Yes, informal feedback was given to assist students to understand the types of commas.  
Are there a variety of assessments that are developmentally appropriate and use both formative 
and summative data? Assessments are developmentally appropriate.   
TEACHING "LOOK FORS"  




Additional feedback for the Teacher Candidate.  
Theo,   
On the instructional choices portion of your lesson plan, make sure that you add in which 
researchers/theorists/names of theories. That's one of those things you'll need on your edTPA. After you list 
the theorist, then you explain how the lesson ties in to what  
they theorized.  
FOR BILINGUAL CLASSROOM TEACHER CANDIDATES ONLY:  
Bilingual Pedagogy: Do lesson plans and instructional practices include bilingual strategies to support 
emergent bilinguals in content area comprehension and language development (ie: cross-linguistic 
and/or translanguaging strategies, such as, cognates, idioms, bilingual labels, word study, syntax transfer 
etc).  
PART II - GOALS  
What are the next steps for the Teacher Candidate? Establish one or two specific and observable goals 
for the next scheduled observation.  
Theo,   
On the instructional choices portion of your lesson plan, make sure that you add in which 
researchers/theorists/names of theories. That's one of those things you'll need on your edTPA. After you list 
the theorist, then you explain how the lesson ties in to what  
they theorized.  
PART III: STRENGTHS  
Share one or two outstanding strengths of the Teacher Candidate.  
Excellent rapport and easy tone in talking with the students.  
PART IV: CONCERNS 
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MAT ONLINE/HYBRID TERM II - WINTER 2021  
Student Name :  
Rodrigues-Smith, Theo M  
LESSON PLANNING "LOOK FORS"  
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?  
Yes. The following are the learning targets for today's lesson/assessment:   
“I can write different comma type sentences.”  
“I can write signal phrases.”  
“I can elaborate on evidence.”  
Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?  
yes.  
Are a variety of appropriate formal and informal assessments used?  
Yes. Throughout this unit, Theo has been having informal assessments in terms of assignments that tie into the 
learning targets  
listed above. Today's lesson is a formal assessment to determine students' understanding.  
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY "LOOK FORS"  
Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?  
Yes. The learning targets are on a slide and are referred to by Theo during the class period.  
Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?  
Yes. Students learned rst about types of sentences and their appropriate punctuation, which 
ultimately led to writing a full paragraph using those techniques.  
Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?  
Yes. Scaffolding is used throughout this course. The teacher candidate and his Cooperating Teacher also 
have an ELD Specialist in their class to assist in creating appropriate scaffolds.  
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Does the Candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners?  
Yes. Zoom, the chat feature for Zoom, Canvas, and Google Classroom are all used in lessons.  
Does the Candidate manage a safe and respectful learning environment?  
Yes. He speaks to them individually and gives encouragement to students. He greets students as they enter the Zoom room, 
and  
he acknowledges what they write in the chat.  
ASSESSMENT "LOOK FORS"  
Are assessments data driven?  
Yes. 
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Do assessments align to standards?  
Yes. The state standards are as follows:  
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and coherent writing in which the…organization…[is] appropriate…”  
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English…punctuation…in writing.”  
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant 
facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples 
appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic.” These standards tie directly to the 
assessment from today.  
Do informal and formal assessments give meaningful feedback to learners?  
Yes. Today I was able to see Theo work one-on-one with a student. He was able to help get that 
student focused on actually coming to school to be an active participant in the course.  
Are there a variety of assessments that are developmentally appropriate and use both formative and 
summative data?  
Yes.  
TEACHING "LOOK FORS"  
Do instructional choices stem from research and theory?  
Yes. Sentence stems, graphic organizers, and other scaffolds were provided in the lessons for this assessment.  
Additional feedback for the Teacher Candidate.  
FOR BILINGUAL CLASSROOM TEACHER CANDIDATES ONLY:  
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Bilingual Pedagogy: Do lesson plans and instructional practices include bilingual strategies to support 
emergent bilinguals in content area comprehension and language development (ie: cross-linguistic 
and/or translanguaging strategies, such as, cognates, idioms, bilingual labels, word study, syntax transfer 
etc).  
PART II - GOALS  
What are the next steps for the Teacher Candidate? Establish one or two specific and observable goals 
for the next scheduled observation.  
My goal for Theo is to have more time being fully in charge of the lesson. Additionally, I would like to see Theo 
providing more  
meaningful feedback to students.  
PART III: STRENGTHS  
Share one or two outstanding strengths of the Teacher Candidate.  
Theo has a natural rapport with students. When he was meeting one on one in a Zoom breakout room today, he 
patiently took the  
student through all of the things he has missed, and he gently encouraged the student to take 
missing assessments. PART IV: CONCERNS  
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ED 697 - SPRING 2021 MAT FIELD EXPERIENCE BINDER  
Student Name :  
Rodrigues-Smith, Theo M  
OBSERVATION DATE  
Observation*  
04/27/2021  
LESSON PLANNING  
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?  
Theo's learning targets today were as follows: I can effectively research my consumer products and 
effectively evaluate using a comparison chart.   
Yes, these targets are appropriate and measurable  
Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?  
Yes Theo's lesson plans align to the following state standards:  
ODE 11-12.W.4: “Produce clear and coherent writing in which  
the…organization…[is]  
appropriate…”  
ODE 11-12.L.1: “Demonstrate  
command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing…”  
ODE 11-12.L.2: “Demonstrate  
command of the conventions of standard English…punctuation…in writing.”  
ODE 11-12.W.2a: “Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that  
each new element builds on that which precedes it to create a unified whole…”  
ODE 11-12.W.2b: “Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts,  
extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and 
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examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic.”  
Lesson is based on assessment data?  
Students are expected to be able to effectively research and nd that information. This lesson is based on that state 
standard.  
Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?  
Yes. Prior to this lesson, students were allowed to chose a product to research. This is how Theo explained 
it in his lesson plans: "Because students pick which products and models they will evaluate and analyze, 
students are more likely to pick items that interest them personally. Thus students are more liable to make 
and use their own connections to their own funds of knowledge 
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or interdisciplinary connections. This salience, interest, and connection(s) will hopefully stick with them as 
they work on creating their EOCC essay."  
Lesson has an opening/hook?  
The opening for today's lesson included being able to use commas correctly in some sample sentences. This is a lesson 
students  
have been focusing on for several weeks, in order to help them be more successful in 
their academic writing.  
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY  
Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?  
Yes. Theo went over the directions at the beginning of class, as well as the learning target, and students knew 
what was expected. As students entered the class and as they exited the class, procedures that have been put 
into place were known and used by the students.  
Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?  
Yes. Theo walked around the room for the entire period, checking on students individually, which meets the 
needs of all learners. He also made sure to re-direct a student who was getting o topic or researching 
something that wasn't quite right. He did it in a respectful way that the student understood.  
Does the candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners?  
Yes. Chromebooks for each student were used. Additionally, resources for students were provided on Google Docs 
and on Canvas.  
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Does the candidate utilize research-based behavior management strategies to promote an optimal learning 
environment such as high engagement strategies, Grinder techniques, proactive procedures/routines, etc.  
Yes. There are routines set up in class to help students both in asking for help and being good class team members.   
- Estimated times of instruction are planned. - Pacing of lesson was appropriate. - Candidate 
adjusted lesson closing appropriately (lesson ended early or ran over time limit)  
Yes. The pacing of the lesson was appropriate. The candidate ended class at the appropriate time.  
ASSESSMENT  
Does the candidate provide meaningful feedback throughout the lesson, addressing tasks and/or 
assessment? Yes. As stated before, when Theo was going from student to student, he was able to help 
them, give them encouragement, etc.  
The candidate's assessments are ___ aligned to a learning target ___ developmentally appropriate ___ of 
enough variety to allow students to show competence ___ formal ___ informal ___ formative ___ summative 
___ other  
Today's lesson assessment was the progress of their research. It was aligned to a learning target, 
developmentally appropriate, of enough variety to allow students to show competence, informal, and 
formative. However, it is leading up to a more formal and  
summative assignment.  
ANALYSIS OF TEACHING  
Candidate is able to discuss, provide evidence of, and can justify connections to educational research and/or 
theory?  
Yes. This is what Theo included in his lesson plans:  
Scaffolding 
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In this unit, students are provided with scaffolds for the tasks that I want them to work on. According to 
Ormod, scaffolding is essential for promoting students’ sense of self-efficacy and competence (Ormod 2016, p. 
455). These two areas are also important for motivation, listed below. Scaffolding can also help students 
accomplish challenging tasks in instructional contexts (Ormod 2016, p. 312). Students may need scaffolding to 
help them check their own comprehension (Ormod 2016, p. 377). Scaffolding can, again, help promote 
motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 491).  
> Modelling  
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In this unit, students are given models of the tasks which I want them to accomplish, so that they can learn 
the skillsets involved. Modelling is a way that new behaviors are taught and much of human learning comes 
from observing and modelling what other people do (Ormod 2016, p. 122).  
> Learning Sequence  
I have constructed this unit to follow a logical and progressive sequence of learning—both of knowledge and 
skills. This is so that students learn things in a manageable stepwise manner which allows the models and 
scaffolds used to not be overwhelming. The sequence supplements the pedagogical value of the scaffolds and 
modelling. > Motivation: student choice and autonomy viz. EOCC products/models  
In this unit, students choose the products and models on which they will research and then subsequently write 
their EOCC essay on. This choice gives students an element of personal autonomy which is central to motivation 
and salience, and is a basic need (Ormod 2016, p. 435). This autonomy and salience, along with a sense of 
competency in their task, is central to intrinsic motivation (Ormod 2016, p. 435). In addition to autonomy, this 
choice allows students to leverage their own cultural and personal knowledge and make connections to 
previous learning. I hope to help instill this sense of competency by supplying scaffolds and models for students 
to use for their own benet and comprehension, listed above.  
Candidate uses research and/or theory to explain their P-12 learner's progress?  
Yes  
FOR BILINGUAL TEACHER CANDIDATES ONLY  
Bilingual Pedagogy: Do lesson plans and instructional practices include bilingual strategies to support 
emergent bilinguals in content area comprehension and language development (ie: cross-linguistic 
and/or translanguaging strategies, such as, cognates, idioms, bilingual labels, word study, syntax transfer 
etc).  
PART II - STRENGTHS AND GOALS  
Share what went well with the lesson and areas of strength.  
Theo has obviously developed relationships with students, as they are willing and eager to take his 
assistance on assignments.  I also am impressed with Theo's use of scaffolds throughout the lessons he 
has created.  
What are the next steps for the teacher candidate. Establish one or two specific and observable goals for 
the next scheduled observation.  
Next time: I'd like to see a lesson where you teach a mini lesson and then have students work independently. 
I realize that is dependent upon when we have our next observation. I've already seen you do some great 
one-on-one work, but I'd like to see the  
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whole-class work, too.  
PART III - CONCERNS  
Are there any concerns that should be addressed at this time?*  
No  
Please describe any concerns you have. 
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MAT ONLINE/HYBRID TERM II - WINTER 2021  
Student Name :  
Rodrigues-Smith, Theo M  
PRE/OBSERVATION/POST MEETING DATES  
Pre-Lesson Meeting*  
03/01/2021  
Post-Lesson Meeting*  
03/01/2021  
LESSON PLANNING "LOOK FORS"  
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?  
Goals and objectives are appropriate and measurable.   
I can create a t-chart and use the t-chart to write a structured informative paragraph.  
Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?  
Objective aligns with W.11-12.2: Write informative/explanatory texts.  
Are a variety of appropriate formal and informal assessments used?  
Appropriate informal assessment in which students use a t-chart to write a structured informative paragraph on 
their Google  
document.  
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY "LOOK FORS"  
Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?  
Directions for writing structured informative paragraph on their Google document were clear. Theo did a nice 
job of utilizing model t-chart and paragraph by making the color coding of the t-chart and paragraph clear to 
students. By doing this, Theo made it clear to students how a t-chart helps students write a structured 
informative paragraph that includes evidence, explanation, and elaboration. He also made it clear how a 
paragraph's concluding sentence restates paragraph's topic sentence.  
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Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?  
Yes, the lesson was sequenced and scaffolded appropriately with a model t-chart and structured informative 
paragraph. Students had a link to the model on their assignment.  
Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?  
Yes, checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners. The assignment was 
broken into smaller chunks. Breakout rooms were available for students. A model of the assignment was 
provided. Theo pointed out sentence starters available on student assignment to help them write their 
structured informative paragraph. Theo asked if students had questions and reminded them of the supports 
available.  
Does the Candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners? 
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Zoom, Canvas, Google documents, and Google slides.  
Does the Candidate manage a safe and respectful learning environment?  
Yes, Theo managed a safe and respectful learning environment. Calm demeanor.  
ASSESSMENT "LOOK FORS"  
Are assessments data driven?  
The assessment is data driven because students need to write structured informative essays which 
incorporate evidence supporting their claim statement on their writing essential skills tests. Informal 
data shows students struggle with this skill.  
Do assessments align to standards?  
Yes, assessments align with CCSS.  
Do informal and formal assessments give meaningful feedback to learners?  
Yes, the informal assessment (writing a structured informative paragraph) will give meaningful feedback 
to students regarding their use of signal phrases to introduce evidence.  
Are there a variety of assessments that are developmentally appropriate and use both formative and 
summative data?  
Yes, there are a variety of assessments that provide formative and summative data.  
TEACHING "LOOK FORS"  
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Do instructional choices stem from research and theory?  
The instructional choices today stem from students needing to be able to write effectively (incorporate 
evidence to support a claim statement) in order to demonstrate proficiency in their writing essential skills in 
order to graduate from high school. T-charts (The Write Tools, Alice Greiner) are an excellent strategy to help 
students focus their writing to include explanation and elaboration of evidence.  
Additional feedback for the Teacher Candidate.  
Nice work on using the word seed when talking about the explanation/elaboration part of the t-chart. That 
language worked well when telling students that the seed or idea grows into a complete sentence. It was also 
good of you to point out to students how the concluding sentence restates the claim statement/topic sentence 
of the paragraph.  
Be careful to use correct language. Concluding sentences and conclusions are two different parts of structured writing. 
Remember  
to hit present on slideshows you are sharing, so students are able to read the slide.  
FOR BILINGUAL CLASSROOM TEACHER CANDIDATES ONLY:  
Bilingual Pedagogy: Do lesson plans and instructional practices include bilingual strategies to support 
emergent bilinguals in content area comprehension and language development (ie: cross-linguistic 
and/or translanguaging strategies, such as, cognates, idioms, bilingual labels, word study, syntax transfer 
etc).  
PART II - GOALS  
What are the next steps for the Teacher Candidate? Establish one or two specific and observable goals 
for the next scheduled observation.  
Continue working on quiet thinking time when students are given a task to accomplish.  
PART III: STRENGTHS 
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Share one or two outstanding strengths of the Teacher Candidate.  
Having a sense of humor will be invaluable as a teacher. It is good 
to see you use humor. PART IV: CONCERNS  
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MAT ONLINE/HYBRID TERM II - WINTER 2021  
Student Name :  
Smith, Theo M  
PRE/OBSERVATION/POST MEETING DATES  
Pre-Lesson Meeting*  
03/11/2021  
Post-Lesson Meeting*  
03/18/2021  
LESSON PLANNING "LOOK FORS"  
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?  
Goals are appropriate and measurable:  
I can write different comma type sentences.  
I can write signal phrases.  
I can elaborate on evidence.  
Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?  
Yes, lesson plans align with goals. Students are writing different comma type sentences on a Jamboard 
activity. Students wrote signal phrases and elaboration on a signal phrase and elaboration intervention.  
Are a variety of appropriate formal and informal assessments used?  
Informal assessments today, with a formal assessment happening next class.  
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY "LOOK FORS"  
Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?  
Yes, there is a slide in the slide deck with goals and class agenda written out. Theo verbally went over goals 
and class agenda with students.  
Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?  
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Yes, lesson is sequenced and scaffolded for students to be ready for unit one assessment.  
Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?  
Yes, checks for understanding and differentiation are used. Students have the option to share comma type 
sentences in the chat for everyone to see or privately with the teacher. Signal phrase/elaboration 
intervention on Google document with time to think and then share out. Jamboard another avenue for 
students to practice comma type sentences.  
Does the Candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners?  
Yes, Theo integrates technology: Google slides, Zoom, and Canvas. 
1/3  
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Does the Candidate manage a safe and respectful learning environment?  
Yes, Theo began class by welcoming each student in a calm and comforting way.  
ASSESSMENT "LOOK FORS"  
Are assessments data driven?  
Informal Jamboard and signal phrase/elaboration assessment planned due to CFA #1 and CFA #2 scores.  
Do assessments align to standards?  
Assessments to align to standards: L.11-12..2 and W.11-12.2  
Do informal and formal assessments give meaningful feedback to learners?  
Informal feedback given to learners verbally during signal phrase/elaboration and Jamboard interventions.  
Are there a variety of assessments that are developmentally appropriate and use both formative and 
summative data?  
Variety of assessments during class and during unit of study.  
TEACHING "LOOK FORS"  
Do instructional choices stem from research and theory?  
Instructional choices stem from knowledge junior students need to perform well on SBAC/OSAS assessments. 
Students do need to be able to write and identify comma type sentences and elaborate on their evidence to 
prove/support a claim statement.  
Additional feedback for the Teacher Candidate.  
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Provide quiet thinking time when giving students time to work.  
This can be tough when you have asked students to complete a task, but the teacher needs to check in with 
students. Time to think vs. time to make connections with students. Theo did a great job making connections 
with students during the bell ringer, but  
students who may be struggling didn't get the quiet thinking time to craft two comma type sentences 
(DC, IC and semicolon). FOR BILINGUAL CLASSROOM TEACHER CANDIDATES ONLY:  
Bilingual Pedagogy: Do lesson plans and instructional practices include bilingual strategies to support 
emergent bilinguals in content area comprehension and language development (ie: cross-linguistic 
and/or translanguaging strategies, such as, cognates, idioms, bilingual labels, word study, syntax transfer 
etc).  
PART II - GOALS  
What are the next steps for the Teacher Candidate? Establish one or two specific and observable goals 
for the next scheduled observation.  
Movement in the classroom.  
Student engagement--getting contribution to class from all students.  
PART III: STRENGTHS  
Share one or two outstanding strengths of the Teacher Candidate.  
Theo listens to comments, suggestions, and advice. He works to incorporate those suggestions immediately into the 
next teaching  
opportunity.  
PART IV: CONCERNS 
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Are there any concerns that should be 
addressed at this time?* No  
GRADE  
Grade: 
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ED 697 - SPRING 2021 MAT FIELD EXPERIENCE BINDER  
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Student Name :  
Rodrigues-Smith, Theo M  
PRE/POST/OBSERVATION DATES  
Pre lesson meeting*  
04/30/2021  




LESSON PLANNING  
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?  
Goal: I can write an explanation paragraph for my least favorite or nonwinning model.  
Yes, this goal is appropriate and measurable.  
Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?  
Yes, the lesson plans align with today's goal.  
Lesson is based on assessment data?  
Today's lesson is not based on assessment data.  
Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?  
Today's lesson is sequenced and scaffolded appropriately with models in today's slideshow and posted in 
Canvas for students to access.  
Lesson has an opening/hook?  
Today's lesson was a bell ringer focusing on the FANBOYS comma sentence. The bell ringer definitely set a tone of 
learning and  
working for the class period.  
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY  
Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?  
Yes, today's goals and procedures communicated verbally and visually to students. Theo forgot to share the 
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model paragraphs with students and the work ow slide, but with a quick prompt (Mr. Smith, do you want to 
go over the models?), he continued that significant part of the lesson. Theo also had a moment where he 
forgot to explain why the clustered attributes model paragraph might be more difficult to write. I stepped in 
to explain that for students.   
During fourth period, the second time Theo taught the lesson, he remembered all pieces of the lesson. 
1/3  
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Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?  
Yes, checks for understanding and differentiation was used to meet the needs of all learners. During writing 
workshop time, Theo checked in with each student to see if he/she had questions regarding the paragraph. 
Some students needed help getting started on writing their paragraph, while others needed feedback on 
what had been written. Theo provided help to those students and provided both written and verbal feedback 
on their paragraph.  
Does the candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners?  
Yes technology was used. Daily slideshow with directions and models was shown on large TV screen and 
posted in Canvas for students. Students used Chromebooks to write paragraphs during writing 
workshop time.  
Does the candidate utilize research-based behavior management strategies to promote an optimal learning 
environment such as high engagement strategies, Grinder techniques, proactive procedures/routines, etc.  
There wasn't any behavior to manage today. Due to COVID restrictions, our two class of English 11 are 16 or 
fewer students (First period had 12 students present while fourth period had 7 students.). Due to the six 
foot social distancing, students really aren't interacting that much.  
The proactive procedure is to be organized both in the lesson and the classroom.  
- Estimated times of instruction are planned. - Pacing of lesson was appropriate. - Candidate 
adjusted lesson closing appropriately (lesson ended early or ran over time limit)  
No adjustments needed to be made at the end of the lesson because the last part of the lesson was 
writing workshop time. I ended the lesson rst period because Theo was working with a student. I excused 
students one by one to second period. Theo ended fourth period's lesson at 2:34 p.m. The bell rang, and I 
helped the one bus rider leave the class, and three minutes later  




Does the candidate provide meaningful feedback throughout the lesson, addressing tasks and/or assessment?  
Theo provided meaningful feedback to students as they worked to write their paragraphs. The assessment 
for this unit will be the students nal draft of their Evaluating our Consumer Culture (EOCC) essay.  
The candidate's assessments are ___ aligned to a learning target ___ developmentally appropriate ___ of 
enough variety to allow students to show competence ___ formal ___ informal ___ formative ___ summative 
___ other  
The EOCC essay assignment allows for students at various skills levels to practice the writing process, write comma 
type sentences,  
and elaborate on main ideas.  
ANALYSIS OF TEACHING  
Candidate is able to discuss, provide evidence of, and can justify connections to educational research and/or 
theory?  
Theo and I have never had conversations where I have asked him to justify 
comments/connections/thoughts to educational research.  
Candidate uses research and/or theory to explain their P-12 learner's progress?  
I do not know if Theo does this. Should I know this?  
FOR BILINGUAL TEACHER CANDIDATES ONLY 
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Bilingual Pedagogy: Do lesson plans and instructional practices include bilingual strategies to support 
emergent bilinguals in content area comprehension and language development (ie: cross-linguistic 
and/or translanguaging strategies, such as, cognates, idioms, bilingual labels, word study, syntax transfer 
etc).  
PART II - STRENGTHS AND GOALS  
Share what went well with the lesson and areas of strength.  
One thing that went well is Theo remembering all the parts of the lesson during fourth period after forgetting 
things first period. Another thing was moving around the classroom, checking in with students, and providing 
feedback to students whether that was verbal or written. An area of strength is Theo easily converses with 
students.  
What are the next steps for the teacher candidate. Establish one or two specific and observable goals for 
the next scheduled observation.  
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An observable goal: Manage student focus and noise level during fourth period.  
PART III - CONCERNS  
Are there any concerns that should be addressed at this time?*  
No  





















APPENDIX G: VIDEO CRITIQUE RUBRIC 
Theo Rodrigues-Smith 
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos 
Spring 2021 
 
Name of Peer Critiquer:____________________________ 
 
Name of Video Reviewed:__________________________ 
 
Instructions: 
Please watch the provided video(s). For each one, fill out one of these rubrics while you watch. 
Watch for the criteria listed below. For every example you find, please note the time stamp in the 
salient box under the criterion in the appropriate table. Then fill out the “commentary” section 




> Student Engagement 







> Student Interaction 
Does the teacher subject interact with the students? By using their names? By asking them 
questions? By checking understanding? By engaging with stories or interpersonally? Does the 
teacher subject encourage comments? 
 
 
Interaction Questions Check Understanding Engagement Comments 
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> Demonstrating “High-Leverage” Practices 
Does teacher subject react/adjust proactively to student needs? Does teacher subject allow space 
for students’ home dialects? Does teacher subject scaffold or model academic language and 
genres? Do students see their selves, lives, and interests reflected in the class work being done? 
 
 
Adjust to Needs Students Use Home Dialects Scaffolding/Modelling Authentic Work 















APPENDIX H: SUBMITTED VIDEO CRITIQUE RUBRICS 
Theo Rodrigues-Smith  
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos  
Spring 2021  
Name of Peer Critiquer:_________Lisa Keating-Thomas ___________________  
Name of Video Reviewed:________26 Jan 21 T/Th P3__________________  
Instructions:  
Please watch the provided video(s). For each one, fill out one of these rubrics while you watch. 
Watch for the criteria listed below. For every example you find, please note the time stamp in 
the salient box under the criterion in the appropriate table. Then fill out the “commentary” 
section with any additional explanations, comments, critiques, or observations that you think are 
salient and helpful.  
RQ3  
> Student Engagement  
Are students engaged? Do they ask questions?  
Engagement Questions 
This is an audio recording and the student chose to only communicate via the Zoom. I did have 







Theo Rodrigues-Smith  
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos  
Spring 2021  
> Student Interaction  
Does the teacher subject interact with the students? By using their names? By asking them 
questions? By checking understanding? By engaging with stories or interpersonally? Does the 
teacher subject encourage comments?  
Interaction  Questions  Check Understanding  Engagement  Comments 
Yes! Mr. 
Rodrigues-Smith 
is using student 
names to interact 
with them. He 
uses “Elysha” 
numerous times.  
He asks the 
students to 
unmute their mic 
as it’s easier to 
give feedback 
this way, but 
student chooses 
to continue using 
chat feature.  
He attaches a scaffold 
for the student to use. 
He explains how he is 
going to help the 
student by splitting 
the paragraphs and 
for the student to add 
more 
detail/elaboration  
He tries to 
engage 
interpersonall




not turning on 










He asks Elijah 
several times 
to engage more 
in this activity. 
He gives “good 
job” comments 
to encourage 
the student. He 







Mr. Rodrigues-Smith is doing his best to encourage engagement by using the student’s 




Theo Rodrigues-Smith  
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos  
Spring 2021  
RQ2  
> Demonstrating “High-Leverage” Practices  
Does teacher subject react/adjust proactively to student needs? Does teacher subject allow space 
for students’ home dialects? Does teacher subject scaffold or model academic language and 
genres? Do students see their selves, lives, and interests reflected in the class work being done?  
Adjust to Needs  Students Use Home Dialects  Scaffolding/Modelling Authentic 
Work 
 
Yes. When the 
student chooses 





There was not much in terms 
of what the student 
said/chatted in the Zoom 
chat.  
Yes. Mr. Rodrigues-
Smith uses a scaffold; 
he gives student a list 
of questions to 
answer, which will 
help to create more 
elaboration; he models 
academic language.  
I do think students 
could see their 
own interests in 







Theo Rodrigues-Smith  
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos  
Spring 2021  
Name of Peer Critiquer:__Lisa Keating-Thomas__________________________  
Name of Video Reviewed:____27 Jan 21 W/F P1 _____________________  
Instructions:  
Please watch the provided video(s). For each one, fill out one of these rubrics while you watch. 
Watch for the criteria listed below. For every example you find, please note the time stamp in 
the salient box under the criterion in the appropriate table. Then fill out the “commentary” 
section with any additional explanations, comments, critiques, or observations that you think are 
salient and helpful.  
RQ3  
> Student Engagement  
Are students engaged? Do they ask questions?  
Engagement Questions 
Yes, this student asks specifically, “How do I transition to that?”  
 
 
Commentary: I really like your explanation of adverbial phrases--what they are called is 




Theo Rodrigues-Smith  
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos  
Spring 2021  
> Student Interaction  
Does the teacher subject interact with the students? By using their names? By asking them 
questions? By checking understanding? By engaging with stories or interpersonally? Does the 
teacher subject encourage comments?  
Interaction  Questions  Check Understanding  Engagement  Comments 
Yes. He 
immediately 
greets Spencer to 
this meeting, 
even calling him 














“How do I 
transition to 
that?”  
He is working with 
the student on how to 
tell the difference 
between ‘then and 
than’ in writing.  
Yes, he is 
relating that 
he has a 
common 
misspelling, 
just like the 
student does, 
too. Relates 
to him about 
the gaming 
console, and 
even asks the 
student 
questions 
about it.  









Commentary: I really like the scaffolds you used, and I especially liked the “to do” list, so 
that the student knows exactly what he needs to do. Good job asking the student how he 




Theo Rodrigues-Smith  
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos  
Spring 2021  
RQ2  
> Demonstrating “High-Leverage” Practices  
Does teacher subject react/adjust proactively to student needs? Does teacher subject allow space 
for students’ home dialects? Does teacher subject scaffold or model academic language and 
genres? Do students see their selves, lives, and interests reflected in the class work being done?  
Adjust to Needs  Students Use Home Dialects  Scaffolding/Modelling Authentic 
Work 
 




Yes, and he explains that 
‘than’ and ‘then’ are often 
confused if we speak it one 
way.  
He provides a scaffold 
for the student to use 








Theo Rodrigues-Smith  
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos  
Spring 2021  
Name of Peer Critiquer:________Lisa Keating-Thomas ____________________  
Name of Video Reviewed:_____12 Feb 21 W/F P4_____________________  
Instructions:  
Please watch the provided video(s). For each one, fill out one of these rubrics while you watch. 
Watch for the criteria listed below. For every example you find, please note the time stamp in 
the salient box under the criterion in the appropriate table. Then fill out the “commentary” 
section with any additional explanations, comments, critiques, or observations that you think are 
salient and helpful.  
RQ3  
> Student Engagement  
Are students engaged? Do they ask questions?  
Engagement Questions 
One of the students in the breakout session does ask questions. Both students are engaged in 







Theo Rodrigues-Smith  
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos  
Spring 2021  
> Student Interaction  
Does the teacher subject interact with the students? By using their names? By asking them 
questions? By checking understanding? By engaging with stories or interpersonally? Does the 
teacher subject encourage comments?  
Interaction  Questions  Check Understanding  Engagement  Comments 
He immediately 
greets them as 
they enter, and 
he uses their 
names. He gets 





need to “be” as 
far as on what 
document. 
He asks the 
student to share 
out the margin 
notes. Another 
student includes 
his margin notes 
and asks a 
question of Mr. 
Rodrigues-





discusses it with 
the students.  
He checks for 
understanding of how 
to get to the right 
place.  
 
Asked: What did you 
underline for your 
central claim? (One 
student didn’t do it; 
the other student did 
and shares his 
answer). Mr. 
Rodrigues-Smith re-
directs the student. 
Another student 
asked about a claim 





y in the warm 
greetings and 






which I think 
helps students 










waiting for a 
ball drop” to 














Theo Rodrigues-Smith  
ARP Peer Critique Form for Lesson Videos  
Spring 2021  
RQ2  
> Demonstrating “High-Leverage” Practices  
Does teacher subject react/adjust proactively to student needs? Does teacher subject allow space 
for students’ home dialects? Does teacher subject scaffold or model academic language and 
genres? Do students see their selves, lives, and interests reflected in the class work being done?  
Adjust to Needs  Students Use Home Dialects  Scaffolding/Modelling Authentic 
Work 
 
Yes, he adjusts to 
the needs of 
students by 





work, giving time 
to the first 
student to 
complete work.  
Mr. Rodrigues-Smith does 
allow space for students’ 
home dialects.  
Yes, Mr. Rodrigues-
Smith gives the 
students multiple ways 
to “read” the assigned 
story: traditional 
reading, listen to an 
audio of the book, or 
even to have one of 
the teachers do a 
private read aloud.  
He models academic 
language.  
By showing that 
he originally 
thought one thing 
when he read the 
piece, and then, 
upon further 
thinking, he made 
another choice for 
a claim statement, 
I think this shows 
that this is 
something similar 
to the way 
students feel.  
He related to them 
about eating bugs.  
 
 
Commentary: I like that you mentioned how you, too, experience a lag in the internet 
speed. It helps students know that things aren’t perfect everywhere. :) I also like that you 
























APPENDIX I: MISCELLANEOUS DATA COLLECTION ITEMS 
 
Themes 1-3 Count Table 
 
Themes 4-8 Count Table 
 
 
Themes 9-11 Count Table 
 
 






Themes 19 and 20 Table 
 
 
 
